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A ROYAL COPY

homeland are now clear. His main objective was to try to align
the Church of Scotland more to the Anglican Church, evident
in his passing of the Five Articles of Perth in the year
following. During James’s visits to the cities, towns, villages
and boroughs of Scotland many formal presentations of verse
and addresses were given to the King. In 1618, a collection
of these poems, addresses, and a record of where the King and
his entourage visited, was printed in Edinburgh. The first
work is a collection of poems, speeches, and philosophical
discussions, mostly in Latin. It is
found in various states and it is
frequently accompanied by the second
work, a further collection of Latin
poems written by Scottish authors
including David Hume of Godscroft
and David Wedderburn on the
occasion of James's return to England.
It was edited by John Adamson who
refers to the work in the dedication to
the first work.

1. ADAMSON, John. Ta tōn Mousōn eisodia: The
Muses vvelcome to the high and mighty prince Iames ... At
His Majesties happie returne to his olde and natiue kingdome
of Scotland, …
Edinburgh, [s.n.], 1618; Edinburgh, Excudebat
Andreas Hart, anno 1618.
£29,500
FIRST EDITION, second
issue. Folio. 1) [viii], 44, [ii],
45-[138], 137-289, [i]. 2). Italic
letter, some Roman and Greek,
text within box rule. Woodcut
portrait of James I with his arms
below as frontispiece, large
historiated initial on first leaf,
large grotesque headpiece with
James I arms above, woodcut
floriated initials many grotesque
and floriated woodcut head and
tail-pieces and typographical
ornaments, “A reissue of STC
140
(Edinburgh:
Thomas
Finlason, 1618) with cancel
title page and dedication
printed by A. Hart; three
preliminary leaves cancelled
and replaced by two. In this
reissue line 3 of title reads "to
the high and mighty prince".
Pages 109-12 are a cancel
bifolium printed in London by
the Eliot’s Court Press. ...
Quire M also a different setting to STC 140. In this
setting signature "M2" is below the "frugi" of
“frugibus”." ESTC. “Lord in thy roth is”
in a
contemporary hand on pastedown, two early shelf
marks above and below, engraved bookplate of
Robert Pirie at side. Very light age yellowing, very
rare marginal marks. A fine copy, absolutely fresh, in
excellent contemporary calf, covers double blind and
single gilt ruled to a panel design, large fleurons gilt to
corners of outer panel, arms of James I gilt at centre,
spine double gilt ruled in compartments, all edges red,
spine a little sunned.

“With over sixty individual
contributors, it includes many more
Latin poets that the Delitae
Poetarum Scotorum, and all of them
write at the same point in time and in
the same context, namely the return
of King James VI and I to Scotland,
after fourteen years, in 1617. Its
acclamations are delivered with
considerable ingenuity and skill in
more than 130 poems, which range
in length from short epigrams to much
longer hexameter panegyrics. Such
an assembly of verso to celebrate an
itinerant sovereign has few if any parallels in any neo-Lain
context. Moreover the Muses Welcome is presented as a
travelogue: a record, with precise dates, of the king’s journey
or ‘progress’ through some fifteen towns and other places in
his northern realm, from Dundee to Drumlanrig (two visits
are noted for Stirling and at least two for Edinburgh). … The
Muses Welcome is a snapshot of Scotland in a particular
summer, or rather a group photograph (one of the livelier
kind). A real work of cerebration as well as celebration by
Scottish towns and cities The Muses Welcome is testimony
to Scotland’s cultural and educational achievements, at a
moment which coincides with the zenith of Scottish Latin
verse. Finally ... The Muses Welcome is a delight to handle
and peruse, because of its generous dimensions its use
throughout of a large Italic font, its ample spacing...This fine
appearance is hardly surprising, for it was commissioned by
the King himself … and entrusted by him to Edinburgh’s
leading printers. He also made careful provision for the
distribution of eighty copies, which may or may not comprise
the whole print run.” Roger P.H. Green. The King
Returns: The Muses’ Welcome (1618). This copy, richly
bound with his arms is most certainly one of the copies made
for distribution by the king.

First edition, second issue, with the portrait of James I, of this
important collection of neo-latin poems, epigrams, and
panegyrics, all dedicated to James I on his return to Scotland
in 1617. On the 15th of May, 1617, King James VI & I
landed at Port "Seatown" (now Seton) to begin what would
be his only homecoming tour, since leaving Scotland 14 years
earlier. James stayed until the beginning of August and,
although primarily resident in Edinburgh, spent much of his
time touring his northern kingdom. James visited Scotland
under the pretence of celebrating his fiftieth year as King of
Scotland; however, the political motives of James’s trip to his
1
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The Muses Welcome is truly a treasure trove of early
seventeenth-century poetry and includes unattributed
dedications by Sir Francis Bacon, identified by his family’s
motto “Mediocria Firma” found at the foot of his dedications
(3rd leaf recto, pp. 115, 153, 168). A very fine copy of this
most important work, a presentation from James I.

represents one of the earliest and broadest scientific insights
into quadrupeds’ features. The Scottish scholar Thomas
Dampster (1579-1625) was involved in its publication as
professor of humanities at the University of Bologna.
Not in BM STC 17th It. Nissen ZBI, 76; Bibliotheca
Osleriana, 1770; Alden, 642/3; Graesse, I, 65.

1) ESTC S126015. STC 141. 2) ESTC S106780 STC
142.

L2150

ONE OF THE EARLIEST EUROPEAN
STUDIES OF NON-WESTERN MEDICINE
AND BOTANY

K58

A PIONEERING WORK ON HOOVED
ANIMALS

3. ALPINI, Prospero. De medicina Aegyptiorum
[with] De plantis Aegyptis liber...De balsamo dialogus.

2. ALDROVANDI, Ulisse. Quadrupedum omnium
bisulcornum historia.

Venice, Francesco de Franceschi, 1591 [with] 1592.

Bologna, Gian Battista Ferroni for Marco Antonio
Bernia, 1641.

£4,950
Two volumes in one. 4to. 1) FIRST EDITION, ff.
(12), 150, (26); 2) FIRST EDITION of first work, ff.
(4), 80, (8). Roman letter, little Italic; printer’s device
on titles; historiated and foliated initials, initial C a
figure of Cronus; grotesque head- and tail-pieces.
Volume I: three woodcuts in Book Two of Egyptian
cupping glasses; two full-page woodcuts, the first
showing the process of scarification of the legs, the
second a treatment for dropsy; diagram of a leg on leaf
M7v. Volume II: many woodcuts of plants, mostly
full-page and in good clean impression; occasionally
lightly age yellowed, slight marginal damp stain at
lower edge of final two gatherings. A very good copy
in elegant mottled calf c. 1700, gilt edges, gilt spine
with oral compartments and title on red morocco
label; red sprinkled edges; early inventory number on
front pastedown and pencil modern signature of ‘Dr
Gazeau’, repeated on head of title; eighteenth-century
library stamp in blank margin of title.

£3,750
Folio, pp. (8), 1040, (12). Roman and Italic letter,
little Greek; engraved architectural and allegorical
title by Gian Battista Coriolano, with rampant lions,
nude figures and putti, large historiated and decorated
initials, some decorative head- and tail-pieces,
numerous detailed woodcut illustrations of animals,
large printer’s device on final verso; a bit yellowed,
mainly marginal light foxing, old repair to lower outer
corner of 851. A good copy in contemporary vellum,
yapped edges; early shelf mark on small oval label at
head of rear cover; library stamp of Universitetets
Zoologiske Museums of Copenhagen and
eighteenth-century autograph ‘F. Bollin[?]’ on front
endpaper; early duplicate stamp on title.
Second and slightly corrected edition of a ground-breaking
investigation into hoofed (ungulate) quadrupeds, first
published in 1621. Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605) is
regarded as the father of modern natural history due to his
pivotal contribution to zoology, botany and geology. An
erudite scholar of wide-ranging interests, he was the rst
professor of natural science at Bologna University. There, he
established a renowned botanical garden and gathered a steady
amount of specimens and detailed drawings of faunal and
floral rarities in his private museum. Everything was later
bequeathed to the City Senate. The majority of his extensive
essays was published posthumously by his pupils with the
support of the Bolognese Commune.

Fine copy of three pioneering medical and botanical treatises
of the late Italian Renaissance. ‘Alpini, an Italian physician
and botanist, graduated from Padua and travelled through
Greece, Crete and Egypt from 1580-1583. Following his
travels, he returned to Padua where he remained as professor
of botany and director of the botanical garden until his death.’
(Heirs of Hippocrates).
The volume begins with the first edition of ‘one of the earliest
European studies of non-Western medicine. Alpini's work
dealt primarily with contemporary (i.e. Turkish) practices
observed during a three-year sojourn in Egypt. These included
moxibustion (the production of counter-irritation by placing
burning or heated material on the skin) which Alpini
introduced in European medicine. Alpini also mentioned
coffee for the first time in this work’ (Norman). He also
introduced the banana and baobab to Europeans.

This vast zoological survey is not confined to scientific
information on ungulates, but, in the encyclopaedic style of
the author, touches also on their occurrences in European,
Egyptian and Arabic literature and figurative art, as well as
their meaning in prophecies and mystic symbolism and use in
medical preparation. Descriptions of deformed exemplars and
mythological creatures, like unicorns and centaurs, are
included too. A fine copy of Dürer’s Rhinoceros (p. 884) and
one of the earliest depictions of a giraffe (p. 931) stand out
amongst the many zoological illustrations. Together with De
quadrupedibus solidipedibus, De quadrupedibus digitatis
viviparis and De quadrupedibus digitatis oviparis, this work

Preceded by an extensive subject index and followed by an
exhaustive alphabetical one, the text, divided into four books,
discusses inter alia the state of Egyptian medicine, the reasons
behind the unusual longevity of the Egyptian people,
epidemics and illnesses that had affected Egypt, methods of
2
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depicts a man playing the bagpipes.
“From a scientific point of view, the De
Plantis Aegyptis is his [Alpinus’] most
important work. The pioneering study of
Egyptian flora introduced exotic plants to the
still parochial European botanical circles ...
this ... later was used by such systematists as
Hasselquist and Forskal as a basis for their
more complete studies ... Some of Alpinus’
original descriptions were included in the
writings of Linnaeus, who ... name[d] the
genus Alpini ... in his honour.” DSB I p.
124.
1) BM STC It., 20; Norman, 39;
Adams, A 802; Mortimer It., 16; Heirs
of Hippocrates, 240 (1646 edn.); Osler,
1796; Durling, 178; Wellcome 232;
Garrison-Morton, 6468 ('First important work on the
history of Egyptian medicine'); Simon, II, 42. Not in
Vicaire or Bitting.

and reasons for blood-letting, Eunuchs, varieties of cupping
glasses, techniques of scarification, cures for dysentery, the
range and extent of surgery and drugs available, the use of
softening baths to enhance the appearance of the body, the
composition and administration of theriacs (obeying the hairof-the-dog principle with regard to poisoning), and syringes.
He also mentions the use of wine in medicine and describes,
for the first time in print, the coffee plant.

2) BM STC It., 20; Adams, A 803; Pritzel, 163;
Wellcome, 234; Osler, 1799; Mortimer It., 17.
Durling, 179; Arber, 90.
L2101

4. ALVAROTUS, Jacobus. Super feudis (With
additions by Matthaeus de Corbinellis and Montorius
Mascarellus).

In very readable Latin, the book provides a fascinating insight
into early homeopathy, surgical and cosmetic procedures, and
Egyptian lifestyle. The unusual degree of specialization of
Egyptian medics is also discussed, with doctors said to become
experts in individual organs and areas (e.g. ears and lungs),
so as to maximise their wisdom and knowledge.

Venice, [Printer of the 1477 Alvarotus (Roman
Type)], 1477, 10 July.
£37,500

The second part of the volume is taken up by the joint edition
of two other treatises of Alpini, the first edition of De plantis
Aegyptis, and the second edition of the Dialogue on Balsam,
which appeared separately in 1591. Alpini combined his
medical training with a deep interest in botany, resolving to
travel in search of the most useful vegetable sources of balm or
balsam. He stayed three years in Cairo and gathered
materials for the two works printed there, after which he
returned to Italy in 1593.

FIRST EDITION. Folio. 372 unnumbered leaves.
a–c10, d8, e10, f8, g–l10, [m–o8, p4, q10, r–t8, v10.]
A8, B–D10, E8, F10, G8, H10, I8, K–N10, O8, P8,
Q6, QQ8, R–T10, V12. Roman letter in double
column. Capital spaces with guide letters, small red
initials in the index leaves, capital spaces left blank but
the first several filled by a just later hand, including
three with charming grotesque heads, contemporary
manuscript foliation and subject headline, purchase
inscription recording its price of 5 rhenish gulden and
dated at Nuremberg, 1478, at head of pastedown, two
further early inscriptions below, dated 1494, 1509 in
a slightly different hand, one inscription erased,
Jodocus Oethaeus of Nordhausen, 1568 manuscript
inscription, with his manuscript title above, on recto
of first leaf, another, Matthaeus Gerstenbrand, 1692
at centre, two early shelf marks on pastedown,
another later one in lower outer corner of first leaf,
early annotations in several hands throughout, with
pointing hands, occasional underlinings. Small
scattered single wormholes in the first few and final
few quires touching some letters, occasional very light
age toning, inks splash on one leaf, very minor margin
waterstaining to upper margin in places, with the odd
thumb mark. A fine copy, crisp and clean on thick

De plantis Aegyptis discusses and illustrates around 50
species of Egyptian flora, 23 of them never previously
described by any European writer and all of which the author
had personally examined. The descriptions and drawings of
the papyrus, coffee and cotton plants are the first ever to be
printed. The work is the earliest on African flora listed in
Pritzel, and it was to this book more than any other that
Alpinus owed his great reputation among contemporary
naturalists.
While the term ‘balm’ or ‘balsam’ was applied in this period
to a variety of resins derived from plants, or to the plants,
Alpinus’ Dialogue is concerned specifically with the amyris
species and the resins, fruit and wood they produce. The book
is the earliest monograph on balms recorded in Pritzel, and
contains one fine full-page illustration. Somewhat
surprisingly a large initial at the beginning of the second work
3
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paper with very large margins, in beautiful
contemporary south German (possibly Nuremberg)
allum tawed pigskin over thick wooden boards,
covers triple blind ruled to a panel design, outer panel
on upper cover with repeated blind stamped rose tools
(EDBB s016008) in upper and lower section, blind
stamped rose bush tool to both side sections, on lower
cover the rose tools are to the corners with another
floriated tool at sides, rose bush tool stamped above
and below, central panels triple blind ruled in crossed
diagonals, with Philipp Baumann’s armorial blind
stamp (EDBD s016004), a fine Madonna and Child
stamp (EDBD s016009), a small bird stamp (EDBD
s016005) all stamped in centres, spine with large
raised bands triple blind ruled at centre of
compartments, early manuscript title at head, traces of
clasps and ties, scattered worm holes in both covers.

binding with armorial ownership stamps. This incunable is
the only book assigned to this press at Venice. The distinctive
armorial stamp on the covers are those of Philipp Baumann.
Some have identified this stamp, and the other stamps
associated with it (Designated to the same workshop [EDBD
w002384] by the Deutsche Einbanddatenbank), as
identifying a binder. While the stamp naming Philipp
Baumann could perhaps identify the binder, Kyriss (GBJB
1957) considered it an owner’s stamp, a view which seems to
be born out by the relative rarity of the stamps, and the fact
that they generally do not appear in other combinations. Most
interestingly all the known copies of books bearing
Baumann’s stamps are also on law books, which probably
identifies him as a lawyer or as a scholar of the law. It seems
improbable that the only works surviving from one bindery
were law books. Very few 15th-century ownership stamps are
known at all, and such an early one with what is also
probably the owners original purchase note make this copy
particularly interesting. The Deutsche Einbanddatenbank
states that the bindings with these stamps
are South German though the purchase
inscription recording its price of 5 rhenish
gulden and dated Nuremberg, 1478 could
probably help identify the precise location
of the binding. There is no direct evidence
that the purchase note is in Baumann’s
hand but as the book was printed at Venice
less than a year before it was bound it seems
unlikely it could be another’s.

A splendid and most interesting copy of this finely printed
incunable, exceptionally rare, with an equally rare early

The Super feudis is, an important
commentary by the celebrated lawyer and
judge, Jacobus Alvarotus, noted for his
learning in both civil and canon law.
Alvarotus was an eminent feudal lawyer,
a native of Padua, who studied at the
university there. Having obtained his
degree, he lectured on feudal law for 16
years, probably at Padua. He subsequently
filled the office of Judge in the cities of
Florence and Siena. He died at the age of
68 in 1453. This was his major work,
though some of his consilia were published
in the C16th. GW had assigned one other
edition to the Printer of the 1477
Alvarotus, but CIBN has subsequently
assigned it to Beretin Convento.
His works are particularly rare: no copy of
any 15th-century edition is recorded as
having been on the market in over 60
years. A beautiful and important copy,
with interesting contemporary and early
annotation.
BMC V 259. Go A-545. H 886.
BSB-Ink A-457. Madsen 157.
Sheehan: Vaticana I-153. ISTC
ia00545000.
K105
4
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A BRIDGEWATER BINDING
5. AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. The Roman
historie.
London, Printed by Adam Islip, 1609.
£5,950
FIRST EDITON thus. Folio. pp. [iv], 432, [lxxvi].
A2, B-3I4, a-d4, 2A-E4, 2F2. Roman letter, some
Italic. Floriated woodcut initials, grotesque woodcut
and typographical headpieces, long manuscript note
(c. 1800) on front fly with autograph Edmond
Malone, early shelf mark on fly, bookplate of Robert
S. Pirie. Very light age yellowing, the very rare
marginal spot. A fine copy, crisp and clean, in
excellent contemporary polished armorial calf, covers
bordered with a double blind and single gilt rule,
contemporary gilt arms of John Egerton, 1st Earl of
Bridgewater at centres, FB at gilt stamped at lower
edge (most probably Francis Bridgewater 3rd Duke),
spine with gilt ruled raised bands, gilt ruled in
compartments, fleurons gilt at centres, gilt lettered red
morocco label, gilt ruled edges, remains of green silk
ties, upper joint with small crack at head.
A beautiful copy, splendidly bound, with the contemporary
arms of John Egerton, 1st Earl of Bridgewater (1579 1649), of the first English translation, by Philemon
Holland, of the surviving books of Ammianus Marcellinus's
history of the Roman empire in the later fourth century,
dedicated to the mayor and aldermen of Coventry: the
Corporation paid £4 towards the publication. Thomas
Fuller, writing in the mid-17th century, included Holland
among his Worthies of England, terming him "the translator
general in his age, so that those books alone of his turning into
English will make a country gentleman a competent library
for historians”. Holland's translation style was free and
colloquial, sometimes employing relatively obscure dialect and
archaic vocabulary, and often expanding on his source text in
the interests of clarity. He justified this approach in prefaces
to his translations of Livy and Pliny, saying that he had opted
for "a meane and popular stile", and for "that Dialect or
Idiome which [is] familiar to the basest clowne", while
elaborating on the original in order to avoid being "obscure and
darke”.

John Egerton, 1st Earl of Bridgewater, (1579 – 4 December
1649) was an English peer and politician, Baron of the
Exchequer of Chester from 1599 to 1605. In 1603, he was
appointed a Knight of the Order of Bath, and having
succeeded to his father's titles, he was created Earl of
Bridgewater in 1617. Egerton was sworn of the Privy
Council in 1626. Between 1631 and 1634, he was Lord
President of Wales. In the early 17th century, the 1st Earl's
father had purchased Ashridge House, one of the largest
country houses in England, from Queen Elizabeth I, who
had inherited it from her father (Henry VIII) who had
appropriated it after the dissolution of the monasteries in
1539. Ashridge House served the Egerton family as a
residence until the 19th century. John Milton's masque,
‘Comus’ (‘A Mask Presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634’) in
honour of chastity, was first presented on Michaelmas, 1634,
before John Egerton at Ludlow Castle in celebration of the
Earl's new post as Lord President of Wales.
STC 17311. ESTC S114268.

Ammianus Marcellinus, the “last Roman historian of any
importance,” began his history of the emperors in about 390
A.D. As a younger man Marcellinus fought under Julian
against the Alemanni and Persians, and his work provides an
eyewitness account of the period 353-378. Of the original 31
books only 18 were extant at the time of Holland’s
translation, and his work includes a chronology of the time
period covered by the lost books. Three years earlier, Holland
had translated Suetonius’ Historie of Twelve Caesars,
Emperors of Rome (1606), so Marcellinus’ Roman Historie
was a logical next pursuit. “Holland’s translations are
faithful and readable.” (DNB).

L2227

MID C17th SLAVE BOOKPLATE
6. ARIAS MONTANO, Benito. Humanae salutis
monumenta.
Antwerp, ex offcina Christophe Plantin, 1571.
£5,250
FIRST EDITION. 76 unnumbered leaves, pp. 39 [i].
A-I8, K4, a-b8, c4. Issue without borders to
illustrations, illustration on K2 dated 1572. Italic
letter, some Roman. Fine engraved pictorial title,
large roundel portrait of Christ and 70 full-page
5
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engraved illustrations of Biblical scenes after P. van
der Borcht, floriated woodcut initials, remarkable,
hand-coloured engraved bookplate depicting an
african slave of Pierre de Maridat de Serrières (1613 1689) his ex libris on front endpaper, “Petri
Bonifanti” manuscript in a contemporary hand at
head of title. Light age yellowing, three leaves loose
and a little worn at edges. A very good copy, crisp and
clean, with excellent, rich impressions of the plates, in
handsome contemporary polished vellum over thin
paper boards, covers bordered with a single gilt rule,
oral wreath gilt at centres, spine double gilt ruled in
compartments with fleurons gilt at centres, all edges
gilt.

who was given the task of translating Arias Montano’s
inventions into working drawings.
“We find examples of works dating from the late sixteenth
century, paving the way for those of the seventeenth century.
In 1571 the Plantin Press in Antwerp published the first of
several editions of a lavishly illustrated catholic work by
Benito Arias Montano, almoner of Philip II of Spain, in
which, although the word ‘emblem’ is not specifically used,
we nevertheless see a clearly emblematic pattern of
construction. In his wholly Latin ‘Humanae salutis
monumenta’ Arias Montano offers a series of 71 two-page
biblical emblems in which the recto contains a large ornate
engraving of the biblical scene, ... in the style of the earlier
sixteenth-century French emblem books produced in Paris by
Janot and in Lyon by de Tournes, or the Rouille/Bonhomme
partnership, accompanied by a Latin motto and distich, while
on the facing verso is a longer passage of verse in the form of a
Latin ode, taking its inspiration from the visual trigger
provided by the engraved figure to which it refers, and
explaining the significance of the scene depicted. The message
of each individual emblem is further reinforced by the inclusion
of Explanatory notes and biblical references in prose,
although, unusually these do not accompany the actual
‘emblem’, but - like Gambert’s ‘Meditations’ - they are
grouped together at the end. The collection begins with Moses
holding the tables of the law, followed by Adam and Eve, and
ends appropriately with the Last Judgement.” Alison
Saunders. ‘The Seventeenth-century French Emblem: A
Study in Diversity’
The beautiful engraved book plate on the front fly, depicting
a handsome black slave boy holding a shield and scales, with
contemporary hand colouring, is that of Pierre de Maridat
who was born at Serrières in the Ardèche at the beginning of
the C17th. He was a councillor for many years at the court
of Louis XIII and later during the minority of Louis XIV.
USTC 401487. Adams M1646. Landwehr, Low
Countries 45. Brunet I, 421. Voet 588.

A very good copy of the rare first edition of this beautifully
illustrated emblem book with fine impressions of the
engravings. This work was published in two editions in
1571; one in quarto with borders to the engraved plates, and
this octavo version without the borders. Benito Arias
Montano came to the Netherlands in May 1568 in obedience
to Philip II’s instructions to assist in the process of editing and
printing the Biblia Polyglotta on which Plantin had been
working for several years. He worked closely with Plantin and
supervised the administration and printing of the liturgical
books Plantin produced for the Spanish crown. Whilst
working with Plantin he devised this emblematic work which
was hugely successful going through several editions in the late
sixteenth century. “Montano’s influential Humanae salutis
monumenta was the first book to compound the format of the
picture Bible with the text-image apparatus of the emblem,
in a hybrid construction offering sacred exempla as the matter
of meditative devotion” Marcia Kupfer. ‘The Passion Story:
From Visual Representation to Social Drama.’ Abraham de
Bruyn, Pieter Huys, and the Wierix brothers of Antwerp
engraved the prints after modelli by Pieter van der Borcht,

L2626

7. BARBARO, Daniello. La pratica della
perspettiua ... opera molto vtile a pittori, a scultori, & ad
architetti.
Venice, appresso Camillo, & Rutilio Borgominieri
fratelli, al segno di S. Giorgio, 1568.
£9,750
FIRST EDITION first issue [Both title and colophon
with date 1568]. Folio. pp. 195. [xiii]. A-O4, P6, Q2A4, 2B6. Italic letter. Title with “Borgomineri
Brother’s device of the serpent-wreathed staff, ... the
first two words of title are set within a cartouche with
grotesque heads and trophies of captives of
war....Two hundred woodcuts, the majority being
diagrams. These include twenty-two full pages, .. one
double page, .. and one plate at the end. The final
plate is an illustration of a new measuring instrument
by Giacomo Fusto Castriotto, on the recto of leaf
6
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Aa4, verso blank. On leaves T4v-V1v are three blocks
of theater scenes from Francesco de Franceschi’s 1566
edition of Serlio, dedicated to Barbaro.... The block
on leaf T3r is also from Franceschi. The woodcut on
leaf Aa2r, showing two men using a drawing
instrument to copy a lute, is a free copy of Albrect
Durer’s woodcut dated 1525, which appears at the
end of his Underweysung der messung, Nuremberg,
1525. Other Durer illustrations from the messung
and Von menschlicher Proportione .. were adapted by
Barbaro for this volume. The errata on leaves Bb5vBb6v include corrections to the illustrations. Ten
large headpieces in geometric forms, designed for this
volume, one for each of the nine parts and the
index. .. Two pieces of foliated ornament with
grotesque heads. Type ornaments. Historiated and
foliated initials in two sizes. The serpent wreathed
staff device from first title page is repeated on leaf of
Bb6v.”. Mortimer, Harvard Italian 39. Early stamp on
title, bookplate of Gianni de Marco on pastedown.
Light ink or water- stain mostly to margins of a few
leaves, rare marginal brown spot, or minor stain,
blank upper portion of last leaf with a few tears,
backed on verso just touching printer’s device. A
good copy, crisp and clean, with good impression of
the woodcuts, in Italian C18th vellum over boards,
title gilt lettered on spine, with dragon fleuron below,
a.e.g.

Rare first edition, first issue, of Barbaro’s important treatise
on perspective; it can also be composed of titles and colophons
dated 1568 and 1569 in any combination, another variant
has an elaborate woodcut title with no date. The Venetian
Daniele Barbaro (1514 -1570) advocated the use of the
camera obscura as an aid to drawing and perspective, and this
work contains one of the earliest descriptions of the use of a
biconvex lens to assist artists in the representation of scenes
from nature, bringing the device one step closer to the modernday camera. The improvement in the image obtained with the
device, as well as by adjusting the distance upon which the
image is to be projected, was described by Barbaro. This work
was one of the most respected texts on perspective in the
sixteenth century, comparable to Durer’s Manual. Designed
for an audience of artists, architects, stage designers, etc.,
Barbaro's work is more mathematical than artistic. Its
influence derived from the separation of perspective, used in
the design of stage sets, from the graphic representation of
buildings. It is partly based on the methods and writings of
Piero della Francesca, but written in a more readable and
humanistic style. The work is illustrated in part with a range
of polyhedra, and it includes the earliest drawing of the
truncated icosidodecahedron and it ties Jamnitzer for the
earliest rhombicosidodecahedron. The work opens with a
preparatory text on the principles of geometrical optics, the
division of surfaces, the properties of triangles and the
distinction between point at the level of the eye and the
distance point. The sixth part is the account and the reduction
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of the diagram of Ptolomy's planisphere.

botanical study, paving the way for the pure binomial system
of Linnaeus’ “Systema Naturae” (Leiden, 1735). Bauhin
(1560-1624), professor of anatomy and botany at Basel,
began a new era in botany, distinguishing it as a science in its
own right and abandoning its herbal-medical associations, by
creating a modern natural classification based on morphology.

“The treatise on practical perspective by the Venetian
humanist Daniele Barbaro was the first work of its type
published in Italy. .. In his annotations on Vitruvius' treatise
(1567), Barbaro had already devoted a long passage to the
question. ... He learned perspective with the mathematician
Giovanni Zamberti, the brother of Bartolomeo, the celebrated
translator of Euclid. From contact with him, he became
initiated into the questions of geometric optics which make up
the starting point of his treatise. But he extends the universe
of scientific reference considerably for problems of figurative
standardization. The questions raised by Ptolemy's
planisphere entered into debates on perspective in the second
half of the 16th century, thanks to Federico Commandino's
annotations (1558). ... Barbaro's treatise on perspective is
the first text which attempted to bring together in a single book
subject matter which until then had been dispersed in works
from numerous, sometimes unrelated, disciplines, and of very
different status. He expresses remarkable skill in
reformulating speculations and giving them a function clearly
and briefly. Thus, Barbaro's treatise constitutes the first
reduction in the art of perspective, a model which was to be
traditional until the 19th century.” Pascal DubourgGlatigny. A crisp copy of this important and beautifully
illustrated work.

"The progress of botanical science ... reaches its highest point
in the labours of Gaspard Bauhin, as regards both the naming
and describing of the individual plants and their classification
according to likeness of habit ... A still higher value must be
set on the fact, that in Gaspard Bauhin the distinction
between species and genus is fully and consciously carried out;
every plant has with him a generic and specific name, and this
binary nomenclature which Linnaeus is usually thought to
have founded, is almost perfectly maintained by Bauhin,
especially in the 'Pinax'" (Sachs).
Bauhin also describes on page pp. 24-26 “Frumentum
Indicum” which constitute extremely early references to
North and South American plants, including maize and
cannabis from Peru, Brazil, Florida, and Virginia. Also of
great interest is the list of approximately 135 names of
authors and hundreds of their botanical works, making this
“Nomina Authorum” the second earliest bibliography of
botanical literature, according to Besterman (World
Bibliography, col. 940).

BM STC Fr. C16th p. 70. Adams B-171. Mortimer
Italian 39. Berlin Kat. 4694. Brunet I, 644. Cicognara
809. Fowler 36. Gamba 1233.

“‘The world of Botany illustrated’ marks a most important
scientific advance in Botany. Great confusion still reigned in
botanical nomenclature, since different names had been given
to the same species by different writers, each constructing his
own system. .. His Pinax describes six thousand species: it is
the beginning of a modern ‘natural’ classification based on
morphology. Bauhinus realized the convenience of the
binominal nomenclature which later became a central feature
of Linné’s system. He decisively differentiated genera and
species, giving names to genera, but without descriptions,
whilst distinguishing species by diagnostic phrases.
Bauhinus’s book is still our most important source for the
investigation of the botanical literature preceding him, and
from it the way leads through Ray to Linné” PMM 121.

L2580

PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN
8. BAUHIN, Gaspard. Pinax theatri botanici.
Basle, sumptibus & typis Ludovici Regis, 1623.
£9,500
FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp (xxiv), 522, (xxiv). *-3*4,
A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, AA-YY4, ZZ1. Roman letter, some
Italic. Small woodcut printer’s device on t-p, floriated
woodcut initials, grotesque woodcut head and tail
pieces, typographical ornaments, early ms. inscription
‘MW’ at foot of title. Light browning (poor quality
paper) small paper flaw to catchword of Ss2, marginal
loss to head of first four leaves, just altering a couple
of letters on title-page (early restoration in
manuscript) and running title of A3, the odd marginal
mark or spot. A very good copy in contemporary
polished vellum over boards, a little soiled.

Pritzel 509. Sachs, p. 33. PMM 121. Jackson 28:
“One of the most celebrated books of the early
botanists; it is a synonymic list of the entire number
of plants then known. Linnaeus quotes it throughout
his Species Plantarum.” Alden 623/16.
L2280

LARGE PAPER COPY

The rare first edition of the first systematic botanical
nomenclature, and a landmark in the study of natural history.
The “Pinax” was the magnum opus of Gaspard Bauhin
(1560-1624), the great Swiss naturalist and Professor of
Anatomy & Botany at Basel. The organisation of some sixthousand plants was exhaustive, and although the
classification of plants into, for example grasses, shrubs and
trees, was far from original, it was Bauhin’s concise natural
descriptions and the separation of plants by genera and species
that proved both novel and significant to the progress of

9. BEMBO, Pietro. Historiae Venetae libri XII.
Venice, Aldus’ sons and Gualterio Scoto, 1551.
£3,750
FIRST EDITION. Folio, ff. [4], 203, [1]. Neat
Roman letter on thick paper; detailed historiated
initials, large device of Gualtiero Scoto (with
embracing Mercury and Athena) on title and Aldine
on verso of final leaf. A perfect, large paper copy in
8
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elegant crushed dark olive morocco by W. Pratt; gilt
panel with flower at each corner, title, editorial data
and oral decoration gilt on spine; a.e.g.; very lightly
rubbed at head and tail; on front pastedown,
bookseller's ticket of Thomas Beet and modern
bookplate of T. Farmer Bailey; small Selbourne
Library stamp at foot of title verso and f. 51r; a few
faint early marginalia.

FIRST EDITION. Folio, ff. 368. Arabic letter, a few
lines in Latin on title and colophon, all neatly
impressed on thick paper; double-fillet border on
each page and some Arabesque head- and tail-pieces,
a hundred and forty-nine large and charming
woodcuts illustrations of Christ’s life and passion
partially by Antonio Tempesta and Leonardo
Parasole, with sixty-seven blocks repeated; oil splash
on mid-outer margin, clean marginal tear to 192; a
few leaves slightly aged browned, couple of pages
slightly foxed. A good copy in modern dark morocco
over boards; occasional contemporary marginalia in
Armenian, red ink mark at beginning of chapters;
small blue stamp of the Dr. Caro Minasian’s library in
Isfahan on title, final leaf and few other blank spaces;
contemporary Arabic note (title?) on upper- edge.
Original fly leaves preserved.

First edition of this important history of Renaissance Venice
from 1487 to 1513, beautifully printed by Paolo Manuzio
and his brothers. Scion of a Venetian noble family, Pietro
Bembo (1470-1547) was by far the leading scholar of the
early sixteenth-century Italy. A student of Constantine
Lascaris and collaborator of Aldus (the famous Aldine font
Bembo was named after him), he was patronised by the most
illustrious families of the peninsula, such as the Este,
Montefeltro and De’ Medici. All his poems, letters and essays
encountered enviably long-lasting success. Among many other
contemporary linguistic treatises, his Prose della volgar lingua
was the one to establish the Italian vernacular as a literary
language based on the three glorious ‘crowns’ of the past, i.e.
Dante, Boccaccio and especially Petrarch. In recognition of his
extraordinary merits, he was appointed cardinal by Paul III
Farnese in 1539. In Rome, he spent the last years of his life.
In 1530, the Venetian Senate entrusted him with the care of
its priceless library in St Mark’s and the compilation of the
official chronicle of the city. Taking further the work of his
predecessor, Bembo described in his distinctively polished
Latin the events occurring between 1487 and 1513. He drew
extensively upon the diaries of his compatriot Marin Sanudo
(1466-1535), who, quite ironically, had been the main
competitor of Bembo in the race for the position of official
historian of the Republic. Published posthumously, the
Historiae were immediately pirated in Paris in the 1551,
while the following year appeared Bembo’s own Italian
translation. In contrast to Renouard’ and Clough’s account,
one should consider this princeps as a joint-edition between
Aldus’ heirs and (as it is apparent from this copy) the
Venetian publisher Gualterio Scoto. Scoto was the one to
carry out also the 1552 Italian edition.
Book sixth is particularly remarkable, as it contains a detailed
overview of Colombus’ discovery of the New World and the
Portuguese navigators’ expeditions to the East.
BM STC It., 80; Adams, B 597; Brunet, I, 767;
Graesse, I, 333; Renouard, 152:17 (‘Belle edition ...
peu commune... Il y a des exemplaires imprimes sans
un papier de plus grande dimension’); Clough, ‘Pietro
Bembo’s L’Histoire du Noveau Monde’, British
Library Journal, VI, 1978, pp. 8-21; Alden, 551/8;
Sabin, 4619.

Rare Arabic edition of the Gospels and first publication of the
renowned Medici Oriental Press, established in Rome in
1584 with the endorsement of Pope Gregory XIII and
Cardinal Ferdinando de’ Medici (later Gran Duke of
Tuscany). The main aim of this enterprise, run by the
famous Oriental scholar Giovanni Battista Raimondi, was
to print religious books in the most common Oriental
languages (i.e., Arabic, Syriac, Hebrew, Ethiopic and
Persian) and distribute them in the East so as to encourage
the spread of the Gospels. The splendid Arabic font employed

L2005

ARABIC TYPE IN ITALIAN PRINT
10. BIBLE. Evangelium Sanctum, in Arabic.
Rome, Medici Oriental Press, 1590-1591.
£25,000
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in this edition was designed by Robert Granjon, the official
type-cutter of the press. In 1591, the Medici press published
also the interlinear edition with the Latin original text, also
edited by Raimondi. This bilingual version was used in
Europe for teaching Arabic and thus survives in a much
greater number of copies than the pure Arabic edition, which
was distributed (and almost certainly not warmly welcomed)
in the Middle East for (literally speaking) evangelisation. It
seems likely that the beautiful illustrations included in the
book as an aid for readers were not at all appreciated by
Muslims, who, according to the Koran, forbid contemplation
of images of God. A large part of the print-run may have been
quickly destroyed.

Armenian traditions accented with elements from its Persian
setting and from its important interactions with the significant
European presence in the city during Safavid times. By
1968, when his private library was acquired by UCLA, it
included several hundred Armenian medieval manuscripts,
including the Gladzor Gospels (the prime example of a
medieval Armenian biblical codex), a substantial collection of
Armenian printed incunabula and rare editions, a small group
of Sumerian artifacts and other archeological treasures, and
approximately 1,500 single works and majmuas (manuscript
collections).’http://minasian.library.ucla.edu/minasianabout
Collection.html
‘The editio princeps of the Gospels in Arabic ... The early
editions of the Arabic Gospels are all forms of the
‘Alexandrian Vulgate’’. Darlow, II/1, p. 63.

Curiously, this copy bears a few contemporary annotations in
Armenian, possibly written by a member of some Armenian
(thus Christian) minority settled either in the Ottoman or
Persian Empires (where the edition was shipped to). It comes
from the valuable collection of Caro Minasian, ‘an Armenian
physician from Isfahan, Iran, who began collecting in 1935
and spent his life amassing manuscripts and antiquities of
varied provenance and background. In many ways, he is
symbolic of the Armenian community of Isfahan, largely
associated with the distinct suburb of New Julfa, where they
were settled by Shah Abbas I in 1604. The community has
developed a unique socio-cultural ambience based on historical

Not in BM STC It. Adams, B 1822; Brunet, II, 1123;
Graesse, II, 531; Darlow, 1636; Mortimer, Italian, 64.
L2002

SUPERBLY BOUND
11. BIBLE. utriusque Testamenti.
[Geneva], Robert Estienne, 1556-1557.
£64,950
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12. BIBLE. Biblia Sacra.

In 2 vols. Fol., ff. [10], 188, 316, [2], 436, 336, 41,
[1]. Predominantly Roman letter, some Greek and
Hebrew; large printer’s device and decorative headpiece with vine and peasants on title and half-title, a
few detailed illustrations, one full-page; title slightly
dust-soiled with torn outer lower corner, a few leaves
age yellowed, occasional light foxing mainly to
margins, small marginal waterstain to final gatherings
of vol. 2. A stunning, well-margined copy in
exceptional morocco by the King’s binder of Geneva
(cf. M. M. Foot, The Henry Davis Gift, pp. 279-285,
nos 226 -229), elegantly tooled with gilt and painted
black border with panel of interlacing ribbons,
painted black, and gouges, unpainted, on background
powdered with dots, one mask at head and one at
foot, some elements carved after gilding; spine
similarly tooled, all board edges gilt with horizontal,
vertical and diagonal lines, all edges gauffered with gilt
oral and grotesque motifs; joints possibly
strengthened, a little rubbed at corners; eighteenthcentury English annotation on front pastedown of
vol. 1, quoting from the 1732 English translation of
Calmet’s Dictionnaire historique, critique, chronologique,
géographique et littéral de la Bible; c19 stamp of ‘G. W.
Oxenham’ on front pastedown of both vols, Magg’s
acquisition labels (March 1940) on rear pastedown of
vol. 2.

Antwerp, heirs of Arnold Bircmann, 1569-70.
£3,950
4 vols, 24mo. ff. (xviii) 319 (i); 423 (i); 373 (i); 328
(xiv) (i). Text in Roman letter, side notes in Italic,
woodcut printer’s device to each t-p. T-ps slightly
soiled with partially washed out early autograph
‘Gryphius’, last couple of ll in two vols a bit spotted or
browned. Very good, clean copies in particularly
handsome C17th crushed red morocco a la Du Seuil,
covers with panel and outer border of ne dentelles gilt,
fleurons at covers of former, inner dentelles and edges
gilt, spine compartments richly decorated with
fleurons and tendrils, all gilt, modern bookplate of
Carlo de Poorteve(?) on front pastedown, a.e.g. A
little wear to upper joint, but a fine, high quality
binding, unrestored.

Splendidly bound copy of the fifth edition of the renowned
Latin Bible of Robert Estienne (1503-1559). It was the first
to include Theodor Beza’s translation and commentaries on
the New Testament, following Estienne’s conversion to
Calvinism and subsequent move to Geneva. The book
retains the detailed woodcut illustrations of the 1540 edition
and the Latin version of the Old Testament by Sante
Pagnini. Although this was not exactly the first attempt to
separate and number biblical verses, the vast influence of the
edition made this practice accepted once and for all.

A beautiful and rare small format Bible set comprising (I)
Genesis to Ruth, (II) Kings to Job, (III) Prophets to
Malachi, (IV) New Testament including Apocalypse. In vol
II Esther is followed by Job and Maccabees omitted - the
pagination and collation is continuous and correct, and in vol
III Malachi is wrongly given the running title ‘Maccabees’.
This is essentially a reduced size reprint of the first edition of
the Louvain Bible, 1547.

The extraordinarily rich and detailed binding on both volumes
can be attributed with certainty to the King’s binder, who was
arguably the best in Geneva in the second half of the sixteenth
century and probably a Parisian craftsman who emigrated due
to unorthodox religious belief (I. Schunke, ‘Die Genfer
Einbände in U. Fuggers Bibliothek’, in Die Einbände der
Palatina, I, Vatican, 1962, pp. 218-236 and M. M. Foot,
‘The Geneva King’s binder and other 16th-century bindings
decorated with masks’, Association International de
Bibiliophilie: XXIVe Congrès 2005, pp. 17-29). His
elaborate style, influenced by Parisian models, is characterised
by lavish gauffering and use of grotesque and bizarre masks
(here a sad-looking king and a staring ram) as decorative
elements at head and foot of covers, from which the rest of the
interlacing decoration usually springs.

“By an imperial edict all suspected Bibles - in Latin, or
French, or Dutch - had been prohibited, and the Theological
Faculty of Louvain was commanded to prepare duly
authorized editions in these languages. ... At the time of the
Council of Trent, when the Vulgate was declared ‘authentic’,
the Roman Church possessed no duly authorised edition
which was accepted as standard. ... In 1547, however, there
appeared this recension, put forth with the sanction of the
Theological Faculty of Louvain, and protected by imperial
privilege. This and the second Louvain revision (see No.
6161) were practically accepted as authorized editions until
the publication of the Sixtine Bible of 1590. In his reface the
editor, Johannes Hentenius, praises the work of R.
Stephanus... Yet he complains that some even of these
editions were marred by the unorthodox sentiment which had
crept into their prefaces, marginal notes, and index of matters.
[Nevertheless] This Louvain edition of the Vulgate is
practically a reprint of R. Stephanus’ Bible of 1538-40,

BM STC Fr., Supplement, 11; Adams, B 1055; Darlow
& Moule, 614; Renouard, 87 (‘depuis long-temp fort
rare’); Schreiber, 113; Brunet, I, 876; Graesse, I, 394.
K94
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with certain modifications of the text and marginal matter,
these changes being indicated by special signs.” Darlow &
Moule II, 2 p.936

A handsome copy of this monumental important, beautifully
illustrated Bible, edited and very finely printed by Robert
Estienne, from the library of the celebrated Madame de
Barante. “The third Estienne folio Bible, for which the text
was revised from additional MS sources; a list given at the end
of the preface enumerates at least 16 MSS and 3 printed
editions. This edition contains the first printing of the Prayer
of Manasses, in Greek and Latin. It is the text of this
monumental edition which became the foundation of the
official Roman vulgate ... This is the only illustrated Bible
issued by Robert Estienne, and the second of only five
illustrated books which he produced” Schreiber. “This is one
of the few illustrated books printed by Estienne, and the
purpose of the woodcuts is instruction above the Biblia
pauperum level. The series of subjects developed from
fourteenth and early fifteenth-century diagrams made by
Nicolaus de Lyra and Paulus Burgensis. Estienne
acknowledges on the t-p the assistance of Francois Vatable,
regius professor of Hebrew, in preparing the illustrations for
the tabernacle and the temple of Solomon. Vatable also
supplied notes for part of the Hebrew Old Testament in
quarto begun by Estienne in 1539, and his lectures were
claimed as the source for annotations in other Estienne Bibles,
particularly in the controversial Bible of 1545. Added to the
scholarship of Vatable and Estienne was an accomplished
hand in designing and cutting the blocks. They were thus
widely copied.” Mortimer.

The various parts of this Bible were obviously
available for separate sale and perhaps separate
composition. Nukat (Polish Research Library Cat.)
Aberdeen the Ambrosiana, and the National Library
Jerusalem each have vol I and Ambrosiana, Folger,
and Bibl. Nacional Madrid, the New Testament, they
do not have the others. BM.STC. Dutch apparently
claims 2 copies in 5 parts, one imperfect, but they do
not appear in either BL online catalogue or Copac; it
is logical that a psalms/proverbs value would have
been available, but certainly at the time of binding it
was not part of this set - or it would have been vol III
and the Prophets vol IV.
Not in Darlow & Moule.
L2648

13. BIBLE. Biblia.
Paris, Robert Stephanus, 1540 [part III 1539; part IV
1538].
£6,500
Large folio. 4 parts in 1 volume. ff. 1) [x], 268. 2) ff.
[i], 104 [i.e. 103]. 3) ff. 90. 4) ff. 92. Entirely ruled in
red and rubricated in yellow. Roman letter, small
Roman letter for annotations, some Greek and
Hebrew. “Estienne’s olive tree device (Renouard
291) on the title-page, repeated on the special titlepages of parts 2, 3 and 4. The block has been revised
since its first appearance on Estienne’s 1528 Bible...
The word ‘Biblia (probably xylographic, as in 1528) is
enclosed in a cartouche surrounded by grapevines and
small figures. The cartouche block is signed with the
lorraine cross and originated in Estienne’s folio bible
of 1532. ...Twenty woodcuts - one in Genesis, eleven
in Exodus, and eight in Kings ... Most of the cuts are
lettered and accompanied by printed keys. The fullpage plan of the camp of the Israelites, leaf e3r, shows
traces of a Lorraine cross signature.” Mortimer, fine
white on black criblée initials designed by Tory. “Ex
dono fratris N. de Requeleyne” at head of t-p,
“Bibliotheca monasterii B. M. de Monte Petroso,”
on title, early autograph “De Mont Solon” below.
Light age yellowing, occasional pale mostly marginal
water stain to upper margins, small tear on lower
blank margin of ff. 116 of first vol., one original paper
flaw with loss of a few letters, first t-p fractionally
dusty. A very good copy, crisp and clean, with good
margins, in handsome seventeenth century mottled
calf over thick boards, ‘I: DEREQUELEYNE’ gilt
lettered to covers spine with raised bands, gilt ruled in
compartments richly gilt with scrolled and pointillée
tools, title label gilt lettered, all edges sprinkled red,
corners and extremities worn, covers a little rubbed
and scratched.

“Estienne sought to restore the Biblical text by the critical
method and made free ‘use of the emendations and notes of
humanist scholars,’ especially those of Erasmus. The doctors
of the Sorbonne thundered against him in their pulpits, but
when called upon to point out specific errors in Estienne’s
editions were seldom able to prove anything but their own
inability to translate Greek. The attacks on Robert Estienne
by the Sorbonne divines began with his 1523 Latin New
Testament. For his freedom with corrections and his attempts
to disseminate the Scriptures, he was suspected of heresy Each
new edition of the Biblia or any part of the Scriptures, as the
Decalogue, for example, brought renewed attacks and
harassment, as Renouard and William Parr Greswell point
out. Robert himself wrote that when he published the
Decalogue, about 1540, the ‘orthodox censors’ instituted the
most rigorous proceedings against him causing his house to be
searched for heretical works and often compelling him to be
absent from home, either through apprehension or being
arrested or through the necessity of following the king’s court
and council from place to place in order to counteract the
censors violent designs.” DeWitt T. Starnes ‘Robert
Estienne's Influence on Lexicography’
A very handsome copy of this superb Bible from the huge
library of the Barante family that contained over sixty
thousand works. Madame de Barante held an important
literary salon, frequented by Madame de Stael.
Adams B-1022. Mortimer Fr. I 68. Armstrong 72-75.
Brunet I 875-876. Darlow & Moule 6117. Schreiber
59.
L2625
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STUNNINGLY EMBROIDERED RARITIES

cover. In folding cloth box with Robert S Pirie’s
bookplate.

14. BIBLE. The New Testament of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. Newly translated…

A very rare New Testament with an apparently unique copy
of the Psalms (unrecorded with this date in ESTC), in a most
beautiful contemporary English embroidered silk binding, in
a quite remarkable state of preservation, the whole finely
worked in silver-thread work, and embroidered in richly
coloured silks to a most charming design. The embroidery was
made on a background of white silk with a striking design of
large central flowers formed by a combination of silver knotwork and embroidery of fine coloured silk thread. The petals
of the flowers are made with extraordinary and remarkable
skill; they are sewn in very fine silver and coloured thread
pouches, in such an ingenious fashion that they can be lifted
to see the embroidered petals beneath. It is technically and
artistically work of the highest quality. The base of the flower
in made up of large green leaves and finely worked flowers
sewn with extraordinary skill with the delicate and minute
stitching creating fine gradations of colour, with flowers in
graded blues, greens, browns and pinks. The spine, also in a
remarkable state of preservation, of finely worked flowers, is
sewn in compartments in imitation of conventional binding.
The whole glitters slightly with a semé of sequins. The
quality of the embroidered work on the binding is hugely
impressive, the work of a master, for a lady of rank. Its state
of preservation is quasi miraculous for such a delicate and
ephemeral object.

London, by Robert Barker, and by the assignes of
John Bill, 1640. [with] BIBLE. The whole booke of
Psalmes: collected into English meter by Tho: Sternhold,
John Hopkins, W. Whittingham, and others.
London, printed by M.F. for the Company of
Stationers, 1641.
£15,000

“In the sixteenth century embroidered work was very popular
with the Tudor princesses, gold and silver thread and pearls
being largely used, often with very decorative effect. The
simplest of these covers are also the best—but great elaboration
was often employed …..Under the Stuarts the lighter featherstitch was preferred, and there seems to have been a regular
trade in embroidered Bibles and Prayer-books of small size,
sometimes with floral patterns, sometimes with portraits of the
King, or Scriptural scenes.” English Embroidered
Bookbindings, Cyril Davenport. Davenport also notes that
ladies often made embroidered gloves to match the binding “in
hands thus gloved these little bindings, always pretty, often
really artistic, must have looked exactly right, while their
vivid colours must have been admirably in harmony with the
gay Cavalier dresses.” Embroidery or needlework had been
employed on ms. service books in medieval times but almost
no English examples survive. The majority of surviving
examples, and the only ones appearing on the market, date
from the first half of the C17 when they again became
fashionable on small service books or works of piety,
particularly among ladies of rank. Few have endured in
anything like their original condition. Fragile at best, many
have become dilapidated through usage and later neglect, some
were defaced or completely destroyed by disapproving Puritans
during the Civil War, whilst the richest were invariably
looted for their gold and silver threads. Where as here, they
have survived virtually intact, few artifacts are more redolent
of the feminine culture and society of Stuart England. This
copy is particularly richly and finely worked and has survived
in museum condition. This kind of work must have been

24mo. pp. Two vols in one. 1) pp. [528] A-Y12, V67 missing. 2) pp. 330, [vi]. A-O12. Roman letter,
some Italic. First title within woodcut architectural
border, title of Psalms with typographical border,
small woodcut initials, typographical border on verso
of first title, typographical head-pieces, type set music
in Psalms. Light age yellowing, very rare marginal spot
or mark. Very good copies in very fine, remarkably
well preserved, contemporary embroidered white
silk, silver and coloured thread and silver stump work
binding, with semé of sequins, with a large central lily
on covers small flowers and leaves below, a scrolled
design above, alternate stylised flowers embroidered
on spine, within four sewn compartments, all edges
richly gilt, gauffered and painted with red and blue
ovals, pink silk ties, edges fractionally worn, a few
sequins lost, colours very slightly faded on upper
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amongst the last of its kind, a hight water mark, as such
decorative and ‘frivolous’ bindings would have been
impossible under the coming puritan regime. An exceptional
and most lovely example, from the heyday of English
embroidered bindings.

binding was made in Scotland, though the later provenance is
English. “In the sixteenth century embroidered work was
very popular with the Tudor princesses, gold and silver thread
and pearls being largely used, often with very decorative effect.
The simplest of these covers are also the best—but great
elaboration was often employed ...Under the Stuarts the
lighter feather-stitch was preferred, and there seems to have
been a regular trade in embroidered Bibles and Prayer-books
of small size, sometimes with oral patterns, sometimes with
portraits of the King, or Scriptural scenes.” Davenport.

1) ESTC S124409. STC 2956. 2) Unrecorded
K67

A TAPESTRY WORK BINDING AND THE
ONLY COPY
15. BIBLE [with] PSALMS. The New Testament of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ…[with] The Whole
Booke of Psalmes. Collected Into English meter by Tho.
Sternhold, Jo. Hopkins, W. Whittingham.

Davenport also notes that ladies often made embroidered
gloves to match the binding “in hands thus gloved these little
bindings, always pretty, often really artistic, must have looked
exactly right, while their vivid colours must have been
admirably in harmony with the gay Cavalier dresses.”
Embroidery or needlework had been employed on ms. service
books in medieval times but almost no English examples
survive. The majority of surviving examples, and the only
ones appearing on the market, date from the first half of the
C17 when they again became fashionable on small service
books or works of piety, particularly among ladies of rank.
Few have endured in anything like their original condition.
Fragile at best, many have become dilapidated through usage
and later neglect, some were defaced or completely destroyed by
disapproving Puritans during the Civil War, whilst the
richest were invariably looted for their gold and silver threads.
Where as here, they have survived virtually intact, few
artefacts are more redolent of the feminine culture and society
of Stuart England.

Edinburgh [with] London, Robert Bryson [with] I. L.
for the Company of Stationers, 1641 [with] 1643.
£8,500
24mo. Two vols. in one. 1) 264 unnumbered leaves,
A-Y12. 2) pp. 282 [vi]. A-M12. Roman letter. First
title with typographical border within line border,
second title with typographical border, woodcut
initials and other woodcut and typographical
ornaments in both vols. Early woodcut bookplate of
Edwards or Edwardes, baronets, of Shrewsbury on
pastedown, “Mary Edwards, 1759” ms. below,
autograph Margarett Haynes on front fly. Light age
yellowing, X6 with tiny tear with slight loss to a few
letters, a few creases in places, the rare marginal spot
or mark. Very good copies, crisp and clean, in a
charming contemporary tapestry-work embroidered
binding on fine canvas, covers and turn ins with a
sliver thread border, all over designs of two large
flowers, with birds and insects interspersed, on
covers, spines with embroidered bands with small
owers in compartments, all edges gilt. Extremities a
little worn, upper joint with small crack, small losses
to the silver thread border.

The only institutional copy recorded of this edition of the New
Testament is in the National Library of Scotland (imperfect).
For the second work ESTC records a 32mo edition of the
Psalms by the same printer in 1643 (Wing B2394) but no
copy of this 24mo. edition.
1) ESTC R172929 One copy only at National
Library of Scotland (incomplete lacking three leaves).
Wing B2645A.
2) Unrecorded.

Exceptionally rare; most probably the unique surviving copy
of the second work, which is not recorded in ESTC, and the
only complete surviving copy of the first, in a fine
contemporary embroidered binding worked in colours with
tapestry-stitch. It is in itself a rare example of a near
miniature tapestry work binding. “English books bound in
embroidered canvas range over a period of about two hundred
and fifty years, the earliest known specimen dating from the
fourteenth century, and instances of the work occurring with
some frequency from this time until the middle of the
seventeenth century. The majority of these bindings are
worked in tapestry-stitch, or tent-stitch, in designs illustrating
Scriptural subjects in differently coloured threads.”
Davenport. English Embroidered Bookbindings.

L2264

This copy has been finely worked with minute stitching, with
flowers on both covers in blues, greens, yellows, browns and
reds, the delicate stitching creating subtle grades of colour. The
spine has been worked in bands with small embroidered
flowers in imitation of a normal binding. It is possible that the
14
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SPLENDIDLY BOUND

about a third of the complete length. The translators used these
scholarly annotations to clarify ambiguous meanings and for
cross-referencing. King James, to impose his version,
discouraged the printing of the Geneva version from 1611.
The authorities of the seventeenth century were also suspicious

16. BIBLE [with] PSALMS. Bible, that is, the Holy
Scriptures conteined in the Old and New
Testament…[with] The book of Psalmes, collected into
English meeter, by Thomas Sternhold.
[Amsterdam], Imprinted at London by the deputies of
Christopher Barker, printer to the Queenes most
excellent Maiestie [i.e. J.F. Stam], 1599 [1639] [with]
[Amsterdam: J. F. Stam, after 1633].
£15,000
4to. 1) ff. [iv], 190; 127, [i]; 121, [xi] 2) pp. [x], 93
[i.e. 91], [xi]. Roman letter, some Italic in double
column. General and NT titles within heart-shaped
woodcut
borders
with
twenty-four
small
compartments, left, the tents of the twelve tribes; on
the right the twelve Apostles, the four Evangelists at
centre, additional printed general title, 3 woodcut
maps and numerous illustrations in the text of the Old
Testament, seventeenth-century manuscript entries
on blank leaf between testaments of the Crook family
of Luton (between 1674 and 1687). Light age
yellowing, very light waterstain to upper part of first
few leaves, very occasional marginal stains and spots.
A fine copy, crisp and clean in stunning contemporary
English, or perhaps Scottish, black calf over thick
bevelled wooden boards, covers double gilt ruled to a
panel design, dentelle and oral rolls to outer two
panels, inner panel with large gilt block stamped
corners, large arabesque gilt to centre around central
oval, semi of small oral tools gilt, spine with raised
bands, three large rose tools gilt to each compartment,
brass clasps and catches, (without one clasp), all edges
finely gilt and gauffered, combed marbled end-papers,
head and tail of spine a little rubbed, corners restored.

of these marginal annotations, believing that they encouraged
sedition. Indeed, James claimed that some notes were “very
partial, untrue, seditious, and savouring too much of
dangerous and traitorous conceits.” His attitude is perhaps
unsurprising when notes such as Exodus 1:19 claimed that a
disobedient act against a king was lawful. Despite royal
antipathy, the Geneva Bible remained popular, often
described as the 'Bible of the people'. It was not generally used
in the Church of England as the notes were sometimes too
Protestant for the Elizabethan religious settlement; it was
however used in the Scottish Kirk. Indeed, in 1579 a
Scottish edition of the Geneva version was the first Bible to
be printed in Scotland. According to Darlow and Moule,
between 1560 and 1644 at least 140 editions of the Geneva
Bible or Testament appeared. It was the Bible of Shakespeare
and as late as 1643, Cromwell's New Model Army was
carrying the Soldier's Pocket Bible made up of extracts. This
edition contains two false title pages and was certainly
produced outside the monopoly of the Stationers Company.
Despite the fact that unlicensed foreign texts infringed this
monopoly, imported material had a sizeable share of the
English and Scottish book market in the seventeenth century.
Here the false imprint dates to the reign of Elizabeth I when
Geneva Bibles were less controversial. The illegal
transportation of books into the country was certainly
monitored by the authorities. William Laud, Archbishop of
Canterbury from 1633-45, admitted that he had suppressed
the Geneva Bible during his time in office at his trial, stating

A rare complete ‘Geneva’ Bible, with the Psalms, published
clandestinely in Amsterdam for the English market with a
false date and imprint. The binding is very finely worked and
shares the same overall design with many bindings in the
British library, often with royal, or noble arms, but most
particularly with a Scottish binding Shelfmark C21d12,
which also has a floral border. The use of black calf and a
decoration of repeated rose tools on the spine is particularly
striking and effective.
The exiled English community at Geneva, during the reign
of Queen Mary, became a centre for Bible study and under
the guidance of Whittingham, a new translation of the Bible
was undertaken. The present edition was the work of
William Whittingham, Anthony Gilby, Thomas
Sampson, and perhaps others, revised by Laurence Tomson,
with the Franciscus Junius translation of Revelation
translated to English by Tomson. The Bible that was
produced at Geneva used several devices to help the reader
study, understand and interpret. The script was divided into
numbered verses for the first time. An 'argument' was also
used before each book and chapter to help explain the
meaning. The marginal notes amount to 300,000 words or
15
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that he had suppressed this version, not only because of the
controversial marginal notes, but also because he was trying to
protect the economic position of English printers. John
Frederick Stam was an established printer at Amsterdam who
particularly targeted the English book market becoming one of
the leading printers of English texts in the Netherlands,
mainly producing Bibles, generally printed with false title
pages which credited the printing to Barker.
1) STC 2177, version with "seuen/ and twenty
prouinces" in Esther I, 1. ESTC S117087. Darlow &
Moule I 191.
2) STC 2499.4 ESTC S90671. See Emily Wood,
Glasgow University Library Special Collections, 2006
for description of a Geneva Bible, Sp Coll Euing Dpb4.
K65

17. BODIN, Jean. De la demonomanie des sorciers.
Paris, Chez Iaques de Puys Libraire Iuré, a la
Samaritaine, 1580.

Jean Bodin attained eminence as a political philosopher,
economist and advocate of religious toleration, and was
regarded by most contemporaries as a sceptic or even an atheist,
yet he retained an abiding belief in sorcery, astrology and other
superstitions. In this work he denounces all who disbelieve in
witchcraft and calls for the burning of witches and wizards,
although he implies that he himself had for 13 years been
guided by a friendly demon who touched one or other of his
ears whenever he intended to do right or wrong. He records a
number of pacts made with the Devil, as well as alleged sexual
relations with lesser demons, and "asserts that witches are
transported through the air, that demons assume human form,
and that men are transformed into animals. He believes in
lycanthropy or werwolves and in the marks of sorcerers. In
their professed cures they employ unnatural remedies and
poisons like the brain of a cat or head of a raven. Really the
only maladies which they can cure are those which they have
inflicted, and in this case they must pass the ailment on to
someone else....." (Thorndike VI 526).

£7,500
FIRST EDITION. 4to. [xiv], 252 (i.e. 256). ã4, e4,
i4, õ2, A-Z4, Aa-Zz4, AAa-SSs4. Roman letter,
some Italic and Greek. Du Puy’s charming woodcut
device on title, floriated and grotesque woodcut and
metal-cut initials, woodcut head pieces, ‘ex libris
Pauli Augusti le Chevalier’ on recto of last with two
pages of manuscript notes on the following blank
leaves and on rear pastedown, purchase note dated
1739 (exchanged for several books) at head of title
page in his hand, a few annotations and underlinings
in the same hand, early monogram stamped on blank
margin of title. Light age yellowing, light damp stain
on last few leaves and quire DDd. A very good copy
in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, spine
covered in calf c.1700, gilt ruled in compartments, tan
morocco label gilt, vellum speckled at the same time,
‘Ex dono De A Lechevalier’ gilt stamped on upper
cover, remains of ties.

“In his many works, Bodin, influenced by Renaissance
syncretism and shaken by the extreme violence of his time,
was very tolerant of varieties of religious belief. While he
generally supported a Catholic settlement of the conflicts, he
was far from being an orthodox believer. Generations of
scholars have admired the ‘Commonwealth’ as the first
modern study of the state and have often depicted Bodin as a
modern man. .. But many of these scholars have been shocked
and perplexed at the apparent contrast between the ‘modern’,
‘rational’ political Bodin, the ‘tolerant’ religious Bodin, and
the intolerant and superstitious Bodin of the Demon-Mania.
There is a long tradition among Bodin specialists of either
ignoring the Demon-Mania or treating it as a bizarre
aberration in an otherwise respectable ‘progressive’
intellectual. .. in fact the Demon-mania shares essential
points of view and concerns with the ‘Commonwealth’ and
the ‘Colloquium’. Jonathan L. Pearl.

Rare first edition of this important, fascinating and most
influential treatise on witches by Jean Bodin, which went
through five editions by Jaques Du Puy by 1582, including
another edition, almost identical to this one, in 1580
(unnoticed by IA but recorded in USTC as no. 1664).
“Jean Bodin's ‘On the Demon-Mania of Witches’ (De la
démonomanie des sorciers) appeared in 1580 and rapidly
became a major publishing success. It underwent at least
twenty-three editions and was translated from its original
French into German, Italian and Latin. It was surely the
most published work of the era on the subject of demons and
witches. Because of its wide distribution, it has been
considered by generations of historians to have been an
extremely influential book, responsible in itself for large-scale
prosecutions of witches in the four or five decades following its
appearance." Jonathan L. Pearl, ”On the Demon-mania of
Witches”

The work has interesting provenance having belonged to the
Rouen Lawyer and historian, Auguste Le Chevalier; the
16
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of mainly Roman sculpture and inscriptions, several
after Jacques Granthomme; numerous initials, mainly
historiated, and head- and tail-pieces, mostly
decorative; a few leaves and plates lightly age
browned, light dampstain to lower gutter of central
gatherings in both vols, plate 13 of part 2 pasted in
over blank, plate 59 in part 4 from another copy,
minor repair to the blank margins of a few plates and
two folding maps; in vol. 1, occasional tiny, mainly
marginal rustspots, lightly affecting plate 132 of part
3; in vol. 2, one or two tiny wormholes to blank outer
lower corner of final plates, minor rubbing on plate
28 of part 5, small waterstain along blank upper
margin of a few central gatherings. A fine copy in
contemporary goldtooled brown goatskin, gilt wide
double-fillet dentelle border and large central panel
with olive wreath at corners, torches at each side and
arms of King James I at centre on semis of fleurs-delys; at spine with original morocco title labels and
series of decorative oral compartments within
double-fillet dentelle border, a. e. g.; extremities a
little rubbed, light cracks to joints, semis on rear cover
of vol. 2 slightly scuffed; early ms shelfmarks and
bookplate of Robert S. Pirie and William Foyle on
front pastedown of both vols.

C19th historian Albert Sarrazin published a biography of his
life based on his correspondence in 1876. The work contains
two most interesting pages of his notes on witch trials in
Rouen in the C16th. A very good copy of the very rare first
edition.
USTC. 1660. Thorndike VI 526. Index Aurel.
120.816. BM. STC. Fr. C16th p. 72.. Brunet I 1025:
"ce dernier ouvrage a eu une grande vogue dans le
temps". Caillet 1269.
L2564

BOUND BY BATEMAN FOR JAMES I
18. BOISSARD, Jean-Jacques. Romanae Urbis
topographiae et antiquitatum.
Frankfurt, Theodor de Bry, 1597-[1602].
£25,000
FIRST EDITION. Large 4to, 6 parts in 2 vols: 1): pp.
[16], 163, [3]; 2): pp. [6], 1-18, 55-211, 11, [2], plus
39 plates with related text; 3): pp. [22], 42, plus 108
plates numbered 43-150; 4): pp. [4], 52, plus 97 plates
numbered [53] -149; 5): pp. [20], plus 130 plates
numbered 1-129; 6): pp. [8], 47, [1], plus 146
numbered plates. Roman letter, little Italic; 6
engraved architectural and/or allegorical titles, initial
engraved portraits of Boissard and of Theodor de Bry
repeated in parts 1-4, 21 engraved maps and city plans
including 6 folding plates, numerous engraved plates

First edition, with part 5 in its most complete variant, of one
of the most beautifully illustrated surveys of Roman
antiquities. Jean- Jacques Boissard (1528-1602) was a
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French Neo-Latin poet and prominent antiquarian. He had
an adventurous life, fleeing from the seminary where he was
training, travelling throughout Germany, Italy and Greece
and eventually embracing Protestantism. A passionate
collector of antiquities despite his little financial means, he
compiled a detailed account of his numerous visits to
archaeological sites and private houses. The Romanae Urbis
topographia was his most successful work, largely because of
the refined plates engraved by Theodor de Bry (1528-1598),
the renowned artist responsible, i. a., for a series of
illustrations of early expeditions to the Americas and Asia.
Bry’s engraved self-portrait appears here at the beginning of
the first four parts along with Boissard’s. The extraordinary
set of illustrations mainly pertains to the Roman antiquities
which were scattered in every corner of the Eternal City at the
end of the sixteenth century. The book, published in six parts
between 1597 and 1602, also provides important evidence of
contemporary art collecting in Rome, presenting pieces owned
by Pope Julius III, Angelo Colocci and the cardinals Carpi,
Farnese, Salviati and Cesi. In part 6, one can find
antiquities from Egypt and Greece, while the magnificent
engraved title in part 4, with a skeleton popping up out of a
sarcophagus and showing an hourglass to a kneeling cardinal,
is an effective memento mori.

George Buchanan and Peter Young, assembled for him.
James’s education aroused in him literary ambitions rarely
found in princes but which also tended to make him a pedant.’
EBO. His numerous books were often customised with his
arms by the royal binder, John Bateman, who employed
various style, material and techniques (M. Foot, The Henry
David Gift, I, pp. 38-49, 52). These two volumes,
however, appears to be exceptional even within Bateman’s
refined and wide-ranging output.
BM STC Ger., 136; Adams B 2331-2332, 2336,
2338-2339, 2343; Brunet, I, 1069; Graesse, I, 475
(‘rarament complete’); Cicognara, 3626; Rossetti, G
515; Schudt, 715; VD16 B 6461 plus VD17
23:265861T.
K87

19. BOOK OF HOURS. Use of Paris, in Latin and
French, illuminated manuscript on vellum with additional
miniatures from another near-contemporary Book of Hours.
Northern France, (Paris), c. 1470 with additional
cuttings from Low Countries, mid-fifteenth century.
£37,500
154x115mm, 146 leaves (plus one original vellum and
two modern endleaves at front and back), ......
collation: i12, ii-viii8, ix10 (the first 2 leaves
singletons, one mounted on a guard and the other
containing an additional miniature), x-xi9, xii9 (first
leaf added to complete text), xiii-xv8, xvi7 (with
several leaves cut away and an additional miniature

This marvellous copy comes from the library of James I
(1566-1625), the first and probably the most learned ‘King
of Great Britain’ as ruler of both Scotland and England. ‘He
studied Greek, French, and Latin and made good use of a
library of classical and religious writings that his tutors,
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bound in, all without apparent text loss), xvii-xviii6,
single column, 16 lines in rounded late gothic
bookhand, capitals touched in yellow, rubrics in deep
burgundy-red, small initials in liquid gold on pink and
blue grounds heightened with white penwork, line
fillers in same, larger initials in same with bezants at
their corners and enclosing detailed foliage,
accompanied by bar borders of rinceaux foliage, gold
leaves and bezants and coloured flower heads, five
large integral three-quarter page arch-topped
miniatures with full decorated borders, plus three
inserted full-page arch-topped miniatures with full
borders, professional repairs to losses of vellum at
edges of first leaf, some small scuffs and spots, else very
presentable, in red morocco over pasteboards, lavishly
gilt-tooled inside boards with marbled pastedowns,
and signed by the Brussels binder: Émile Bosquet
(1834-1912), joints cracked, solid in binding.

Napoleon Bonaparte, who lived from 1828 to 1884,
publishing La majorite du quatrieme Napoleon in
1874. The Low Countries miniatures and the current
fine binding may have been added in order to
augment the book for sale to Dupont. His anonymous
sale in Girard-Badin, Paris, in 1935, lot 6: sale
catalogue clipping adhered to back pastedown.
3. Robert Nossam: his twentieth-century printed
bookplate on first flyleaf at front.
L2158

20. BOOK OF HOURS. Use of Rome, in Latin and
Dutch, illuminated manuscript on vellum, in a signed
binding by Ludovicus Bloc.
Low Countries, (probably Bruges), c. 1460.
£49,500

The volume comprises: a Calendar (fol. 1r); the Passion
readings (fol. 13r); the Obsecro te (fol. 18r), and O
intemerata (fol. 21r); the Hours of the Virgin, with Matins
(fol. 24v), Lauds (fol. 33v), Prime (fol. 43r), Terce (fol.
48r), Sext (fol. 51v), None (fol. 54v), Vespers (fol. 58r),
and Compline (fol. 64r); the Penitential Psalms (fol. 69r),
followed by a Litany (fol. 80r); the Hours of the Cross (fol.
84r); the Hours of the Holy Spirit (fol. 87r); the Office of
the Dead (fol. 90r); Les Quinze Joies (fol. 131r) and Les
Sept Plaies (fol. 135v); the ‘Verses of St. Bernard’ (fol.
138r); and Su rages to the Saints (fol. 139v).
The artist was a follower of Maître François (fl. c. 1460-80,
perhaps to be identified with the artist François Le Barbier,
who is documented between 1455 and 1472), the foremost
influence on the Parisian book arts in the early decades of the
second half of the fifteenth century. The added miniatures are
by a southern Netherlandish artist influenced by the Master
of the Beady Eyes, with his soft-pink, almond-shaped faces
and facial features reduced to a few penstokes which show an
uncanny resemblance to the work of official imperial court
painters of the Song and Ming dynasties. The work of this
master dominated manuscript illumination in Bruges in the
first decades of the fifteenth century.
The original large miniatures include: 1. fol. 13r, St. John
on Patmos; 2. fol. 24v, the Annunciation; 3. fol. 69r, King
David; 4. fol. 84r, the Crucifixion; 6. fol. 87r, Pentecost;
7. fol. 90r, Funeral Service; and to these have been added
another three on leaves facing fol. 69r (Virgin and Child
Enthroned), fol. 90r (Pentecost) and fol. 131r
(Annunciation).

160 by 110mm., 180 leaves (plus an original endleaf
at front and back), uncollatable without disbinding,
but most probably textually complete, loss of a single
miniature, another (on fol. 13v) with folds visible on
back of leaf which suggest it was once removed and
framed and subsequently returned to the volume,
modern foliation in pencil on versos (followed here),
single column, 16 lines in a large and impressive late
gothic bookhand, capitals touched in yellow, red
rubrics, one-line initial in blue with red penwork or
liquid gold with black penwork, larger initials in
burnished gold on blue or pink grounds touched with
white (those opening minor texts with three quarter

Provenance: 1. Written and illuminated in Paris in
the 1470s for a patron there: note St Geneviève twice
in the calendar (her feast on 3 January, and translation
26 November), and St Gendulf in Litany (whose
relics were at Notre Dame).
2. In collection of Léonce Dupont de St. Ouen in the
nineteenth century: printed armorial bookplate on
front pastedown, most probably the scholar of
19
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decorated borders of foliage, large initials in blue or
pink with scalloping white penwork, enclosing
foliage and on brightly burnished gold grounds, more
crucial hours with similar large initial and full borders
of acanthus leaf sprays, more realistic foliage and fruit,
bezants and dots, five full-page arch-topped
miniatures with full borders of coloured acanthus
leaves and foliage, each of these facing a text page with
a large illuminated initial and full border in same,
slight discolouration at edges of leaves, minor spots
and marks, good condition with wide and clean
margins, in contemporary signed panel-stamped calf
by Ludovicus Bloc, with his name and inscription:
“OB LAUDEM XPRISTI LIBRUM HUNC
RECTE LIGAV” in thin panels with fleur-de-lys at
their corners forming a rectangle in the centre of each
board, two brass bosses on each board at outer corner,
some small scuffs, and skilful modern rebacking (new
leather cracking along joints, but solid), remnants of
two numbers or letters once on rebacked spine and
now scratched away.

(fol. 95r), followed by a Litany and prayers; lesser hours of
the Virgin (fol. 116r); prayers in Dutch opening with one by
Pope Sixtus (fol. 187r), and including one against pestilence
(most probably the Black Death or Bubonic Plague) on fol.
157v; the Office of the Dead (fol. 152r). Many rubrics and
instructions for use in the main texts are in Dutch. At the
end on originally blank leaves a sixteenth-century hand has
added further prayers.

The volume includes: a Calendar (fol. 1r); the Hours of the
Cross (fol. 14r); the Hours of the Holy Spirit (fol. 21r); the
Passion reading from John (fol. 26r); the Obsecro te (fol. 27r)
and O intemerata (fol. 31r); the Hours of the Virgin, with
Matins (fol. 35r), Lauds (fol. 52r), Prime (fol. 63r), Terce
(fol. 69r), Sext (fol. 73r), Nones (fol. 77r), Vespers (fol.
81r), and Compline (fol. 88r); the Seven Penitential Psalms

The miniatures include: 1. fol. 13v, the Crucifixion; 2. fol.
34v, the Annunciation to the Virgin; 3. Fol. 94v, King
David kneeling in prayer; 4. Fol. 115v, the Coronation of
the Virgin; 5. A Pope-saint kneeling before an altar with a
cardinal in attendance holding his triple-tiered crown, the
saint gazing adoringly at an effigy of Christ on the altar

The inclusion of the prayer for use against the pestilence is a
fascinating feature. While the Black Death came to Europe
in 1342, there were numerous other outbreaks throughout the
second half of the fourteenth and first half of the fifteenth
centuries. The centrality of the southern Netherlands to the
trade routes of the whole of Northern Europe ensured that it
was often affected more seriously than its more provincial
neighbours, and the inhabitants responded through piety and
even public flagellation in increasing attempts to appease
God’s wrath. The commissioner of the book could not have
known that he lived in the initial decades after the ending of
this century of disease, and the terrible effects of the illness were
a recent memory to him.
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Seven Penitential Psalms (two large cuts, King David
and Bathsheba), G3r-I1r Office of the Dead (two
large cuts, one of Job on his dungheap), I1v-I4v
Hours of the Cross and of the Holy Ghost (three large
cuts of Crucifixion etc), I5r- K1v Office of the
Immaculate Conception and Beata Maria (one large
cut, one text cut), K2r-L8v, Suffrages, prayers to the
saints (one large cut, and eleven text cuts), a1r-a8v
‘hore ad laudem divi Hieronymi’ by Giovanni Andrea
Bishop of Aleria in Latin and in French. Inscription
on pastedown “16+28 Benefac Dne bonis et rectis
corde Georgius Friderius Arcbicps Mogts” (the gift of
Georg Friedrich von Grieffenklau zu Vollards,
Archbishop-Elector of Mainz dated 1628). A fine
copy, with the painting and gold absolutely fresh and
clean, in stunning early C17th velvet over wooden
boards, 8 large grotesque gilt metal cornerpieces of a
medusa head with scallop below, two finely worked
gilt metal clasps with a portrait of a warrior within
oval, four gilt metal catches with a pair of griffins with
open scallop beneath, arms at centre within ornate
grotesque border of winged figures out of cornucopia
(shield missing from upper cover). velvet worn on
spine and edges, all edges gilt.

surrounded by the tools of the mass as well as the objects of the
Crucifixion.
This is an excellent and well-preserved example of a signed
binding, a form of ne-binding brought to an art-form in itself
in the fifteenth and sixteenth-centuries in the southern
Netherlands. The well-known binder, Ludovicus Bloc
worked in Bruges between 1484 and his death in 1529, and
other examples with the same legend as here “OB
LAUDEM XPRISTI LIBRUM HUNC RECTE
LIGAV. LUDOVICUS BLOC” (‘for the glory of
Christ, I, Louis Bloc, have properly bound this book’), and
perhaps using the same panel-stamp alongside others, are to
be found in the Bibliothèque Royal Albert Ier, Brussels (MS.
IV.1274), Koninklijke Bibliothek, The Hague (MS. 78
G 2), St. John's College, Cambridge, UK. (Acc. no. MS
I.39), Princeton University Library (Garrett 63), Detroit
Institute of Arts (Acc. no. 63.146), Syracuse University
Library, New York (MS. 7) and the Walters Art Gallery
and Museum, Baltimore (MS. W.170).
Provenance: Most probably produced in the
southern Netherlands for a patron who spoke
Flemish, but lived on the French- Belgian border:
with SS. Theobald of Provins (30 June), Leufred of
Evreux (21 June), and Arnulf of Metz (18 July) in
Calendar, and St Omer (“Audomar”) in Litany. The
partial alphabet may have been added to the front
pastedown by or for the original owner, and
elsewhere the inclusion of these has been taken to
indicate use of the book by children, the alphabet
added in order to help them learn to read.
L2277

A PRINCE-BISHOP’S COPY
21. BOOK OF HOURS. Use of Rome, in Latin. Hore
divine virginis Marie secundum usum Romanum.
Paris, Germain Hardouyn, 1533 (Kalender: 152032).
£38,750
PRINTED ON VELLUM 8vo. 96 unnumbered
leaves, A-L8, a8. 31 lines. Roman Letter. Six full page
and fifteen large half page metalcuts, all freely
illuminated in gold and colours by a contemporary
hand with gold painted architectural borders ruled in
red, to each large cut, twelve small freely painted
metalcuts in text. Metalcut skeleton with four small
cuts all freely painted on verso of title, borders to each
page ruled in red and black, painted with gold, with
large freely painted oral and vine outer borders on
liquid gold grounds, entirely rubricated with liquidgold initials and line-filler on alternate red and blue
grounds. A1r, title with Hardouin device, A1v
Skeleton with four small cuts and with text in French,
A2r table, A2v almanac for 1520-1532, A3-A5r
calendar, A6r-A8r Gospel sequence (two full page
cuts), A8v-B4r Passion according to St. John, B4vF4r Hours of the Virgin (nine large cuts), F4v-G3r,

Extremely rare, finely printed and beautifully illuminated
book of hours, finely printed on good quality vellum with the
cuts beautifully illuminated in gold and colour in a rectangular
format. The illuminator has not simply coloured the cuts
beneath but has freely painted over them or extended the
painting of the figures beyond the original borders. Books of
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hours were used by individuals at home rather than in church.
A calendar was attached to the front so that memorial days of
the saints could be identified. They were typically structured
around the hourly prayers observed in monasteries and
Catholics would recite the appropriate liturgy eight times a
day. These books served as symbols of status and and were
often luxurious items, gifts given on important occasions.
“An important point to notice in connection with the
illustrations of French ‘Books of Hours’ at this time is that
they are nearly all inspired by German artists and nearly all
copied from illuminated MSS.” Joseph Cundall. ‘A Brief
History of Wood engraving.’

luxurious where the entire book was illuminated over the
original cuts, most often on commission for a specific client.
The addition in the final quire of the Hours of St Jerome by
Giovanni Andrea Bishop of Aleria is interesting and
unusual. Lacombe points out that it is difficult to understand
why this volume, apparently printed in 1533, contains a
calendar dating from 1520-32, though does not suggest that
it was printed at an earlier date.
Georg Friedrich von Greiffenklau zu Vollrads was born in
Schloss Vollrads on 8 September 1573. He was educated at
the Collegium Germanicum in Rome. In 1616, the
cathedral chapter of Worms Cathedral elected him to be
Bishop of Worms and then elected him to be Archbishop of
Mainz in 1626. As Archchancellor of the Holy Roman
Empire, Georg Friedrich authored the Edict of Restitution in
1627. The Archbishop of Mainz was an influential
ecclesiastic and secular prince in the Holy Roman Empire and
was the primas Germaniae, the substitute for the Pope north
of the Alps. Aside from Rome, the See of Mainz is the only
other see referred to as a "Holy See”. The beautiful velvet
‘treasure’ binding could well have been made for him as be
fitting someone of his status in the Church. A very beautiful
and luxurious book of hours, exceptionally well preserved.

The Hardouin’s workshop dominated the market of printed
books of hours, in Paris between 1510 and 1550. Gillet
Hardouin worked primarily as a printer, between 1500 and
1542, and German Hardouin was registered in the Guild of
Illuminators. They were the only editors capable of both
printing and illumination without commissioning other
professionals. They often used fine, densely ornamented metal
cut borders, however they had gone out of fashion by the time
this vol was produced, which gives this volume a much cleaner
and clearer style. Here borders have been added but have been
freely painted in the margins over gilt grounds. The quality of
their work is remarkable. It seems that they produced books of
hours in various formats, from ordinary copies printed on
paper to those printed on vellum with woodcuts and the most

Lacombe 396. Bohatta 1162. Van Praet I, 113, 136.
Brunet, Heures 254. Moreau IV, 713.
K98
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22. BOOK OF HOURS. Horae beate marie virginis
secundum usum Romanum.
[Paris], [Philippe Pigouchet pour Simon Vostre],
(1506 ?) [Calendar 1502-1520].
£22,500
8vo. ff. [140]. [a]8, b-c8, d4, e-s8. Gothic letter, on
vellum, 21 lines. 18 full-page metalcuts within
metalcut architectural borders, 28 smaller metalcuts
in text, and several hundred border metalcuts, many
white on black, criblé, rubricated, with liquid-gold
initials and line-filler on alternate red and blue
grounds of 1 or 2 lines, front vellum fly with
contemporary manuscript prayer, ‘Ave Maria’, A1r
Title page full page white on black woodcut of
Vostre’s device of two leopards (Renouard 1107),
A1v almanac for 1502-1520, A2r Skeleton (Zodiacal
Man) with four small cuts and text in French, A2vA8r calendar, a8r-b4r Gospel sequence, b4v-c2v
Passion according to St. John, c3v-f3v Hours of the
Virgin, f4r-s6r, Seven Penitential Psalms followed by
the Hours of the Cross and the Hours of the Holy
Spirit, suffrages, mass of St. Gabriel, the hours of the
conception, the seven prayers of St. Gregory, s6v-s7r
Prayer to God the Father in French, s7v-18v table in
French. Vellum very fractionally yellowed in places,
very rare marginal mark or very minor thumb soiling,
small patch o setting from one page onto the cut of
the Shepherds. A very good copy, in contemporary
Parisian calf over thin wooden boards, covers
quintuple blind ruled with a central Gril de St Laurent
design with floral and lozenge blind rolls, spine with
raised bands, well rebacked to match.

Laistre he published a book of hours, dated 5 April 1503
(1504 n.s.), which he had illustrated with his own printed
designs. His designs were subsequently used by publishers
Simon Vostre, Thielman Kerver Guillaume Eustache,
Germain and Gillet Hardouyn and Anthoine Vérard,
among others. Compared to the Apocalypse Master’s
essentially French Gothic art, Pichore’s looser, more fluid
style is indebted to French and German Renaissance artists
such as Poyet, Dürer and Schongauer.” Hilary Maddocks
“A book of hours by Anthoine Vérard in the University of
Melbourne Library”

A lovely copy of this very rare book of hours finely printed on
vellum by Simon Vostre, stunningly and profusely illustrated
with two suites of full page woodcuts, a smaller set of woodcuts
in the text and a remarkable set of woodcut borders including
a complete dance of death (masculine and feminine) all based
on designs by Jean Pichore and Jean d’Ypres [also known as
the Master of Anne de Bretagne]. Printed Books of Hours
beautifully demonstrate the transition between the medieval
manuscript and the printed book, as they follow the tradition
of the medieval illuminated Book of Hours with all the new
techniques of print. The beautiful detailed metalcuts still
follow the traditional iconography of the manuscript Book of
Hours, and replace traditional manuscript components,
including painted initials, line fillers, and borders on every
text page, with further sets of metalcuts.

The Master of the Très Petites Heures d’Anne de Bretagne
played an important role in the production of printed Books of
Hours suppling several series of woodcuts for various editions,
based on designs that are also found in manuscripts he
painted. His style is slightly more antiquated than that of
Pichore and usually framed within Gothic architectural
elements. His work, particularly the dance of death borders,
are particularly charming and his use of white on black criblé
grounds very effective and visually striking.

This example contains illustrations designed by two of the
most prolific artists of late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenthcentury Paris, both of whom actively supplied designs for the
printing trade. “Jean Pichore (active c. 1502–22) who, like
the Apocalypse Master, [also known as the Master d'Anne
de Bretagne] was a prolific illuminator of manuscripts.
Together these two artists were the principal designers of
illustrations in Parisian printed books of hours. Pichore also
ventured at least once into publishing; together with Rémi de

The binding shares a near identical design with one in the
British Library, Shelfmark c27e2, which uses the same oral
roll, also over wooden boards, also on a book of hours printed
on Vellum circa 1507 by Simon Vostre, uncoloured with
border illustration, in 140 leaves of 21 lines, though with a
slightly different collation. This might indicate that the
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ruled to a panel design, gilt fleurons to outer corners,
large scrolled arabesque gilt at centres, spine with
raised bands, re-backed and remounted, all edges gilt
and gauffered.

binding was made for the editor. It is certainly strictly
contemporary.
Bohatta 752, (three copies only) not in Lacombe, or
Brunet.

A stunningly illustrated book of hours very finely printed by
Yolande Bonhomme the widow of Thielman Kerver, with
three remarkable suites of woodcuts. This edition contains
exactly the same woodcuts as the Roman Hours printed by
Kerver, Sept. 10, 1522, probably his last work. Of that
edition Brunet writes: “C'est une livre fort remarquable par
les grandes planches et les beaux encadrements qui le décorent.
Ces planches sont d'abord 12 figures ovales, au calendrier
offrant des sujets analogues aux occupations de chaque mois
de l'année. La 12, pour Décembre représente un homme agé
de soixante-douze ans à son lit de mort. Un explication en
vers français et au-dessous de chaque tableau. Il en est de
meme pour les 45 grandes planches placées dans les Heures.”
The twelve, most charming and lively, calendar woodcuts are
in fact a cycle of the twelve ages of man (the woodcuts also
include the zodiac for each month), each divided into six years
with an explanation, in French verse, for each age. Thus the
first woodcut (the first six years of life) is of young children
playing at various games, including a game of what looks like
hockey, and the second (the ages of six to twelve) is of children
in a school room, one reading a book with a pointing stick and
the other being soundly beaten. This is one of the earliest
images of punishment being meted out at school. The suite
finishes with a seventy two year old man on his deathbed.
The woodcuts are of the highest quality.

L2407

A VERY EARLY WOMAN PRINTER
23. BOOK OF HOURS. Ces presentes heures a lusaige
de paris tout au long sans rien reqrir |avec plusieurs belles
histoires : nouvellemēt īprimees.
Paris, par la veusve de feu Thielman Kerver [i.e.
Yolande Bonhomme], 1522. [1523].
£17,500

“Yolande Bonhomme (ca. 1490–1557) was the daughter of
Pasquier Bonhomme, a printer and one of four appointed
booksellers of the University of Paris. In her father’s shop she
probably undertook various responsibilities associated with
printing. She married Thielmann Kerver, a highly successful
printer, and when he died in 1522 she assumed control of his
printing shop at the “sign of the unicorn” on the Rue St.
Jacques in Paris. Following her husband, Yolande specialized
in illustrated Books of Hours (private prayer books for lay
worshippers), and in 1526 she became the first woman to
print an edition of the Bible. This 1523 Book of Hours, ..
was one of Yolande Bonhomme’s earliest independent
productions. In the colophon at the end she signed the work as
the widow of Thielmann Kerver.. ...With three decades of
printing experience behind her, Bonhomme still utilized her
husband’s “unicorn” trademark on the title page to signal the
continuity of his press. At the time of her death in 1557, the
press was one of the most successful and respected in Paris,
having produced more than 200 editions, including the first
Bible published by a woman.” Bridwell Library, ‘Fifty
Women’.

4to. ff. 132. A-P8, Q4, aa8. Gothic letter in red and
black. Title page within architectural woodcut border
with Kerver’s beautiful white on black criblé device
of two unicorns, woodcut anatomical man, 12 oval
woodcuts of the twelve cycles of life in the calendar,
46 further large cuts including the 3 living and the 3
dead men, all within fine architectural woodcut
borders, armorial of the instruments of the Passion on
verso of first colophon, 30 smaller cuts of saints on
criblé grounds as verse headings. At the end are 8
additional leaves of Commendations of the dead with
further colophon. The calendar runs from 15231536. Light age yellowing, occasional marginal spot,
thumb mark and very minor soiling, light stain to
woodcut nativity. A very good copy, crisp and clean,
on thick paper with dark impressions of the woodcuts
in contemporary dark French calf, covers triple blind

A very finely and profusely illustrated book of hours,
beautifully printed by one of the most important early female
printers.
Lacombe 324. Brunet V, ‘Heures’ no. 197. Bohatta
314. Not in Fairfax Murray.
L2408
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24. BORDONE, Benedetto. Isolario.

Paolo, who remained in touch with his uncle even after the
family quarrel and the consequent split of the partnership
between the Manuzio and the Torresani about 1540.

Venice, [Paolo Manuzio for?] Federico Torresani,
1547.

Benedetto Bordone (c.1460-1530) was an eclectic Italian
artist of the Venetian Renaissance. Born in Padua, he was a
skilled miniaturist, editor and cartographer. He is very likely
to be the artist behind the exquisite and ground-breaking
illustrations of the Aldine Hypnerotomachia. One of his two
sons was the famous scholar Giulio Cesare Scaligero, who
later made up his surname claiming to be affiliated with the
noble Italian family of Della Scala. His most famous work
was the Isolario, accomplished a few years before his death.

£20,000
Folio, ff. [10], 74. Roman letter; title in black and red
with printer’s device within elegant floral border with
dolphins; few decorated and historiated initials; 120
woodcut maps, of which two full-page, eight doublepage, one printed upside-down at f. xliir; tiny minor
worm hole to title and first two leaves, a few spots at
head of first double-page map, light water stain
towards outer margin of one leaf. A very good, wellmargined copy in early pasteboard; all edges mottled;
two early ms shelf marks to title and price inscription
to rear pastedown.

It consists of a broad illustrated survey of the world’s islands
and peninsulas as they were known in the early sixteenth
century, including learned mythical and historical remarks,
drawn especially from Greek and Roman authorities. The
book opens with Bordone’s dedication to his nephew, who had
travelled the world on board the Venetian and Spanish fleets,
probably acting as a military physician. Isolario is an
intriguing mix of pioneering intuition and folkloristic belief.
In it, Bordone provides the first printed map of Japan, as an
island named ‘Ciampagu’, and the earliest depiction of the
globe as an oval (this was later developed by Karl Mollweide
into the model familiar to us). The final Copia delle Lettere
de Perfetto della India la Nova Spagna detta alla Cesarea
Maesta rescritte offers the earliest printed account of
Pizzarro’s arrival in Peru and it is not included in the
princeps.

Third, most correct and complete edition of this curious and
informative atlas of islands, first published in Venice in
1528. This is the first and only Aldine edition, issued at the
expense of Federico Torresani, Aldus’s brother-in-law and
younger son of Aldus’s partner Andrea Torresani. Despite
not being presented as a product of the main branch of the
Aldine press, it retains the accuracy and the typically elegant
layout of the familial output. Unusually for Aldine books, it
also enriched by numerous illustrations taken directly from the
blocks used in the first edition, but appear particularly bright
and neat in this copy. It may well be one of the last
collaborations between Federico and Aldus’s main heir,
25
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manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
and one medieval metal boss on front board, the 4 on
back board wanting, stubs of 2 clasps, back board
much lighter than front due to centuries of storage in
medieval style (see below), some slight cracking along
spine and small scuffs to boards, but solid.

Twelve of the illustrations relate to America, including a
rather distorted New World with the Northern portion of
South America and the North America as a huge island
named as ‘Land of the worker’ – probably hinting at the
growing slave trading in the area. Alongside the maps of
Western Europe, Eastern Mediterranean Sea, British Isles
and Sicily, Bordone also drew detailed plans of Venice and
some of its lagoon islands, as well as of the lavish capital city
of the Aztec empire (Tenochtitlan, modern Mexico City)
before Cortez razed it to the ground in 1521. Finally, one
can find sketchy depictions of: the Canaries; Madagascar and
Zanzibar; Java and Sumatra (as ‘Iava minore’); Ceylon
(‘Taprobana’); Cuba, Guadalupe, Jamaica, Venezuela and
Brazil; Thailanda, mistakenly thought to be an island called
Lochac. Far east, Bordone includes, for the first time in print,
two legendary isles, one exclusively inhabited by women
(‘Imangla’), the other by men (‘Inebila’).

With potential accidental damage from damp, fire, sunlight
and a multitude of other threats, as well as a preference for
spotless and easy to handle (and thus new) bindings by
centuries of modern librarians and owners, the odds are against
any book surviving in its medieval binding. However, a tiny
percentage of the total extant do so, and each has some
importance to the history of the book. Here the front board is
slightly more discoloured than the back, due to its being stored
in the medieval monastic fashion (lying at on its back on a
shallow shelf leaving just its top and nameplate visible) for
much of its life. That is also why the horn nameplate, in itself
a rare survival, sits at the head of the front board, and the
bosses once on the boards were intended to lift the volume
when on this shelf, slightly above the surface and away from
any possible damp which might seep in and cause its
destruction. Such bosses, of course, became awkward
protrusions later when the book was stacked as we now do on
its lower end side-by- side with other books, and were
removed.

Not in Brunet or Graesse. BM STC It., 120. Adams,
B 2485; Renouard, 141:9; Mortimer It., 82; Harrisse,
221; Phillips 164; Alden, 547/2; Sabin, 6421.
L2033

IN NEAR ORIGINAL CONDITION
25. BOTONE, Bernard of. Glossa ordinaria on
Gregory IX’s Decretals, decorated manuscript in Latin on
parchment, in its medieval binding.
South-eastern Germany, later 13th century.
£97,500
Folio, 320 by 225mm, 133 leaves (plus 1
original endleaf at front, and another 2 at back),
wanting a gathering and a few leaves at end of
codex (but in this state since the fourteenth or
early fifteenth century), else complete,
collation: i- vii12, viii8, ix9 (last a blank
cancel), x-xi12, xii8 (viii and ix wanting),
double column, 53 lines in a minute and
precise university bookhand, paragraph marks
and running titles in red and blue, small initials
in same with contrasting penwork, one large
variegated initial ‘R’ on frontispiece with
elaborate penwork and blue leaf-shapes, one or
2 leaves with sections of blank borders cut
away, some cockling and discolouration to
edges of leaves (notably top and bottom of
volume), with losses to blank edges of some
leaves and parchment brittle in places, else
good and presentable with wide and clean
margins, fourteenth- or early fifteenth-century
binding of blind-tooled pigskin with panels
formed of triple fillets enclosing small flower
heads, with transparent horn nameplate nailed
to upper board (discoloured through age, but
with “[...]sus Bernardi ... decretales” in
apparent fourteenth-century script visible on
parchment slip underneath), binding fragments
of a bifolium and a long strip cut from German
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This was an important book in the medieval monastic library
it survived in, containing a crucial explanatory gloss on the
fundamental law text of the Middle Ages, Gregory IX’s
Decretals. Law was among the chief subjects taught in Italian
universities in the thirteenth century, and Bernard of Botone
(also of Parma, his birthplace), studied law there and
subsequently taught in Bologna University. He stands in a
line of great medieval legal authorities, having studied under
Tancred of Germany (d. 1230/36) and had William
Durand (d. 1296) as his pupil. In later life, he served as
chancellor of the university and as chaplain to Pope Innocent
IV. This work was his magnum opus, completed just before
his death in 1263/66.
Provenance: 1. Most probably written and decorated
in a university centre in south-Eastern Germany,
(perhaps Leipzig) by scribes and artists familiar with
both Italian script and French methods of decoration.
2. In a German monastic or Cathedral chapter library
within a century, and then in the condition it is now
(having lost a gathering and a few leaves from its end).
There it was completed with an index on its last
endleaves and bound up into its current binding.

A very good copy of the first complete edition of Browne's bestknown pastoral poem, probably a presentation copy, in a fine
contemporary binding, with the contemporary ownership
inscription of Lewis Anwyl and his manuscript verses
dedicated to the Author. The binding on this copy is very
similar, both in design, and choice of the tools used, to one in
the British Library, which has a centrepiece of gilt feather
motifs that probably relate to Charles I as Prince of Wales,
BL Shelfmark C28a3. It is on a group of almanacks from
1624 and is nearly identical in style, with the same semi of
flaming heart tools and elaborate corner-pieces gilt on vellum,
around a central lozenge. Both these bindings, made at the
same time, are suggestive of either authorial or editorial
presentation copies. The cherubs head tool with wings used on
this binding is also found on another presentation binding in
the British library, on a manuscript dedicated to James I,
Shelfmark Royal Ms 8 E VIII, with his arms gilt at centre,
also on a fine vellum binding. Finally, identical blocked
corner-pieces and cherub tools, used as a central lozenge, are
found on another vellum binding, again on a group of
Almanacks, BL Shelfmark, Davis99, this time with a semi
of ermine tools. The flaming heart tool on the covers of this
binding also echo the woodcut printer’s device on the first title
which has the same motif, which could possibly point to an
editor’s presentation copy.

3. Doubtless entering private hands during the
dispersal of German monastic libraries under the
Secularisation in the opening years of the nineteenth
century.
K93

26. [BROWNE, William]. Britannia’s pastorals. The
first booke.
London, printed by Iohn Hauiland, 1625.
£5,750
FIRST EDITON thus. Two vols. in one. 8vo. pp.
[xvi], 140 [i.e. 142], [xiv], 179, [i]. A-Y8. “Variant 1:
(second) title page is a cancel, with ‘Haviland’ in the
imprint.” ESTC. Roman letter, some Italic and
Greek. Woodcut printer’s device on first title, two
woodcuts in text of first vol., ‘arguments’ within
typographical borders, woodcut initials, grotesque
woodcut head-piece, typographical ornaments,
‘Lewis Anwill’ contemp. autograph at head of title, 6line verse in his hand on front free endpaper,
addressed to the author drawn from Du Bartas,
engraved Porkington Library label on pastedown.
Light age yellowing, light water-stain throughout,
heavier in part of second work, second title, a cancel,
loose from its stubb, the odd marginal mark or spot.
A good copy in fine contemporary English polished
vellum, covers bordered with a triple gilt rule, fine
strap-work corner-pieces, with criblé ground, gilt
stamped to corners, central gilt lozenge made up with
gilt cherub head and star tools, semée of flaming heart
tools, spine quadruple gilt ruled in compartments,
with scrolled gilt tools, later olive morocco label, gilt
lettered, all edges gilt, a little stained and soiled, small
hole to upper edge of front cover.

Lewis Anwyl of Llanfrothen, Merioneth, died 1641, was
the father-in-law of William Owen and owner of a
Shakespeare second folio. He was a patron of poets and
“There can be little doubt that the first member of the family
interested in pure literature, as distinct from the literature of
politics, law and theology was Lewis Anwyl, of Parc” (The
National Library of Wales Journal, vol. 5 no. 3, 1948).
The nature of the binding with his inscription and his position
as a wealthy patron of poets all point towards a presentation
copy of this work. The Porkington or the Brogyntyn Library
at Brogyntyn Hall in Shropshire also contained a hugely
important collection of Welsh books and manuscripts donated
by the third and fourth Lord Harlech to the National Library
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of Wales. They included a psalter and a version of Geoffrey
of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniæ, both from the
thirteenth century, a fifteenth century miscellany in Middle
English, a volume of the Welsh laws of Hywel Dda, and
pedigrees, genealogy and heraldry of families in Wales.

eyewitness to one of the most important eras in history as he
made an abstract and copy of the diary Christopher Columbus
kept of his voyages and incorporated much of Columbus
writings, diary and log in his own history. Today, both the
Columbus diary as well as the copy have disappeared but Las
Casas' abstract survived.

“Edmund Spenser was Browne’s poetic model throughout his
career, most obviously in Britannia’s pastorals, although he
was influenced by Italian pastoral drama (specifically by
Torquato Tasso’s Aminta). In Britannia’s pastorals,
Browne mixes the pastoral and romantic genres, as Spenser
did in the Faerie Queene, and, like Spenser, Browne
attempts to write an epic that will be thoroughly
English. ...His greatest quality was probably his talent for
natural description. The passages in which he describes what
is recognizably his native Devonshire are especially fine. ...In
his own lifetime Browne was considered an important English
poet, but his fame did not last. Still, it has often been argued
that not only Milton but also such later poets as Keats,
Tennyson, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning were influenced
by his work, and in particular his treatment of nature.” The
Encyclopedia of English Renaissance Literature. A very
interesting, rare and finely bound copy of this important work
of English pastoral poetry.

His work is a primary source for the early period of Spanish
Colonialism. In 1550 he took part in official debates on the
Indian question and used this opportunity to prepare a series
of nine essays that subsequently appeared in Seville in 1552
and 1553. He was keenly aware of the power of the printed
word, so much so he ignored the need to secure royal
permissions before publishing. With their wide ranging
indictment of Spanish atrocities, they had an immediate
impact in Europe. They were widely translated and
frequently reissued, especially in anti-Spanish contexts. Las
Casas became Spain’s witness against itself. The critique was
particularly powerful because Las Casas was not only a
master of philosophy and logic, he was an acute observer who
reported on the situation of the Indians in an immediate and
persuasive style. The work is of immense significance, both
for its immediate effect in reforming the Spanish colonial
system, and as an extremely early example of European
concern with the human rights of indigenous peoples. It was
his descriptions of the plight of the Indians that early modern
Europeans remembered.

STC 3916. ESTC S105932. Lowndes I 292. Not in
Pforzheimer.
L2638

1) BM STC It. C17 p.196 (1626 edition only). Alden,
European Americana, 630/41. Sabin 11243. Palau
46955. 2) Not in BM STC It. C17. Alden, European
Americana, 636/14. Sabin 11246. Palau 46956.

27. CASAS Bartolomé de las. Istoria ò breuissima
relatione della distruttione dell' Indie Occidentali.
Venice, Marco Ginammi, 1630.
£3,950

L2357

4to. pp. [xvi] 150 (ii), in double column, Spanish text
in Roman letter, Italian translation in Italic. Title with
large woodcut printer’s device, large woodcut
historiated initials and headpieces, woodcut and
typographical tailpieces, the letters F and O stamped
on each side of printer’s device on title with the date
1636 below, underlinings and annotation in red
pencil. A bit browned in places, light intermittent
spotting. A good copy in vellum over boards c1700,
all edges yellow.

28. CATHOLIC CHURCH. Catechismus ex decreto
Concilii Tridentini ad parochos Pii 5. pont. max. iussu
editus.
Venice, apud Aldum, 1575.
£3,750
8vo. pp. [xvi], 616, [xxiv]. *8 A-2R8. Italic letter.
Title within fine architectural woodcut border with
small roundel of a priest kneeling before the altar
below, Aldine woodcut device on verso of title with
Imperial arms as privilege, four full page and thirty six
half page woodcuts within architectural woodcut
borders, grotesque woodcut initials and head pieces,
early autograph of Dominici and Sebastiani Neuaresii
Joannis Ovis" on title and “Archipst. Joannis Ovis
1679” on verso, the occasional marginal annotation in
his hand. Light age yellowing, ink splash on verso of
MM4, very minor light water-staining in places at
end, the odd mark or spot. A good copy, generally
crisp and clean in C17th Italian speckled calf, spine
with gilt ruled raised bands fleurons at centres,
rebacked, part of original spine remounted, restored
at corners. a.e.g.

Second edition of the first Italian translation of Las Casas’
‘Brevissima relation’, a fundamental text in the history of the
Spanish conquest, and in establishing the rights of indigenous
Indians. Las Casas was the first great historian of the New
World and famously argued the humanity of indigenous
Americans and African slaves in the Valladolid debate of
1550-1551, against the counter-arguments of Juan Ginés
de Sepúlveda. While a boy in 1493, he witnessed the return
to Seville of Christopher Columbus after his first voyage, and
later the same year Las Casas' father Pedro and several of his
uncles embarked for the New World as members of
Columbus' second expedition. With his father, Las Casas
emigrated to the island of Hispaniola in 1502 under Nicolás
de Ovando, and witnessed the brutalities committed against
the Tainos. He played a significant historical role as an

Rare and finely printed Catechism edited by Charles
Borromeo and Guglielmo Sirleto, beautifully illustrated with
28
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a suite of forty fine woodcuts which are unsigned. “The
Roman Catechism was proposed by the Council of Trent,
which entered upon some preparatory labours, but at its last
session committed the execution to the Pope. The object was
to regulate the important work of popular religious instruction,
and to bring it into harmony with the decisions of the
Council. Pius IV (d.1565), under the advice of Cardinal
Carlo Borromeo, entrusted the work to four eminent divines,
viz., Leonardo Marini, Egidio Foscarari, Muzio Calini,
and Francesco Fureiro. Three of them were Dominicans (as
was the Pope himself). This explains the subsequent hostility
of the Jesuits. Borromeo superintended the preparation with
great care, and several accomplished Latin scholars, especially
Jul. Pogianus, aided in the style of composition. The
Catechism was begun early in 1564, and substantially
finished in December of the same year, but subjected for
revision to Pogianus in 1565, and again to a commission of
able divines and Latinists. It was finally completed in July,
1566, and published by order of Pope Pius V., in September,
1566, and soon translated into all the languages of Europe.
Several Popes and Bishops recommended it in the highest
terms. The Dominicans and Jansenists often appealed to its
authority in the controversies about free will and divine grace,
but the Jesuits (Less, Molina, and others) took ground against
it, and even charged it with heresy. The work is intended for
teachers (as the title ad Parochos indicates), not for pupils. It
is a very full popular manual of theology, based upon the
decrees of Trent. It answers its purpose very well, by its precise
definitions, lucid arrangement, and good style. The Roman
Catechism treats, in four parts: 1, de Symbolo apostolico; 2,
de Sacramentis; 3, de Decalogo; 4, de Oratione
Dominica. ..Its theology belongs to the school of Augustine
and Thomas Aquinas, and hence it displeased the Jesuits.
While it passes by certain features of the Roman system, as
the indulgences and the rosary, it treats of others which were
not touched upon by the Fathers of Trent, as the limbus
patrum, the doctrine of the Church, and the authority of the
Pope.” Philip Schraff. “The creeds of Christendom.”

compelled Paulus to "break o his studies", and that it was
forced upon him by his difficult situation in Venice. ...Only
recently has the appearance of new evidence revealed that the
two aspects of Paulus' career were intimately connected, and
that only the most tragic accidents or confusions divided
them.” Martin Lowry “Facing the Responsibility of Paulus
Manutius”
Renouard 218:2. Adams 1066. Not in BM STC It.
C16th or Mortimer Harvard.
L2391

29. CAUS, Salomon de. Les raisons des forces
mouuantes, auec diuerses machines tant vtiles que plaisantes :
auquelles sont adjoints plusieurs desseins de grotes &
fontaines.
Paris, chez Hierosme Droüart, ruë S. Iacques, à l'escu
au soleil, 1624.
£15,000
Folio. 3 parts in one. 1) ff. [iv], 46; 2) ff. [ii], 28; 3) pp.
19, [iii], one large folding table. Title of first and
second part within ne engraved architectural border,
putti above holding a geometric figure and
instruments, satyrs to the sides, Mercury and Minerva
below, third part with letterpress title, sixty one full
page and three half page engravings, five full page and
twenty eight small woodcut diagrams, large woodcut
folding plate, large floriated, grotesque and historiated
woodcut initials, large grotesque head and tail pieces,
typographical
ornaments,
engraved
armorial
bookplate of ‘Hopetoun’ on pastedown. Light age
yellowing, small marginal stain on first title, with
small water-stain on printed section of title, the very
occasional marginal mark or spot. A very good copy,
crisp and clean with very good impressions of the
engravings, in handsome contemporary English calf,
covers bordered with a triple blind rule, blind ruled
raised bands, a.e.r., top compartment of spine neatly
repaired.

This work, as with the first edition of 1566 was printed by
Paulus Manutius’ press in Rome, in which he produced
mostly religious works for the ecclesiastical authorities. This
aspect of his printing has often been overlooked in the
discussion of his genius. “The contrast between this
committed classicism and the sequence of catechisms or
conciliar decrees which poured from the Aldine press after its
move to Rome seems so complete that bibliographers have
revealed some embarrassment in tracing them to the same
person. Antoine-Augustin Renouard, on whose re-search all
subsequent Aldine studies have been based, had steeped
himself in the secular values of the Encyclopedistes during the
1780s and harangued the National Assembly on its cultural
mission during the Revolution. To him, an alliance between
humanism and priestcraft was inconceivable. Though he had
found a draft of the terms submitted by Paulus to the papacy,
which he published along with the relevant correspondence of
the papal legate Girolamo Seripando in the third edition of
his Annales, Renouard could only conclude that the move

Second edition, enlarged with extra plates, of this beautiful
and extravagantly illustrated volume of hydraulic solutions to
engineering problems produced by the Huguenot architect,
inventor, garden designer and engineer, Salomon de Caus.
The work deals with the physics of movement, with a range
of technical applications, encompassing fields as diverse as
energy, gardening and music. Book I describes the first
machines to be operated by solar power, powered by sunlight
striking closed air reservoirs, and one of the earliest uses of
steam power. Scholars have proposed that De Caus is an
early rediscoverer, or post-Classical inventor, of the principle
of steam being used as a propelling force, basing his steamdriven pump on one developed by Giovanni Battista della
Porta fourteen years earlier. He was deeply interested in
garden design, mechanical fountains and speaking statues,
worked in the service of several great Renaissance princes,
James I’s son and heir, Prince Henry; the Elector Palatine,
Frederick V, and his wife Princess Elizabeth. His
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masterpiece was the spectacular garden known as the ‘Hortus
Palatinus’ at Frederick’s palace at Heidelberg.

adornment of the palace, or the entertainment of his master,
the Prince of Wales. In the first part occur his enunciations of
the theorems of the expansion and condensation of steam, and
of the elevation of water by the application of heat, which have
gained for him in some quarters the honour of being the first
inventor of the steam engine, though De Caus seems only to
have utilised them for fountains and other waterworks and
claims no originality. It is almost certain that Edward
Somerset, second marquis of Worcester, to whom this honour
has also been ascribed, and later engineers, knew and
developed the principles enunciated by De Caus.” DNB.

“He applied himself at an early age to the study of the
mathematical sciences, his favourite writers being
Archimedes, Euclid, and Vitruvius. After a visit to Italy he
came to England as mathematical tutor to Henry, prince of
Wales, and in 1612 published a work entitled ‘La
Perspective avec la raison des ombres et Miroirs;’ in the
dedication of this work to that prince, dated at Richmond, 1
Oct. 1611, he states that he has been two or three years in
the service of his royal highness. He seems also to have been
employed as drawing-master to the Princess Elizabeth. After
the death of the young Prince of Wales De Caus was, in
1613, employed by the elector palatine, Frederick V, then
recently married to the Princess Elizabeth, to lay out the
gardens at the castle of Heidelberg.... While at Heidelberg De
Caus published in 1615 ‘Institution Harmonique, ..’ In the
dedication of this work to Anne, queen of Great Britain,
dated 15 Sept. 1614, he says that his experiments in the
mechanical powers of water were commenced while in the
service of the late Prince of Wales. In the same year, 1615,
he published his most important work, ‘Les Raisons des
Forces Mouvantes avec diverses Machines.’ This work is
divided into three parts, all copiously illustrated: I. ‘Les
Théorèmes et Problèmes des Forces Mouvantes;’ II. ‘Des
Grotes et Fontaines pour l'ornement des Maisons de Plaisance
et Jardins;’ III. ‘De la Fabrique des Orgues.’ The second part
contains, as he himself says in the dedication to Princess
Elizabeth, many designs formerly made at Richmond for the

A very good copy in a contemporary English binding from the
famous Hopetoun library, sold in 1889 by the 7th Earl of
Hopetoun (see De Ricci, English Collectors, p. 164).
BM STC Fr. C17th p. 89 C508. BrunetI 1691. Berlin
Cat. 1777 (1st edn).
K108

30. CORNEILLE, Pierre. Le Menteur.
Rouen, et se vend à Paris, A. de Sommaville et A.
Courbé, 1644.
£3,950
12mo. pp. [viii], 91 [i]. a4, A-G6, H4. Roman letter.
Small typographical ornaments on title, grotesque and
floriated
woodcut
initials
and
headpieces,
typographical ornaments, ms. ex dono from Paul
Festingiery to his cousin Paul Bu et dated 1903 on fly.
Light age yellowing. A fine copy in beautiful French
30
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C19th red morocco by P.R. Reparlier in excellent
imitation of a seventeenth century binding, those of
Anne D’Autriche in particular, covers double ruled to
a panel design, fleurons to outer corners, central panel
with fine scrolled corner-pieces, large scroll work
fleurons with pointillé tools around gilt oval at centre,
spine with gilt ruled raised bands, double gilt ruled in
compartments with small gilt fleurons, title lettered in
gilt, edges gilt ruled, inner dentelles richly gilt, marble
end-papers, a.e.g.

another decorative border, historiated initials,
decorative head-piece; title slightly browned and
repaired to lower gutter, light waterstains in upper
margin in a few central and final leaves, small stains at
beginning of gathering e. A good, though incomplete,
copy in contemporary brown calf repeatedly signed
by John Reynes (‘IR’), large panel on front with
crested cross and unicorns at sides within floral border
and large double panel on rear with Henry VIII’s royal
arms above and the Tudor rose with Catherine of
Aragon’s pomegranate below, three raised bands on
spine; recased, head and tail of spine repaired, outer
upper corner torn, joints lightly rubbed;
contemporary title inked on lower edge and partly
unintelligible ms owner’s inscription ‘Thomas ...’ by
other contemporary English hand on fore- and upper
edges; a few contemporary marginalia and manicula,
probably in this hand, and three annotations, by other
early English hands, on penultimate blank; three pen
drawings of male pro les on outer upper corner of y2r
and verso of final blank.

A very charming copy of the rare second edition, published
very shortly after the first, of this wonderful play by Pierre
Corneille, his comic chez-d’oeuvre and certainly one of the
most influential on the next generation of playwrights in
France, particularly Molière. It has been described as the first
great work of comedy in French theatre. It is Corneille’s last
Baroque comedy, which was performed for the first time in the
Theatre du Marais in 1644, and was one of his major
successes. Corneille reworked the play from the Spanish work
‘la Verdad sospechosa’ (the Supposed Truth) by Alarcon
[1625], which he wrongly attributes, in his preface, to de
Vega. He often successfully adapted Spanish works by Lope
de Vega, or later, the great Spanish playwright Calderon de
la Barca. The work has many autobiographic elements; just
as Corneille le the law in provincial Rouen for the romantic
life of an artist in Paris, so the young liar/lawyer Dorante
leaves his legal studies in Poitiers for romance in the big city.
Several verses from the play have become well known proverbs
French such as ‘Le façon de donner vaut mieux que ce qu'on
donne.’ or ‘Si quelqu'un l'entend mieux, je l'irai dire à
Rome.’ His influence on the course of French play-writing
cannot be ignored. The same year Corneille wrote The Liar,
a 21-year-old Parisian named Jean-Baptiste Poquelin
founded his first theatre. When he later wrote his own plays
(under the name Molière), he absorbed many of Corneille’s
techniques to craft his hilarious and cutting satires on French
society. Corneille’s comic subjects and style influenced not
only Molière, but also his great successors Marivaux and
Beaumarchais.
This second edition seems to be considerably rarer than the
first, perhaps due to its pocket size; we can locate only one
location in US libraries, at Harvard.

Second corrected edition of Erasmus’s ground-breaking
commentary on Matthew’s Gospel, first published by Froben
in March 1522. Arguably no scholar has been as influential
and universally praised as Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam
(1466-1536), the quintessential Renaissance humanist.
His vast body of work stretches from accurate editions of major
classic and patristic authors and tools for the study of Latin
and Ancient Greek to religious essays and pamphlets on
Christian piety. Erasmus’s ground-breaking work on the
Bible includes a Latin-Greek critical edition of the New
Testament and the paraphrases of most of its books, starting
from the Pauline epistles. In the wake of the Reformation,
this popularisation proved incredibly successful. For instance,
in 1547, Edward VI promoted its use in parish churches,
while a collective English translation was begun a year later.

Not in BM STC Fr. C17th. Thcmerzine II p. 551.
Picot, 36. Brunet II 285.
L2401

31. ERASMUS, Desiderius. Epistola nuncupatoria ad
Carolum Caesarem. Exhortatio ad studium Evangelicae
lectionis. Paraphrasis in Evangelium Matthaei.
Basel, Johann Froben, c. 1523.
£4,250
8vo, [200] leaves, a-z8, &8, A8, wanting preliminary
gatherings a-b and leaf y1. Italic letter; title within
charming border with fountain including printer’s
initials, putti, palm trees, Adam and Eve
contemplating a skull, dated 1520; c1 of text within

This copy provides a charming example of an important early
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Italic side notes. Simon de Coline’s large ‘Tempus’
device (Renouard Colines, No. 1) on title, 62 full
page anatomical woodcuts, and 101 small medical
illustrations to text, fine white on black criblé initials
in three sizes, occasional early annotations. Light age
yellowing, some minor mostly marginal spotting, the
odd marginal mark or spot. A fine, large copy (380 x
250 mm), crisp and clean in eighteenth century three
quarter vellum overs thick paper boards, lacking label,
a.e.r. a little soiled and rubbed at extremities.

Tudor blind-stamped panel binding by John Reynes, ‘a
Dutchman who obtained letters of denization in 1510. He
carried on his business as stationer at the sign of St George ...
and died in 1544. His bindery was the most prolific of the
period.’ (Oldham, Blind Panels, p. 8). Oldham points out
how these two panels (including the double one) were always
combined. Sixty-three examples are known on books dated
between 1493 and 1542. There are two issues of the doublepanel: the first bears the pomegranate of Catherine of Aragon
at the bottom of the Tudor rose, as on this copy, the second
has a different decorative element, as a result of the annulment
of Henry VIII’s marriage.

A lovely, wide margined, copy of the rare first edition of one
of the most beautifully illustrated works of the French
Renaissance. The woodcuts are of great historical, artistic and
scientific interest. "This magnificent folio volume is one of the
finest of all anatomical treatises.” (Eimas, p.93). “The first
cut is signed with the initials “S.R.” of the surgeon Etienne
de la Rivière, who assisted Estienne in preparing drawings of
the anatomical details. Nine of the cuts are signed by Jean
Jollat, either with his name or with his sign of Mercury. A
number of the Jollat blocks also have the dates 1530, 1531,
or 1532. Six of the Jollat blocks and one other block also have
a cutter’s signature of the Lorraine cross, probably from the
Tory atelier (Jacquemin Woeiriot?). ... most of the cuts have
the anatomical portions of the figure on separate pieces inserted
into the blocks. In two articles, C.E Kellet ... suggests that
the male figures in this series which are clearly corpses
supported by trees and masonry may be based on anatomical
designs known to have been made by Giovani Battista Rosso

Not in Adams, Brunet or Graesse. BM STC Ger.,
119; Bibliotheca Erasmiana Bruxellensis, 200; Bezzel,
995; VD 16, E 2917; binding: Hobson, Blindstamped Panels, 35-36; Oldham, Blind Panels, HE.
21 and REL. 5, plates XX and XXXV.
L2250

A LARGE PAPER COPY
32. ESTIENNE, Charles. De dissectione partium
corporis humani libri tres... cum figuris, & incisionum
declarationibus, à Stephano Riuerio chirurgo compositi.
Paris, apud Simonem Colinæum, 1545.
£35,000
FIRST EDITION, folio, pp. (xxiv) 375 [i. e. 379] (i).
*6, **6, A-Z8, 2A6. Roman letter, some Italic and
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(last leaf blank.) Italic letter, tables in Roman.
Woodcut printer’s device on title, floriated woodcut
initial and headpiece, small early armorial stamp on
lower margin of the title-page, ms. shelf mark on fly.
A very good copy in beautiful contemporary French
tan morocco, covers bordered with a double gilt rule,
central panel worked to an all over gilt scroll work
design, fine scrolled corner-pieces, later finely gilt
worked red morocco inlays at centres, spine with two
gilt and blind ruled raised bands, title gilt above, a.e.r.
A few small wormholes in spine, slight damage to
lower joint at head.

from disinterred bodies from a burial ground at Borgo, the
Rosso sketches providing a figure into which the La Rivière
dissections could be inserted. E. Weil .. concludes that the
figures were originally intended for an anatomy for artists and
were adapted to Estienne’s purpose by the use of the medical
insets.” Mortimer. (Weil’s catalogue description is tipped
onto pastedown). Estienne's anatomical work was in progress
for many years before it was finally published, apparently due
to plagiarism by two German printers; in the meantime,
Vesalius's anatomical magnum opus was produced in 1543,
and Estienne's work was then delayed by Vesalius's privilege.
A medical work of both textual merit and beautiful
illustration. "Had 'De dissectione' been published in 1539,
there is no question that it would have stolen much of the
thunder from Vesalius' Fabrica... Despite its tardy
appearance, however, De dissectione was able to make
numerous original contributions to anatomy, including the
first published illustrations of the whole external and venous
nervous systems, and descriptions of the morphology and
purpose of the 'feeding holes' of bones, the tripartite
composition of the sternum, the valvulae in the hepatic veins
and the scrotal septum. In addition, the work's eight
dissections of the brain give more anatomical detail than had
previously appeared" Norman 728. Choulant describes the
work of the woodcutters as 'particularly excellent'; some have
been attributed to Geoffrey Tory. They certainly included
Estienne Riviere, a surgeon who assisted Estienne in both his
dissection and drawing, and Francois Jollat; the female figures
are best. The text is actually more instructive than the
illustrations “and is particularly significant from the view
point of the history of anatomic discoveries, since Estienne
himself was a dissector, began his work long before Vesalius”,
Choulant.

A very beautifully bound copy of this exceptionally rare
edition, finely bound in a style that is very close to or imitates
bindings made for the Cardinal de Granvelle or Mahieu by
the Fugger or Apple binder, though French. The binding,
apparently made at the very end of the C16th, seems closer
to those of the mid century, though freer in style. The scrolled
corner pieces with a distinctive leaf in the outer corner look like
a conscious imitation of the Fugger binders distinctive tool. It
is exceptionally finely worked for such a small binding, totally
unsophisticated, and very well preserved. An inlay has been
added to the centre of the binding in red morocco probably to
cover a monogram or cypher that the new owner wished to
cover. Many armorial bindings had their arms removed during
the revolution so as to disguise their noble or ecclesiastic
provenance which could have been dangerous or embarrassing
to the owner. Unfortunately, we have not been able to identify
the small princely armorial stamp on the title-page.
This edition of Florus is exceptionally rare; we have located
only one copy in libraries, at San Diego State University.
There is apparently no copy held in French or any other
European library. Neither is it recorded in either of the Lyon
bibliographies, Baudrier or Gultlingen.

"The illustrations are the earliest, except those of Leonardo,
in which whole systems, venous, arterial or nervous are
shown. Estienne's best department is, perhaps that of
arthrology. He was the first to trace blood vessels into the
substance of bone. He was the first to remark upon the valves
of the veins. Most remarkable of his observations is that of the
canal in the spinal cord." Singer.

Lucius Annaeus Florus (74 AD – 130 AD) was a Roman
historian who lived in the time of Trajan and Hadrian. He
compiled, chiefly from Livy, a brief sketch of the history of
Rome from the foundation of the city to the closing of the
temple of Janus by Augustus (25 BC). The work, is a
panegyric of the greatness of Rome, the life of which is divided
into the periods of infancy, youth and manhood. It is often
wrong in geographical and chronological details. In spite of its
faults, the book was much used as a handy epitome of Roman
history in the Middle Ages, and survived as a textbook into
the nineteenth century. In the manuscripts, the writer is
variously named as Julius Florus, Lucius Anneus Florus, or
simply Annaeus Florus. From certain similarities of style, he
has been identified as Publius Annius Florus, poet,
rhetorician and friend of Hadrian, author of a dialogue on the
question of whether Virgil was an orator or poet, of which the
introduction has been preserved. The Epitome of Livy is
Florus' most famous work, offering a unique insight into the
lost books of the famous History, only around a quarter of
which survives. A very beautiful and most intriguing binding.

"One of the best woodcut books of the French Renaissance, in
which art and science are ideally merged." Schreiber 222
"This magnificent folio volume is one of the best of all
anatomical treatises." Heirs of Hippocrates 153
BM. STC C16 Fr p155 Mortimer Harvard I 213 (Fr.
edn. reprod. illustration), Eimas 256; IA 165.250.
Renouard pp. 409-10, Brun 198, Choulant pp152155. Durling 1391, Wellcome I 6076. GarrisonMorton 3781846.
K109

33. FLORUS, Lucius Annaeus. Rervm Romanarvm,
ex Tito Liuio, Epitoma, in quatuor libros distincta.
Lyon, apud Ioannem Pillehotte, 1597.

Not in Baudrier, Gultlingen or BM STC fr. C16th.

£4,950

L2584

16mo. pp. (xl) 182, (ii). *8, **8, ***4, A-L8, M4.
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ITALIAN HISTORY AND POLITICS
IN EXCEPTIONAL GENEVA
BINDINGS
34. GIOVIO, Paolo. Historiarum sui
temporis. Paris, Michel de Vascosan, 15581560.
£7,750
Two volumes. Folio: 1): ff. (20), 236, (2),
with final index in gatherings a-c4 bound
after preliminaries; 2): ff. 349, (19). Roman
letter, little Italic; large ornamental initials
and fine decorative headpieces; first title a
bit soiled, small marginal damp stains to
first gathering and occasionally to lower
outer corner, small white mark to t4r and
C5r affecting one or two letters in volume
I; small marginal light red water stain on
endpapers, fly, and first gatherings, and
light marginal damp stains in places in
volume II. A very good set of widemargined copies, both in contemporary
French limp vellum, panelled and gilt with
fleuron to corners and large elegant
Arabesque central piece, at spines with gilt
compartments and floral decoration,
original silk ties alternately dyed yellow and
red, all edges contemporary gilt, gauffered and red
(oxidised) painted with foliate design, both dated
1561, in the style adopted in Geneva by the King’s
binder, and a few years later by the Goldestat Meister
(M. M. Foot, The Henry Davis Gift, numbers 224226, 228-229); very slightly soiled, lacking four of
eight ties; small crack to spine and minor light red
stains to front and small loss to rear of volume II;
contemporary red ruling throughout; original spine
wrapper from a folded late fourteenth-century legal
manuscript commentary, probably Northern France,
volume I.

Empire for the control of Italy on the cultural and political life
of the peninsula. The work is dedicated to Giovio’s close
friend, Andrea Alciato, and each volume closes with verses by
Benedetto Varchi.
This two volume set retains a very interesting contemporary
binding. Gauffering of such a remarkable quality – certainly
the work of a very skilled artisan in Geneva anticipating the
style of Goldast Meister, such as the King’s Binder (see I.
Schunke, Der GenferBucheinband, 1937) – is usually
combined with lavish tooled-blind and painted calf over
pasteboards rather than gilt limp vellum on books as large as
these ones. It is likely that the copies, gauffered in Geneva in
1561, were completed by another local binder, following
afterthoughts of the patron. Even so, the bicolour silk ties were
matched with the gauffering, formerly painted red.

Sumptuous copy of an early edition of a famous contemporary
account of Italian political history in the first half of the
sixteenth century, first published in Florence in 1550. A
physician, historian and high-ranking Catholic prelate,
Paolo Giovio (1483-1552) was a highly respected
Renaissance scholar, linked to the Medici and later the
Farnese family. In his famous villa in Como, he gathered a
vast amount of ancient and contemporary statues and
portraits, forming his beloved Museum. His works range from
ichthyology, science and occultism, to philosophy, history,
biography, iconography and ethnography, including a
description of the British Isles and a very famous collection of
imprese.

BM STC Fr., 202; Adams, G654; Brunet, III, 583;
Graesse, III, 490.
L2115

35. GORDON, Bernard de. Tabula Practice Dicte
Lilium Medicine.
Venice, Giovanni & Gregorio de Gregori Fratelli
[Benedetto Fontana], 1496/97.
£7,500
4to, ff. (4), 271, (1). Gothic letter, text in double
column. Charming title page with large publisher’s
woodcut device representing a fountain, floriated
initials. Light age yellowing, occasional spotting,
minor water stains in throughout, larger in a few

The Historiae was his lifework, meant to leave an indelible
trace of his scholarship. Giovio focuses on the Italian wars,
sprung from the invasion by King Charles VIII in 1494, up
to the late 1540s. A sharp mind, he foresaw the disastrous
outcome of the conflict between France and the Holy Roman
34
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places at end, a few leaves oil stained; small paper flaws
at extremities and tiny worm holes on t-p and last
gathering, small tears to outer lower corners of ff. 17,
234, rear free endpapers slightly torn with no loss,
some leaves untrimmed. A good, crisp and well
margined copy in later 1⁄4 vellum over original carta
rustica, a bit wormed and soiled, early faded ms. and
later printed title to at spine, recased. Four lines
inscription to t-p including date and owner's name in
Italian – “Anno Domini 1643, il giorno di San
Pelegrino”, “questo libro è di Io. Benedetti” - sparse
Latin marginalia by contemporary and later hands
throughout and to pastedowns; remains of ms. stubs
(C14th), two and a half lines in Hebrew on early
vellum (C13th) on front pastedown.

to the questioning of Galenic dogma. Nevertheless, Galen is
considered a model, quoted more than 600 times as “God’s
servant”. A wide range of diseases is considered, from the
acute fever (malaria and bubonic plague), to exanthemata,
phthisis, epilepsy, scabies, “ignis sacer”, anthrax, trachoma
and leprosy, all described as contagious. The text is especially
notable for including one of the first descriptions of hernia
truss, of the syndrome of obsessive infatuation and of the use
of spectacles. A section contains information on bloodletting,
uroscopy and pulse taking; even diseases of the ears and
observations in dentistry are embraced. Particularly
interesting also is the advice on ethical practice which refers to
the essential qualities needed in a doctor: good vision, manual
deftness, dexterity, a good memory and clear judgment.
Only BL, Glasgow (Royal College of Physicians and
Hunterian) and Wellcome Library copies recorded in
the UK. BM STC It. and Brunet list other editions,
as well as Dürling and Osler. Not in Heirs of
Hippocrates. Goff, B450; GW, 4083; Hain, 7799;
Klebs, 177.4; Poynter, 129-131; Wellcome, I, 798.

Rare fourth edition of one of the most important medieval
medical texts which had wide circulation in manuscript - in
translation from Latin into different languages – and then
appeared in several printed editions, from the 1480’s in
Naples by Francesco del Tuppo for Bernardinus Gerardinus,
onwards (W. Osler, Incunabula medica. A study of the
earliest printed medical books, 1467-1480, Oxford, 1923,
p. 119, n. 198). From a noble family with roots in
Gourdon, a town in the former French province of Quercy
(L. Demaitre, “Bernard de Gordon: Professor and
Practitioner”, Toronto, 1980, pp. 3, 11), Bernard de
Gordon (1260 ca.-1318 ca.) taught at the University of
Montpellier in its golden age from the 1250s to at least 1308.
Between 1303 and 1305 he wrote his best known work,
“Lilium Medicinae”. Fragmentary details of his life and
medical influence are known from his seven books and from
Chaucer’s prologue to the “Canterbury’s Tales”, where
Bernard is listed among the most eminent physicians. He was
one of the pioneering pre-Renaissance medical
experimentalists who challenged the method of Hippocrates,
Galen and Holy Ibn Abbas, focusing on the connection
between practice and theory.

L2525c

CONTAINING AN UNKNOWN MS
36. GOWER, John. De confessione amantis.
London, In Fletestrete by Thomas Berthelette, the.
XII. daie of Marche, 1554.
£39,500
Folio. ff. [vi], CXCI, [i]. *6, A-2I6. Black letter in
two sizes, some Roman, double column. Title within
charming woodcut border (McKerrow & Ferguson
26), historiated and grotesque woodcut initials, fullpage manuscript in contemporary hand on recto of
final blank (the last blank has been moved, probably
when the binding was restored, and placed between
the fly and pastedown), contemporary autograph
‘Aymoth Gawyne ... . Book” on verso of last blank,
“A John Stamforth After Me” in C16th hand on rear
fly, verso, with “Simon Gawin” in near contemporary
hand alongside, contemporary autograph on title
“Perceyyell Bowes owethe this booke he that it
stealethe shalbe hanged on a”, “Draycott House
Wilts” above in C19th hand above, bookplates of
Robert Walsingham Martin and Robert S Pirie on
front pastedown. Light age yellowing, small worm
trail to blank upper margin of quire Aa, title page a
little thumbed in blank lower outer corner, the odd
thumb mark on the first few leaves, the very rare spot
or mark. A fine copy, crisp and clean, printed on thick
paper with good margins, in excellent contemporary
London calf over wooden boards, covers triple blind
ruled to a panel design, central panel with a fine blindstamped roll of alternate heads in medallions,
acanthus leaves, and winged cherubs, [Oldham, plate
XLVII, HM. a (7) 776], inner panel with a central
lozenge with blind roll of acanthus leaves, spine with
four double blind ruled raised bands, remains of

The “Lilium Medicine” is an encyclopaedia of diseases with
their symptoms, causes, effects and treatments. It summarised
all the theoretical and practical medical knowledge then
available, showing familiarity with Judeo-Arabic medical
treatises and containing original material. It constitutes a
valuable source for investigating the changing traditions in
Montpellier during its transition from a Salernitan
inheritance, with its dependence on Arabic authorities, to
Anglo-Norman empiricism and dogmatic scholasticism. The
subject matter of the work is arranged in 7 books, each
preceded by a table of contents and structured in 163 chapters,
divided into 6 sections, covering diseases from the head to toe
in order. Each chapter begins with the definition of the disease
and its elaboration, also describing the anatomical changes it
produces in affected organs. In the second and third sections a
list of causes and symptoms accompanying the disease is
provided. The fifth and sixth sections discuss the natural
history of the disease and the best medical and surgical
treatment. The final section of each chapter, called
“clarification”, deals with contemporary controversies relating
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clasps, brass catches, expertly
rebacked with original spine
laid down, paste-downs and
endleaves from a contemporary
edition of Erasmus’ Colloquia.

indication of author or the source
is given. The story is that of
Melchizedek the Jewish money
lender and Saladin, who laid a
trap for him in order to get him to
lend him money. Saladin asks
Melchizedek a question: Which
is the authentic law, Jewish,
Saracen (Muslim) or Christian?
Melchizedek realises he is
trapped, so he answers with a
story about a man who bequeaths
a precious ring to one of his sons,
which is passed down through
generations until one of the
descendants has three sons, and
can't decide who should receive it.
So he gets a jeweller to make two
more rings identical to the first
one. But after the father's death
they find that the rings are so
alike, they can't decide who
should inherit which ring.
Melchizedek concludes that these
three religions follow the same
pattern, and to this day, no one can say which one's the true
law. Saladin sees that Melchizedek is wise, befriends him and
showers him with gifts. The translation given here is very
faithful to Boccaccio’s tale but differs from both Painter’s
version and the 1620 edition.

An extraordinary and most
important copy of Gower containing
a hitherto unknown manuscript
translation into English, in prose,
in a contemporary hand, of a
complete story from Boccaccio’s
Decameron, probably the first
known translation of this tale in
English, and a fine copy in a
beautiful contemporary English
binding.
One of the most important works of
fourteenth-century
English
literature; the first edition was
printed by Caxton in 1483,
Berthelet published the second in
1532 and this is his the third edition
overall. The type and the
composition differs from the 1532,
but there are no textual variations of significance. The
Confessio Amantis is a 33,000-line Middle English poem
which uses the confession made by an ageing lover to the
chaplain of Venus as a frame story for a collection of shorter
narrative poems. According to its prologue, it was composed
at the request of Richard II. It stands with the works of
Chaucer, Langland, and the Pearl poet as one of the great
works of late 14th-century English literature. The Index of
Middle English Verse shows that in the era before the printing
press it was one of the most-often copied manuscripts (59
copies) along with Canterbury Tales (72 copies) and Piers
Plowman (63 copies). Shakespeare drew upon Gower for the
plot of Pericles, the story coming from the eighth book of the
Confessio. In the opening lines of the ‘Chorus’ Shakespeare
acknowledged his debt: “to sing a song that old was sung,
from ashes ancient Gower is come”. After 1554 no further
edition of the Confessio appeared in Shakespeare’s lifetime.

The conjunction of this translation of a work by Boccaccio on
a work by Gower is most intriguing as the two share close
formal similarities. Gower is usually studied alongside other
tale collections with similar structures, such as the
Decameron, and particularly Chaucer's Canterbury Tales,
with which the Confessio has several stories in common.
Gower's friendship with Chaucer is well documented. When
Chaucer was sent as a diplomat to Italy in 1378, Gower was
one of the men to whom he gave power of attorney over his
affairs in England. The two poets also paid one another
compliments in their verse: Chaucer dedicated his Troilus and
Criseyde in part to “moral Gower”, and Gower reciprocated
by placing a speech in praise of Chaucer in the mouth of
Venus at the end of the Confessio Amantis.

The final blank, (it shares the same watermark as the rest of
the work) contains a hitherto unknown manuscript
translation into English prose, in a contemporary hand, of a
complete story from Boccaccio’s Decameron. The translation
is titled; “Melchiseris a Jew noth a tale of three rings so
escaped a great danger ppared for him By Saladine.” This is
the story of the three ring Parable which occurs in Decameron
on day one, tale three, as told by Filomena. This appears to
precede any other known translation; the first English edition
of the Decameron was in 1620, though this story does appear
in English, in William Painter’s collection, the ‘Palace of
Pleasure’, which appeared in 1554, ‘Melchisedech a Jew, by
telling a pretie tale of three ringes, saved his life’. Painter’s
translation differs from the translation here, though there are
similarities in some of the vocabulary. This translation seems
to be a fair copy as there are no corrections or mistakes, no

The water mark shows the paper this work is printed on comes
from Osnabrück or Bruges, Briquet III 11380. The paper
for the unused sheets of Erasmus’ Coloquia used as the
pastedown and endleaves have a very similar watermark, a
gloved hand with star (three fingers), though we have not been
able to identify it. Nor have we been able to identify the
edition of Erasmus it was from. It is worth noting that all of
Erasmus’ works were placed on the Index of Prohibited Books
by Paul IV, who acceded to the Papacy in 1555. It is possible
that this edition was printed but not distributed because of the
prohibition against his works, and that a portion of the edition
simply remained in sheets, which were used as scrap, of which
this is a small survival.
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A fine and important copy.
STC 12144. ESTC S120946. Pforzheimer, 422.
K75

THE LUTHERAN FLORILEGIUM OF A
JESUIT
37. GRÜNPECK, Joseph. Speculum naturalis coelestis
et propheticae visionis omnium calamitatum tribulationum et
anxietatum quae super omnes status, with [anon.], Lutheran
florilegium of a Jesuit.
£15,000
1) Nuremberg, George Stuchs, 7 November 1508; 2)
manuscript, probably Saxony, late seventeenth
century.
Folio. 1) FIRST EDITION. 18 unnumbered leaves,
a-c6; 2) ff. 159 (x) unsigned and unnumbered. 1)
Gothic letter. Fine woodcut on t-p, representing a
scene of doom with a burning church and fights
between clerics and peasants. Woodcut initials and 12
half-page woodcuts depicting unnatural scenes:
storms and fires; the subversion of the social order
with corrupt clerics, people worshipping animals, and
peasants officiating the mass; allegories of the Church
as the sinking Ship of Peter and a vineyard destroyed
by soldiers; an invasion of the Turks; and a ‘holy man’
with crucifixes scaring people away. Light age
yellowing, occasional spotting, small repairs on
internal margins and corners to t-p, avi, b, bvi, c, cvi.
Marginal annotation in Latin in a seventeenthcentury hand on av. Annotations ‘Verf: Joseph
Grünpeck ca. 1473-1532’ and ‘248’ on pastedown,
casemarks ‘Wiecker. 1863. g.A.’ and faded ‘22509’ on
first flyleaf.

the court of Emperor Maximilian I, before retiring in 1501
after contracting syphilis. He would spend the following years
writing some of his most important works: one of the first
medical tracts to discuss this new illness, and the extremely
successful Speculum naturalis. The Speculum, published in
Latin and German in 1508, was a book of prognostications,
which blended together astrology and the late medieval
prophetic tradition of the millenarian Joachimites. Grünpeck
shows how it is through astrology that nature works together
with divine will by means of portentous events, and how these
should be interpreted as signs of future ones, with the help of
prophetic authorities including the Old Testament. The
Speculum thus sought to bring together ‘astronomical
certainty’ with ‘theological truth’. The prophetic message of
the twelve chapters is visually strengthened by the
extraordinary woodcuts attributed alternatively to Wolf
Traut, a pupil of Dürer, or Albrecht Altdorfer. In the first
part, Grünpeck explains how the increasing number of
portentous signs like comets, prodigious rains of blood,
eclipses, and the birth of monstrous creatures were symptoms
of decayed times. In the second part, Old Testament
prophecies concerning plagues, famines, and other calamities,
foretell the afflictions of the Church, whose looming ruin is
depicted, in the Joachimite tradition, as the sinking Ship of
Peter, which only a religious reformation can rescue.

2) MS, Latin and German. Mainly in brown-black ink
in secretary hand, typically 24 lines per page. A little
age yellowing, damp and water stains in a few parts,
occasional spotting. One paste-in ¼ page engraving
with the insignia of Luther, Melanchthon, Jonas,
Bugenhagen, and Creuzinger. Fold-out drawing of a
schema of Luther’s Catechism in black ink. A good,
well-margined copy in contemporary deerskin over
boards. Blind-tooled to a three panel design, triple
fillet; roll of fleurons on outer panel, roll of fleurons
and roundels with heads in medallions on middle
panel, central panel with fleurons on the corners and
blind-tooled
rhombus-shaped
centrepiece.
Rebacked. Edges a bit chipped, lacking ties.

The ms. text begins with a Counter-Reformation response to
pre-Reformation millenarianism, in the form of three ‘pope
prophecies’ drawn from Paul Scaliger’s Miscellaneorum
(1570). There follow texts on the doctrine of Lutheranism,
which include passages from Luther’s pamphlet on the birth
of a monstrous cow and copies of his correspondence with
personalities of the time, as well as writings by Catholic critics
like Graminaeus, Johannes Nas, and Sigmund Ernhoffer.
The second section is devoted to Catholic documents mostly
concerned with the aftermath of the Lutheran Reformation in
Lower Saxony. The excerpts are taken from Johannes
Oldekop’s chronicle, Johannes Letzner’s writings, and
correspondence dating from the 1540s mostly written from the

This unique volume is probably the work of a Jesuit scholar
from Saxony interested in Lutheranism, from its early
developments in late medieval prophetic literature, to its fullfledged doctrinal arguments, and the Counter-Reformation
response of the Society of Jesus.
The first part is a crisp copy of the Speculum naturalis by
Joseph Grünpeck (c. 1473-1532). Grünpeck was professor
of rhetoric at Ingolstadt and then astrologer and humanist at
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Hildesheim monastery to Charles V and to other religious
institutions. The last section of the ms. bears a most
interesting focus on the Society of Jesus. Among the collected
excerpts are commentaries to Luther’s works by the Jesuits
Jodocus Kedd and Casparus Sevenstern, professor of theology
at the Jesuit collegium in Hildesheim, whom the anonymous
author calls ‘a remarkable friend’. Further passages tell of
conversions and the martyrdom of Jesuits operating in
European, Asian, African, and American missions, with
names, places of deployment, and death dates drawn from
Matthias Tanner’s Societas Jesu usque ad sanguinis et vitae
profusionem militans (1675). The anonymous Jesuit author
was fascinated by Tanner’s accounts, some of which he copied
down faithfully, for their geographical and ethnographic
material on remote places like Japan and Canada.

buried in the cathedral. His most important work, the
Franco-Gallia (1573), found favour neither with Catholics
nor with Huguenots in its day (except when it suited their
purposes); yet its vogue has been compared to that obtained
later by Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s, Contrat Social. It
presented an ideal of Protestant statesmanship, pleading for a
representative government and an elective monarchy. It served
the purpose of the Jesuits in their pamphlet war against
Henry. He intervened directly in support of Henry IV in his
writings on many occasions such as when Pope Sixtus V,
appalled that France was going to fall into Protestant hands,
wrote the Declaratio, freeing all Frenchmen from obedience to
his authority in the event of Henri's becoming King. Hotman
was incensed at this intervention in France's internal affairs
and responded with a polemical and scholarly attack on the
Declaratio, the temporal authority and political pretensions of
the Papacy.

This Jesuit florilegium presents an extraordinary collection of
texts on religious controversy in Germany, spanning late
medieval millenarianism, the Lutheran Reformation, and the
Counter-Reformation.

In October 1594 when this document was created, Henri had
been crowned and legitimised as King of France, only seven
months earlier, suggesting it was given some priority. It is
witnessed by Philippe Hurault, comte de Cheverny (1528 –
1599) the leading minister and lawyer who was Chancellor
of France from 1583 to 1588 and again reinstated by Henri
IV in 1590. During his term as chancellor under Henry III
he was considered de facto head of government.

1) Only New York Public Library, University of
Minnesota, Kansas, and Williams College recorded in
the US.
Brunet, II, 1771: ‘Ouvrage singulier et par le texte et
par les figures sur bois qui l’accompagnent’. Graesse,
III, 164. Cantamessa, I, 437-40: ‘bellissime incisioni
in legno’. Not in BM STC German.

This document does not state why this sum of money was
being paid four years after Hotman’s death; it may have been
a royal acknowledgement of Hotman’s long term and
invaluable defence of Henri’s right to the French throne, now
finally achieved.

2) No equivalent ms. appears recorded.
L2509

FRANCOIS HOTMAN & HENRI IV

L2294

38. HENRY PAR LA GRACE DE DIEU ROY
DE FRANCE ET DE NAVARRE. .

39. HERBERSTEIN, Sigismund Von. Comentari
della Moscovia et parimenti della Russia.

Paris, Cinqieme jour de Octobre, 1594.

Venice, Nicolò Bascarini per Giovan Battista
Pedrezzano, 1550.

£3,750
Single vellum leaf, folded in two. Ten lines of
manuscript, in a fine C16th French secretarial hand,
autograph of Henry IV below, another illegible
beneath, title of document on outer fold, with
autograph ‘Marssl.’ beneath, for whom the debt was
paid. Original paper flaw, sewn up in upper blank
margin, small stain across manuscript not affecting
script, light yellowing in places. Very good.

£12,500
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to, (8), 90, (1), initial and
final blanks; 3 pp. misnumbered. Italic letter, a little
Roman, Herberstein’s woodcut coat of arms on title
page, small decorated and historiated initials, large
folding map of Russia, 6 fine full-page woodcut
illustrations representing the Russian army with
weapons and horses, a charming scene of sleighing
and skiing on ice and a portrait of the Grand Duke of
Muscovy. Last few leaves slightly spotted, map with a
few spots and minor repairs. A fine, very clean copy
in olive morocco by Francis Bedford (1799-1883),
covers bordered with a double blind and single gilt
rule with fleurons, spine gilt ruled raised bands,
fleurons gilt in each, a. e. g. Armorial bookplate of
Archibald Primrose, 5th Earl of Rosebery (18471929), Prime Minister of England from 1894 to 1895.

Most interesting document signed by Henri IV of France, the
year of his coronation and legitimisation as King of France,
in which he settles the debt, of 70,254 sols or sous, of his
former councillor, the celebrated jurist and author, the
protestant Francois Hotman. Francois Hotman was one of
the most important Jurists of his age, and some have described
him as an early revolutionary, for his legal treatises which
proposed curtailing the power of the monarchy, and
introducing greater democracy to court. In 1580 he was
appointed councillor of state to Henry, as King of Navarre
and was admitted to the Privy Council of King Henry (of
France) in December 1585. In 1589 he retired to Basel,
where he died, leaving two sons and four daughters; he was

A handsome copy of this first Italian edition, and the earliest
issue obtainable, including a new map of Muscovy by
Giacomo Gastaldi, of Baron Sigismund von Herberstein’s
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“Rerum
Moscovitorum
Commentarii” (1549), the
first Western account of
Russia,
which
formed
European impressions of the
Muscovite Empire for several
centuries. Herbesteins’s work
is remarkable as being a rare
first-hand account of early
C16 Muscovy and as
containing
considerable
information not available
elsewhere.
Herberstein
(1486-1566)
was born in the Slovenian
town of Vipava, in the
Hapsburg Empire. Knighted
by Emperor Maximilian I in 1514, he served as a diplomat
of the Holy Roman Empire undertaking numerous missions
in the following thirty years. Herberstein visited Russia as
ambassador in 1517-18 and in 1526-27, to negotiate a
peace treaty between King Sigismund I of Poland and the
Russian Tsar Vasily III (1479-1533), eldest son of Ivan
III. Thanks to his knowledge of Slovenian, Herberstein had
access to documents such as chronicles, religious texts, legal
codes and geographical notes, and succeeded in producing the
first detailed eyewitness ethnography of Muscovy. He
carefully reviewed the existing literature on Russia, including
works by Paolo Giovio, Olaus Magnus and Sebastian
Münster, but his account was far more trustworthy and
complete than those of his predecessors. Herberstein described
Russian territory from the Carpathian mountains and the
Dniester River, down to the Black Sea, and drew an overview
of trade, religion, customs, history and a theory of Russian
politics. At the centre of his perception were particularly the
tyranny of the Grand Prince of Moscow and the prominence
of religion in Russian life.

exporting precious metals, silk and gems, as well as leather
made from different animals. Moscow is said to be protected
against the Tatars by a force of 20000 soldiers used to eating
dry pork during battles and wearing long, tight coats, buttoned
and with narrow sleeves, suitable for the cold. The last part
comprises a detailed account of Herberstein’s own missions
and his arrival and welcome at the court of Moscow. The book
ends with a letter by an anonymous translator describing the
illustrations and advertising Gastaldi’s map as “more
accurate” than the earliest, with the indication of cities,
peoples and geographical features.
BM STC It., 325; Graesse, III, p. 245. Adams and
Brunet list other editions.
L2360

40. HERBERT, Sir Thomas. A relation of some
yeares trauaile, begunne anno 1626. Into Afrique and the
greater Asia, especially the territories of the Persian
monarchie: and some parts of the orientall Indies, and iles
adiacent.
London, Printed by William Stansby, and Iacob
Bloome, 1634.

After a short introduction concerning the geographical borders
of Russia and considerations on the Slovenian language (such
as the spelling of the word “tsar”, which means “emperor”),
the work deals with a wide range of topics: history, politics
and religion of Muscovy in the first part of the work; natural
history and customs of Moscow and other settlements
(military art, architecture, food habits and clothing,
techniques of navigation, etc.) in the second. The first chapters
are dedicated to the history of Russia, the government of
principalities (Muscovy, Lithuania and Poland) and the civil
wars which lead to the dominant power of the Prince of
Moscow. Other chapters concern his coronation ceremony in
presence of the Metropolitan bishop, the hierarchy of
Orthodox clergy and the strict organization within the
monasteries, where hobbies and meat were forbidden and
interesting pages regarding the Sacraments, especially baptism
and marriage, arranged by the bride’s father. Herberstein
expresses his opinion on the servile condition of women,
considered inferior and dishonest. There follows a section on
Moscow, described as a commercial city entirely built in wood,

£3,750
FIRST EDITION fol. pp. (x) 225 (xv) lacking first
blank. Roman letter. Woodcut printer’s device on
letterpress title, large floriated woodcut initials,
grotesque woodcut headpieces and ornaments, fine
engraved title by Marshall depicting i.a. a priest and
warrior (Johnson p. 38:19), numerous engravings of
views, animals (including the famous first flying fish
and dodo), inhabitants and their costumes, maps of
Madagascar and the Caucasus, in text, C19th
engraved armorial bookplate of Arthur Viscount
Dillon on pastedown. A very good copy, crisp and
clean, in late C19th speckled calf antique, covers blind
tooled to a panel design with alternate speckled
panels, blind fleurons to outer corners, spine with gilt
ruled raised bands, double gilt ruled in compartments,
richly gilt, red morocco label gilt, re-backed, original
spine laid down, a.e.r.
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“extremely rare. I have never seen another copy.
Joseph Warren.” in C19th hand on fly of Cantus,
C18th engraved armorial bookplate of William
Gostling on ffep of Cantus, gilt book label of Henry
Huth on pastedown of each vol., armorial bookplate
of John Whipple Frothingham on fly, Robert S. Pirie
bookplate on fly, with his purchase note in pencil on
Cantus part. Title pages very slightly dusty, age
yellowing, occasional very minor mark or spot, top,
and outer blank margin of title to Bassus trimmed and
expertly inlaid, expert repairs to tears in blank margin
of A2-3 in cantus, likewise in small worm trail to
lower blank margin of quire C, just touching one
letter, running headline of Bassus fractionally shaved
in two places. Very good copies, crisp and clean, in
fine C19th tan morocco gilt by F. Bedford, covers
single blind and gilt ruled to a panel design, large
acorn fleurons to outer corners, gilt stamped
arabesque with a criblé ground at centres, author,
title, and part title gilt lettered to upper covers, spine
with gilt ruled raised bands small acorn tool gilt in
compartments, edges gilt ruled, turn-ins double gilt
ruled in panel, with small acorn fleuron gilt to
corners, all edges gilt.

Drawing partly on his experiences as a member of the first
English embassy to Persia, Herbert devotes much of this
account to the topography, customs, commerce, etc. of that
kingdom, but also includes sections on the peoples, ways of
life and religious beliefs of Angola, the Cape of Good Hope,
Madagascar, Malaya, Java, Sumatra, India, Ceylon,
Thailand, the Persian Gulf and Georgia, and also touches
on China, which, however, he had not visited. He describes
Persepolis, Shiraz, Isfahan and other Persian cities, discusses
the religion, diet, costumes and weapons of the country's
inhabitants, and speculates on the location of Paradise. The
section on China includes references to the Chinese invention
of printing and of gunpowder; and there is a chapter on
Mauritius which consists largely of fauna and flora, since the
island is said to have "no humane Inhabitants". Word lists of
Persian, Malay and Arabic are given, and also a general
index. He is particularly interested in the social position of
women and the sexual mores of the societies described. "The
book had great vogue in its time.....Written in a lively and
agreeable style, it contains much that is interesting and
curious, particularly a dissertation to prove that America was
discovered three hundred years before Columbus by one
Madoc ap Owen" (DNB IX 667). Herbert coasted the
eastern shores of North America on his return voyage to
England.

A stunning copy of this extremely rare first edition, with
exceptional provenance, complete, and beautifully bound by
the great English C19th bookbinder Francis Bedford. This
first edition is genuinely rare. ESTC records only four copies
in the UK and one incomplete copy at the Folger Library in
Washington. There was no other contemporary edition of this
work, and only four surviving early editions of Hilton’s music
in all, mainly single exemplars. John Hilton was an English
composer and organist, probably the son of John Hilton, the
church musician and composer. He received the B. Mus. from
Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1626, and became organist
of St Margaret’s, Westminster in 1628. His 1627 ‘Ayres
or Fa-Las for three voyces’ was the last English madrigal

The work was expanded by Herbert in many editions in his
lifetime however the first edition retains all the immediacy of
his youthful discoveries. “Some readers have complained that
whilst Herbert himself obviously preferred to be remembered
by the latest version of his book, the freshness of the
experiences as described in the 1634 edition has given way to
a great deal of embellishment and reflections, depriving his
text of the spontaneity of a young man’s wide-eyed wonder as
he gazes on the splendours of the Persian court, the stately
ruins of Persepolis, or the architectural marvels of Tabriz and
Isfahan, as well as his amusing and sometimes selfdeprecating accounts of the hardships he experienced during
his journey.” Encyclopaedia Iranica.
ESTC S119687. STC 13190. Cordier, Bibl.
Indosinica 874 & Bibl. Jap. 343. Gay 62. Alden
634/68. Sabin 31471. JFB H 116.
L2416

41. HILTON, John. Ayres, or Fa las for three
voyces. Newly composed and published by Iohn
Hilton, Bachelor of Musicke.
London, Printed by Humfrey Lownes, 1627.
£27,500
FIRST EDITION. Three vols. 4to. Cantus
[A]4, B-D4. Bassus [A]4, B-D4. Quintus [A]4,
B-D4. Each part with separate dated title pages.
Roman letter, some Italic. Type set music,
titles to each part within fine typographical
borders,
typographical
and
woodcut
headpieces, fine suite of white on black criblé,
grotesque and floriated woodcut initials,
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double and triple gilt rules, scrolls, and floriated
branches around a central oval, semé of pointillée
tools, small hatched fleurons gilt, spine with gilt ruled
raised bands, double gilt ruled in compartments,
hatched fleurons to centres, edges, head and tail bands
gilt ruled and hatched, a.e.g. in a cloth folding box,
very minor rubbing at extemities.

publication. He also published a collection of glees and catches,
‘Catch as Catch Can’, in 1652, and composed verse and full
anthems, services, a Te Deum and an elegy on the death of
William Lawes. He is recorded as Lutenist to Charles I from
1635. In the 1630s, like Robert Ramsey, another
Cambridge man, he composed mythological and biblical
dialogues, such as The Judgement of Paris, The Judgement of
Solomon, and The Temptation of Job, works that bear a
direct relationship to opera and oratorio, which is what they
were on a small scale.

A beautiful copy of this finely printed edition of the works of
Hippocrates by Guillaume Morel, the Kings printer for
Greek, in a stunning early fanfare binding of the highest
quality. The binding is a fine example, on a small scale, of
an early French (most probably Parisian) fanfare binding,
characterised by the restrained use of small tools, and simple
scroll work, without the embellishments in later fanfare
designs. It is a more sophisticated design than the ‘primitive
fanfare alla greque’ found on a book in the BL Shelfmark
Davis 430, and is very similar in style though slightly earlier
to a series of fanfare bindings, also on black morocco, made for
Jacques Auguste De Thou, as a bachelor, also found in the
British library, Shelfmarks c19f23, c19b11, c19b12,
c19b11 -16, c19b14. Interestingly all these bindings made
for de Thou were on Greek editions (where the Bl specifies the
subject).

“In 1627 he published ‘Ayres, or Fa La’s for thee
Voyces’. .. In dedicating “these unripe First-Fruits of my
labours’ as he calls them to Dr. Heather, founder of the
Oxford professorship of music, Hilton speaks of them as ‘but
a drop that I received from you the Fountaine’; which may be
taken to mean that Heather was either his master or his
patron. Anthony Wood in his notes on musicians now in the
Bodleian Library, say: ‘He died at the time of Oliver, and
was buried in the Great Cloysters at Westminster; at which
time the singing at burials being silenced, as popish, the
Fraternity of Musicians who intended to sing him to his
grave, sang the Anthem in the House over the corps before it
went tot he church, and kept time on his coffin.” Groves.
The earliest book-plate is that of the musical antiquarian
William Gostling (1696–1777), some of whose transcripts
of Steffani and other composers are in the British Library. He
was the son of the celebrated bass singer John Gostling, for
whom Purcell wrote several works whilst at the Chapel
Royal. William inherited and extended his father’s music
collection, which was dispersed at auction at Langford’s on
26–27 May 1777 (see ONDB). Hilton’s dedicatee,
William Heather (1563–1627) founded the chair of music
at Oxford.
STC 13508. ESTC S118436. RISM H 5311.

The beautiful printing was made by Guillaume Morel who
had taken over from Adrien Turnebe as “kings printer for
Greek” though he had probably been Turnebe’s unofficial
printer for many years. This edition is rare with USTC
citing six locations only. The works here also contain the
‘Coan Prognoses’ which are “Hippocrates lecture notes
published after his death by his colleagues and pupils on the
faculty. .. this had hitherto been available only in the Aldine
edition of 1526 or in Cornarius’ Froben edition of 1538.
Morel printed Cornarius’ text, with corrections, in a
utilitarian selection of texts without introductory matter. The
edition was clearly aimed at students, and perhaps intended to
meet a sudden new demand.” A. Wear. ‘The Medical
Renaissance of the Sixteenth Century’. The selection of
works here also contain the seven books of the ‘Epidemics’
which contain case-book studies of over forty patients with
serious illnesses. They were recorded by Hippocrates and
Hippocratic physicians with the aim of making a synthesis of
all the data concerning an illness in order to thoroughly
understand its nature and its possible cures. ‘Book I and III
are generally accepted as authentic and as among the most
remarkable products of the Greek science. The remaining
books are supposed to be the work of disciples ... Books I and

K78

A LA FANFARE
42. HIPPOCRATES. Hippocratis Aphorismorum lib.
VII. Prognostica. Coacae praenotiones. Prorrheticorum lib.
II. De insomniis. Iusiurandum.
Paris, apud Guil. Morelium in Graecis typographum
regium, 1557.
£8,500
16mo. pp. [iv], 503 [i.e.499], [i]. Greek (Grec du Roi)
and Roman letter in double column. Guillaume
Morel’s fine woodcut printer’s device of a capital theta
twined with two winged serpents, putti at centre, on
verso of last, (Silvestre no. 164) small woodcut initials,
“Ex Biblioth. Gasp. Fromentii 1600’ at head of title
page ‘Noumeros 61’ in an early hand on pastedown,
pencilled note “cf Esmerian 1er p. n. 116” on fly, shelf
mark in blue pencil on verso. Light age yellowing,
very minor marginal waterstains on blank margins of
a few leaves. A fine copy in a stunning contemporary
French early fanfare binding, covers bordered with a
triple gilt rule, finely worked to a fanfare design with
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II provide ‘the foundation of the concept of the genius
epidemicus’, which prevailed in medicine for centuries. Book
VI was issued in Greek at Haguenau in February 1532,
with a Latin translation and commentary by Leonhart Fuchs’
[Stillwell p. 129].

good works, rather than absolution at a price. This document
insists on the “truly penitent and confessing” nature of its
recipients, a clarification perhaps made to avoid accusations of
the sale of indulgences simply for monetary reward.
The text refers to the fire, which took place in 1511, “the
previous year”, dating the composition and probably the
printing of the text to 1512, while the printed 15—in
Roman numerals leaves space to handwrite the actual date of
grant of the indulgence, in this case 20th of April 1514. This
printed text with manuscript additions of date and grantee,
Gubertus Andriani, his wife and children, implies the
production of multiple documents specific to the restoration
effort but customised to individual benefactors over following
years.

With interesting and most appropriate provenance: Gaspard
Froment, who published in 1624 the ‘Advertissement pour
les Universitez de France contre les Pères Jésuites’ and who
appears to have had a small but very fine library, some of
which made its way into the Biliotheque Mazarin. It was
later in the extraordinary collection of Raphaël Esmerian.
“Esmerian began collecting rare books at the age of 15, and
by the 1950s had amassed what has been called the "single
most important collection of French bookbindings in the
United States." Esmerian's collection was chief among those
featured in a 1957 History of Bookbinding Exhibition at the
Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore. Esmerian followed that
exhibition with Bookbinding Styles During the Renaissance
in France, from the Collection of Raphaël Esmerian, an
exhibition held at The Grolier Club, where he was a
member, in 1966. In 1972, Esmerian produced a five
volume sale catalogue of his library, Bibliothèque Raphaël
Esmerian, notable as a fine reference work on the books in his
collection and included in the Library holdings of The Grolier
Club. His collection was sold at auction using the catalogue
he wrote in Paris over a decade in the 1970s. Raphaël
Esmerian passed away in 1976.” Cyclopedia. org.

Issued just a few years before Martin Luther wrote his
Ninety-five Theses criticising the commercialization and
abuse of indulgences, this document is a tangible example of
the practice he condemned. Interestingly, a century earlier
Constance had been the site of Czech reformer Jan Hus’
execution on the grounds of heresy, his controversial theories
having included criticism of indulgences. The present example
was issued under the bishopric of Hugo von
Hohenlandenberg, at one time a sympathiser to certain aspects
of reformist theory, including opposition to the granting of
indulgences, but who later came out strongly against the
Protestant movement and the city in 1526 in the face of its
advance.

A very fine book.

A document offering contemporaneous insight into the first
stirrings of the Protestant Reformation and as a single
unbound sheet, a very rare survivor.

USTC 160249. Not in BM STC Fr. C16th or
Adams. Wellcome. Osler. Durling.

Not in BM.STC Ger. C16th

L2386

43. INDULGENCE. on vellum.

L2318

44. [JESUIT LETTERS]. Les annales du japon, de la
chine, et de mogor.

Mainz?, Johan Schöffer? , 1512.
£4,250

Liege, chez Art de Coerfvvarem Imp. juré, 1601.

Single sheet, 17.3 x 23.7 cm. Roman letter, 36 lines
gothic type, manuscript additions recto and verso.
Vellum, slightly soiled more noticeably on folds, a bit
dusty, a good, clearly legible copy in completely
original state.

£4,250
FIRST EDITION thus. 12mo. ff. [lxxxiv] A-G12.
Roman letter some Italic. Woodcut printer’s device
on title, floriated woodcut initial, grotesque woodcut
tailpieces, typographical headpieces, autograph ‘V.
Foster’ on fly, C19th bookseller’s ticket on title,
‘Graham and Son, Dublin’. Light age yellowing, title
page a little dusty, the rare marginal spot. A very good
copy in C19th three-quarter calf over marble boards,
spine triple gilt ruled in compartments morocco label
gilt lettered, all edges blue.

Contemporary Latin manuscript verso: “Joannes de
Pontisella, vice-commissioner, wrote this.” An indulgence
granted for contributions to the restoration of Constance
cathedral which had been “gravely damaged by the ravages of
a devouring fire” in 1511. The reference to the restoration of
three towers and eleven belfries testifies to the extent of the
damage. The construction of the central tower had commenced
in 1497 and was still in progress when the fire occurred. The
account of the fire and repair are followed by expressions of
piety, affirmations of holy authority to grant indulgence
including that of the then Pope Julius II and Trinitarian
formulae.

Exceptionally rare translation into French of these important
Jesuit letters from Japan, China and India; we can find no
copies in libraries, the only reference from Cordier Japonica,
which cites an incomplete copy. It was the work of the Liegois
Jean’Heur who published simultaneously a Latin translation
with the same publisher, either from the Italian translation or
the Portuguese original. He dedicated the work to Prince
Ferdinand of Cologne, Duc of Bavaria and the Jesuit Jean

The practice of granting indulgences had come to be abused:
although the church maintained that they signified a
remission of punishment for sins already forgiven in return for
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Oranus. The Jesuits were officially exiled from Paris from
1595 to 1604 so mission letters in French were often
published in Antwerp, Louvain or more rarely Liege. The
first two letters are from Japan at a crucial moment in its
history and are by Francois Pasie and Pierre Gomer. Both
report on the changing political conditions in Japan following
Hideyoshi's death in 1598. “Jesuit documentation is
particularly useful for this turbulent period. The missionaries
knew the country well enough to be able to express their
personal opinions. Nevertheless, when explaining the
evolution of the political situation in Japan to the outside
world, they transmitted expectations that were very similar to
those of the Japanese population in general. Thus, their
accounts are particularly interesting and useful for our
understanding of these decisive years that preceded the coming
to power of the Tokugawa dynasty.” Joao Paulo Oliveira e
Costa, ‘Tokugawa Ieyasu and the Christian Daimya
During the Crisis of 1600.’ The annual letters, apart from
their political and religious information, also constituted the
only up-to-date first-hand account of Japan, its cities,
economy, industries, armed forces, geography, climate and
people, that was then available in western Europe.

45.
[JESUIT
LETTERS]
CARVALHO,
Valentin. Lettre de la chine de l’an 1601.
Paris, Claude Chappelet, 1605.
£3,950
FIRST EDITION thus. 12mo., ff. 53. a-d12, e5
[lacking blank e6]. Roman letter some Italic. Small
woodcut printers unicorn device on title, small
grotesque woodcut initials and headpieces, c1700
autograph of Louis Demet on title, modern engraved
bookplate on pastedown in Chinese. Light age
yellowing, the occasional mark or spot. A very good
copy in modern marbled boards, title gilt lettered
direct on spine.
Very rare first French translation of this important account of
China by the rector of the Jesuit college at Macao, Valentin
Carvalho, dealing with the Jesuit activities in the interior and
giving a detailed account of Chinese society, first published at
Rome in 1603.
“The Society of Jesus insisted from its very beginnings on the
production of reports on the activities of its members. These
annual letters (Annuae) and other specific reports on events
and apostolic activities were primarily intended for the
centre—the superior general and his assistants—but from
very early began to be copied and circulated, often in printed
form. ..Their writers were well educated in the canons of
Renaissance humanist history writing. They are more than
chronicles or in-house newsletters and although they stray into
hagiography at times this is not more marked than in many
other histories of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
They are generally not uncritical or naïve. ..Such published
mission letters were often reprinted in local editions, translated
into languages other than the original Latin, included in
collections of voyages and the new scholarly periodicals that
were read by the educated and well-informed. .. Regarding
China, a few of the earliest ones achieved particular notoriety
and wide circulation, probably as much for what they reported
on a Chinese empire hitherto hardly known to Europeans as
for their appeal to a devout European Catholic public. Such,
for example, was the annual letter, published in Rome in
1603, of the rector of the Macao college, Valentim Carvalho
(1559– 1630). Although the format is a report on what were
then the three centres of the mission in 1601, some twenty
years after the opening of China proper, and so treated
Macau, Nanjing, and Shaozhou, it contains in its 108 pages
much “curious” as well as “edifying” information to use the
illuminating distinction of the later French Jesuit collections.
It is particularly significant for its account of the second and
successful attempt by Matteo Ricci (1552–1610), to
establish a residence in Beijing. It is, of course, second-hand
regarding events inside China but contains much interesting
detail not found in other extant writings. It provides, for
example, a graphic account of a typhoon which hit Macao, it
discusses travel by waterways through China, the Chinese
system of government, and the impact of European scientific
ideas on Chinese scholars. It would be hard to deny it the label

The second letter is an early letter from Nicholas Lombard
(Niccolo Longobardo) from China also addressed to Claude
Aquaviva, which is full of detailed observations of the
Chinese mission including important insights into how the
Jesuits were learning the Chinese language. “Longobardo
arrived at Shaozhou from Macau in 1591 and served as
Lazarus Cattaneo’s assistant, taking charge of the Shaozhou
residence when Cattaneo went north the following year.
Longobardo preached in the countryside, winning many
converts among the villagers. In 1610, Matteo Ricci
summoned him to Beijing, and, when Ricci died, Longobardo
succeeded him. Longobardo was among a minority of Jesuit
missionaries who objected to Ricci’s adoption of Tian and
Shangdi (terms found in the Confucian classics) as
translations for the Latin Deus (God)... He died at age 95,
having worked about 58 years in China. Upon news of his
death, Emperor Shunzhi sent government officials to attend
his funeral and donated 300 taels of silver for his burial
expenses.” Biographical Dictionary of Chinese Christianity.
The final letter is from the Jesuit mission in Mughal India at
the court of Akbar and is from the Jesuit Jerome Xavier
(grand-nephew of Saint Francis Xavier). It gives a
remarkable description of the region of Kashmir which he
compares favourably to that of Tibet. During the reign of
Akbar, Father Jerome accompanied the Emperor on various
expeditions throughout the Mughal Empire. He was sent, by
popular election, to Lahore in 1595 and his stay there was
marked by the hospitality of Akbar who provided Xavier and
his two companions, Father Emmanuel Pinheiro and Brother
Bento de Góis, with lodgings in his own palace and assigned
a Muslim doctor to instruct them in Persian.
A very good copy of this important set of Jesuit letters, the
only complete copy we have found in records.
Cordier, Bibliotheca Japonica. p. 234 (incomplete.)
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of “history,” nor “mission history” since mission by
definition involves what is being “missioned.”.” Paul Rule.
‘The Historiography of the Jesuits in China.”
This French translation is particularly rare, we have found
only four copies in libraries, three at Paris; the BNF the
Bibliothèque Mazarine and the Muséum national d'histoire
naturelle, and one other at the BL.
BM STC Fr. C17th p. 268, J169. Cordier Sinica 801.
L2499

NO RECORDED COPY IN USA
46. JUSTINIAN. Institutiones.
Rome, Ulrich Han and Simon Chandella de Lucca,
1473, 10th April.
£59,500
Large folio. 174 ll. unnumbered and unsigned [a-h10
i66 k-r10 s8], final blank precedes the register.
Double column, Gothic letter, surrounded by
commentary in Roman (typically 58 lines per page),
text to first leaf in red and black, initial letters in red
ink throughout most of text. Very minor wormholes
to some lower margins, little water stain to a few
edges, a very good, clean, virtually uncut copy on
thick paper, 16th century ms ex dono of Francisco
Contareni of Santa Marina, Venice, at foot of first leaf,
19th century bookplates of Sir Edward Sullivan and
William O’Brien on pastedown, Sunderland shelf
mark on ffep. In a very handsome and typical
‘Sunderland’ binding c.1700 of red morocco, ornate
outer border gilt of alternating fleur de lys and flowers,
edges and inner border gilt to floral design, spine gilt
in eight compartments decorated with leaves and
tendrils, morocco labels, small case mark on paper at
foot. Upper joint cracked, one corner worn, very
grand in the English aristocratic taste.
A very early edition (probably the 5th) of the single most
important law book of the western world. The first edition
was published by Schoeffer in Mainz in 1468 and is
conspicuously rare. This and the present edition share the
Glossa Ordinaria of Accursius.
“No single authority has had greater influence in shaping the
existing legal codes of all nations than the Roman Law;
obvious in those which, like the Code Napoleon, sought to
impose a theoretic standpoint, it may be felt even in
fundamentally empiric bodies of law like the English
Common Law. The credit for the survival of this authority
can be ascribed in a very large degree to work undertaken by
Justinian I, Roman Emperor of the East from 527 to 565.”
PMM p.3
Soon after his accession, Justinian ordered the codification of
the entire chaotic body of existing law, which was completed
in 533.
“...the Emperor directed Tribonian to prepare an introduction
to the main work, and the elementary treatise thus produced,
the ‘Institutes of Justinian’, has been for students ever since
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printer’s device with Ganymede’s abduction on all
titles, larger on half- and at end of IV); initials and
head- and tail-pieces, mostly grotesque, numerous
illustrations of alchemical tools, equipment and
processes, occasionally full page; lightly browned in a
few places, very occasional rust spots and light damp
stains, mainly marginal; small repairs at foot of first
title, clean tear to NN2 in first volume, oxidised
(contemporary?) fly on Aar of second volume. A very
good, well-margined copy in contemporary vellum,
contemporary manuscript titles on spines, remains of
original green silk ties; slight wear; sporadic
contemporary underlining; early price note and shelf
mark at chipped head of front endpaper, stamp of the
Austro-Italian noble family Colloredo on the first title
of each volume.

the introduction to the Roman law. ... When people speak of
the Roman law today, what they mean is Justinian.” PMM
p.3
A very distinguished provenance. The ms ex dono (second
quarter of C16th) records the gift of the volume by Francisco
Contareni to the Church of St Peter Martyr in Venice.
Contareni is a variant of ‘Contarini’, one of the greatest
families of Venice, producer of senators, admirals, Patriarchs,
and even Doges. Francisco describes himself as ‘of Santa
Marina’, where the family had a palace, and an inscription
is recorded of him in the Church of Santa Marina, now
destroyed, (Delle Inscrizioni Venezione I. p.339) which also
received half his estate under his will; Francisco died in 1545.
“The great library of Charles Spencer, Third Earl of
Sunderland (1674-1722) contained only a few manuscripts
and some 20,000 printed books; it was particularly strong in
incunabula (many being printed on vellum)”. Seymour de
Ricci p.38. Sunderland purchased extensively through an
agent, James Gibson, who travelled all over Italy, buying
speculatively, especially from monastic collections, but always
giving Sunderland first choice. The Sunderland Library,
described in 1703 as the finest in Europe, was sold by the
Duke of Marlborough in 1882 for over £56,500, a princely
sum. This volume, lot 6619 “A Rare and Finely Printed
Edition’ fetched £6-10s.
ISTC ij00509300, IGI 5490; BMC IV 23 (imperfect);
HCR 9493x; GKW 7584; Not in Goff. Only five
other copies recorded; 1 in England, 3 in Italy, and 1
in Switzerland. Printing and the Mind of Man 4 (1st
end).
See
Katherine
Swift,
Bibliotheca
Sunderlandiana. Bibliophily, 1986, 2, pp. 63-90.
K114

ALCHEMICAL TREATISE CONTAINING
THE FIRST CHEMISTRY TEXTBOOK
47. LIBAVIUS, Andreas. Alchymia recognita,
emendata, et aucta (incl. Commentarii) [with] Syntagma
selectorum alchymiae arcanorum [and] Syntagmatis
arcanorum chymicorum... tomus secundus [and] Appendix
necessaria syntagmatis (incl. Examen Philosophiae and
Analysis confessionis fraternitatis de rosea cruce).
Frankfurt, 1) Johannes Saur for Peter Kopff, 1506 (i.e.
1606); 2-4) Nikolaus Hoffmann for Peter Kopff,
1611; 1613; 1615.
£7,500
FIRST COLLECTED EDITION. Folio. Six works
in two volumes: I) pp. (20), 196, (22), 402, 192, (12);
II) pp. (12), 480, (8); III) pp. (12), 453, (15); IV) pp.
(12), 279, (13); V) 306, (12); VI) 28, (2).
Predominantly Roman letter, little Italic, Greek and
Gothic; three main engraved titles with the same
architectural border by G. Keller, ‘1605’, including
five vignettes depicting alchemical experiments,
Galen and Aristotle standing with alchemical
equipment surmounted by Hippocrates and Hermes
praying to Hebrew ‘name’ for God, and angels at side;

Rare, first and most complete two-volume edition of
influential alchemical works, partially published in 1597.
Andreas Libavius (1550-1616) was a prominent chemist,
logician and physician, teaching in the best German
universities of his time. In his numerous works, he tried to
disprove the occult and mystical aspects of alchemy, and turn
it into a more scientific discipline, but without abandoning
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basic alchemical notions such as the transmutation of metals.
In contemporary academic debates, he usually took the
Aristotelian viewpoint against Paracelsus and other
Renaissance naturalists, pioneering an analytical approach to
alchemy/chemistry.

work of one of England’s outstanding humanists. Linacre,
some time fellow of All Souls, physician to Henry VIII,
Cardinal Wolsey, and many of the greatest of Tudor
England, tutor to Prince Arthur and Princess Mary, Thomas
More, and Erasmus, founder of the Royal College of
Physicians - the first such body in the world - and of chairs in
Greek medicine at Oxford and Cambridge, spent what must
have been his minimal spare time over a period of twenty years
in completing this scholarly and innovative Latin grammar
which was admired throughout Europe and constantly
reprinted over the succeeding century. Linacre probably
enjoyed the highest scholarly reputation amongst his
colleagues of any Englishman of this time.

Alchymia, the pivotal work of this collection, is regarded as
the first modern chemistry textbook. It exerted a considerable
influence over the seventeenth-century French school, which
developed further his ideas and thorough methodology. The
illustrations play an important part in the enduring success of
the book, depicting a vast number of chemical instruments,
from vessels to furnaces, as well as a chemical laboratory.
Among the many topics dealt with by Libavius, those
concerning mineral water and the philosophers’ stone – the
latter with lavish full-page illustrations – are particularly
remarkable. The final poignant pamphlet is directed against
Rosicrucianism, one of the first attacks on this mysticphilosophical secret society founded between 1607 and 1616.

The work itself is a practical but certainly not a beginner’s
manual (hence Colet’s famous rejection of it from St Paul’s
school) on the construction of Latin prose. This itself marked
it out from its contemporary continental counterparts which
were essentially elementary; Linacre’s work was for the
advanced student and technically sophisticated. It had several
important attributes. It was the first of its kind to synthesise
traditional late medieval grammatical teaching with the new
information resulting from nearly a century of radical
humanist philological study; second, Linacre was a very
competent systematiser and he produced a work that, if not
simple, was logical and coherent; last, he had the true scholar’s
attention to detail. All over 16th century Europe, people who
knew of the work of no other contemporary English scholar
knew of the grammar of Thomas Linacre.

‘[Alchymia] is considered the greatest and most beautiful
(because of the numerous illustrations) of all books on
chemistry in the seventeenth century. [...] Libavius can be
ranked as a first-rate chemist on the basis of those parts of the
book that can be considered truly chemical’ DSB VIII, pp.
310-311.
BM STC 17th Germ., L655, 664-665; VD17,
39:125360T, 125409C, 125443H, 125448W;
Ferguson, II, 31-34; Duveen, 357 (Alchymia);
Mellon, 71 (Appendix); Caillet, 6659, 6661
(Analysus and Examen, both considered ‘ouvrage très
rare’); Thorndike, VI, 238, 242-243.

STC 15634. “First Edition, said to contain the first
specimen of Greek type from a London press ...
frequently reprinted abroad” Lowndes IV 1363. “It
appears to have been the second book printed in
England, in which the Greek type was introduced”
Ames II 634. See also Kristian Jensen, ‘The Latin
Grammar of Thomas Linacre’ Warburg & Courtauld
Journal vol 49 (1986).

L2164

48. LINACRE, Thomas. De Emendata Structura
Latini Sermonis Libri Sex.
London, Richard Pynson, 1524.
£25,000

L2642

FIRST EDITION. 4to, ff. [2] 113 [1, blank] 78.
Roman letter, some Greek. Title within the
handsome ‘Laws Porsenna’ border designed by
Holbein (McKerrow & Ferguson 8), major initials
white on black in two series, stark white on black or
with extensive naturalistic decoration; old stain to
upper inner corner of first few ll., light and marginal
except for A, where it enters part of the first 6 lines,
small repair to same upper edges; a very good copy,
crisp and clean, ‘a.f’ in Tudor hand at end of title.
Rebound in C19th by Price, of Oswestry.
Contemporary London covers relaid, upper
compartment of spine later restored, covers inner and
outer roll tooled borders framing a central panel, the
former of foliage and Renaissance ornament (Oldham
CH.c8 pl. XXXVIII) and the latter mainly female
heads (Oldham HM.a11, pl. XLVII), worn at corners.
C18th armorial bookplate of Robert Goldolphin
Owen of Porkington on pastedown.

SIR CHRISTOPHER HATTON'S COPY
49. LOCATI, Umberto. Italia travagliata.
Venice, Daniele Zanetti and Co, 1576.
£5,950
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [12], 219, [1]. Italic
letter, little Roman; printer’s device on title and final
verso; foliated initials, decorative or typographical
head- and tail-pieces; title very lightly foxed, small
light waterstain on lower gutter in first gathering,
traces of edge colouring occasionally on extreme
margins, clear tear to blank corner of f. 93. A good
copy in contemporary English vellum, recased, gilt
border and central medallion with initials ‘C. H.’ on
both sides, morocco title label on gilt spine; a. e.
yellow; bookplates of Chatsworth and Robert S. Pirie
on front pastedown.
Finely bound copy of the first edition of one of Shakespeare’s
sources on Italy used for Othello and The Merchant of

Pyson’s handsomely printed first edition of the best known
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extensive marginal annotations throughout in a
contemporary French hand, last blank filled, recto and
verso, with notes in the same hand, C19th Label of “J
Baart de la Faille, Med. Prof. Groningen”, on
pastedown another of ‘K. F. Koehlers Anitiquarium,
Leipzig’ above. Title page a little dusty, light age
yellowing, the odd marginal thumb mark or spot, very
minor occasional marginal water-stain. A good copy,
crisp and generally clean, in C19th three-quarter calf
over paper boards, spine with raised bands ruled in
gilt, brown morocco label gilt lettered, all edges
sprinkled red corners and joints a little worn.

Venice. Umberto Locati (1503-1587) was a Dominican
friar and historian. Doctor of law and theology, he had a
brilliant career as inquisitor in Pavia, Piacenza and finally
Rome. He was very close to the head of the Inquisition,
Michele Ghislieri, later Pius V, who made him bishop of
Bagnoreggio. He compiled a history of Piacenza, his
hometown, a bulky manual of inquisitorial procedure and the
Italia travagliata, a successful account of the many wars
fought for the control of the Italian peninsula from Aeneas up
until the crisis of the Republic of Genoa in 1573.

Very rare and interesting edition of this early French herbal,
one of the earliest illustrated editions, with 65 cuts of plants.
This copy most interestingly has many marginal annotations
with further notes at the end in a contemporary French hand.
The work takes the form of a Latin poem in hexameters, a
poetic verse form that was most likely employed as a
mnemonic device for physicians and midwives, describing the
medical virtues of herbs. It was written under the pseudonym
of Macer (with reference to the Roman poet Aemilius Macer,
d. 15 BC). The author is generally identified with the
French physician Odo de Meung-sur-Loire whose name is
mentioned in a 12th-century copy of the text. This is
“Perhaps the second edition with the prose commentary of
Guill. Gueroaldus, which probably first appeared at Caen in
1509: see Brunet, III. 1270. The woodcut on the title is
adapted from the earlier editions. The 65 woodcuts of plants
are closely copied also, but now have double line borders. .. It
was translated into English by John Lelarmouse, master of
Hereford School in 1373. ‘Macer’s Herbal practysyd by
Doctor Lynacro’ was published by R Wyer about 1530.”
Fairfax Murray.
This beautiful copy comes from the library of Sir Christopher
Hatton (1540-1591), as the gilt initials on covers makes
clear (see W. O. Hassall, ‘The books of Sir Christopher
Hatton at Holkham’, The Library, I, 1950, pp. 1-13).
Hatton was Elizabeth I’s favourite and Lord Chancellor as
well as patron of men of letters, including Spencer. His
relationship with the Queen and the related frictions with
other courtiers were public knowledge: Hatton is usually
regarded as the target of Shakespeare’s satire as typified by
Malvolio in The Twelfth Night.

The text titled has been traditionally attributed to Odo de
Meung, who is believed to have lived during the first half of
the 11th century. Recent research has shown, however, that
the De Viribus Herbarum was probably written in an earlier
version, perhaps during the tenth century in Germany. The
text was further expanded, including new data from the
translation of Arabic texts into Latin in Salerno from the end
of the 11th century onward. If this is the case, this text is good
evidence of the continuity of scientific activity in the Middle
Ages: its most ancient parts come from a period when there
was a revival of interest in botany and a recovery of the
classical tradition, while the most recent additions integrate the
contribution of the Arabic world.

Not in Brunet. BM STC It., 390; Adams, L 1386;
Graesse, IV, 242.
L2224

“What was undoubtedly one of the more widely read works
in this field (Botany) during the entire medieval period
appeared contemporaneously with both Constantinus and the
rise of Salerno. This work, an herbal entitled Macer Floridus
De Virtutibus Herbarum, consists of a catalogue of 77 herbs
and their supposed medicinal properties; all expressed in 2269

50. MACER, Floridus. [ODO, Magdunensis].
Herbarum vires Macer tibi carmine dicet.
np. [Paris], np. [Pierre Baquelier], nd. [c. 1515].
£9,750
8vo. 160 unnumbered leaves. a-v8. [last blank].
Gothic letter. Large woodcut on title of scholar in his
study, 65 large woodcuts of plants within double
ruled border, small white on black criblé initials,
bibliographical notes in a C19th hand on fly,

lines of vulgar Latin verse. Even more curious is the fact that
the poem not only refers to earlier medieval and botanical
authors such as Walafrid Strabo; it was itself copied in part
into the most significant remaining document of the medical
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doore of Saint Paules Church at the
signe of the Gun. 1616’ (books 4-8
have the date 1617). The register is
continuous. Title page with tear in
lower margin, very expertly restored,
similar restoration to lower blank
margin of last two leaves, light age
yellowing, the very rare marginal spot.
A very good, clean copy in fine
crimson morocco circa 1900, covers
triple gilt ruled to a panel design, large
fleurons gilt to outer corners, spine,
rebacked, remounted, with gilt ruled
raised bands, double gilt ruled in
compartments, richly gilt, edges and
inner dentelles gilt, all edges gilt. One
corner restored.
school of Salerno, the Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum.
Macer Floridus is important not only for medical and
botanical knowledge but also for a wider range of medieval
intellectual history. Its significance lies in the fact that it is the
first document of such length to indicate a renewed interest in
these subjects in the 11th century, and appears to reflect no
direct influence from any Arabic sources.” Bruce Flood. ‘The
Medieval Herbal tradition of Macer Floridus.’

A very handsome copy of Markham’s chief work, in its second
edition, after the first of 1607, and on his favourite theme:
the horse. It was intended to be comprehensive, a valuable and
instructive encyclopaedia for all associated with horses, as the
title reads: ‘Cavalarice, or the English Horseman:
contayning all the Arte of Horsemanship, as much as is
necessary for any man to understand, whether he be Horsebreeder, horse-ryder, horse-hunter, horse-runner, horseambler, horse-farrier, horse-keeper, Coachman, Smith or
Sadler’.

It was a very popular work going through several editions at
the beginning of the C16th and this rare edition contains a
very charming suite of cuts. “Rare. One of the earliest
editions with the esteemed commentary by Guilelmus
Gueroaldus (Gueroust or Gueroult), who was professor of
medicine at Caen at the end of the 15th century. There exist
different editions of the Macer Floridus consisting of the same
number of 159 leaves, with the signatures a-v. Although
they resemble each other very much, they are not identical.”
Becher.

The work is divided into 8 books, with separate pagination
but continuous register, each with a separate dedication. The
first is on the breeding of horses and foaling, weaning and
gelding. Further chapters are dedicated to the schooling of
horses, the care of hunters, ambling, stable care and excercise
‘running horses’, their customary weaknesses and illnesses.
The eighth book is on the various tricks employed by horsecopers, who buy unfit horses and pass them off to the
unsuspecting, and also tips on how to teach horses to do tricks
in the manner of ‘Banks his curtall’, a reference to the
‘dancing horse’ Marocco, trained by Banks and famous
throughout Europe. The woodcut title page depicts four types
of horses, the Neapolitan horse for service, the English
hunting horse, the English ‘amblinge gelding’ and the
Barbarye running horse, with a horseman and a groom at the
foot of the cut; hay-forks, curry-combs, spurs, harness etc.
decorate the sides. The illustrations within the text include
examples of cavezons, saddles, stirrups, bits (cannon, scatch,
mellon, peare, bell, bastonet, ball, ring) and patterns for
exercise rings.

BM STC Fr. C16th p. 295. Fairfax Murray I 347.
Renouard, Imprimeurs et libraires parisiens du XVI
siecle, t.3 n.35. Becher, A Catalogue of Early Herbals,
65. Arber p. 40.
L2513

51. MARKHAM, Gervase. Caualarice, or The
English horseman.
[London, Printed by Edward Allde for Edward
White, 1617].
£3,750
4to. Eight parts in one vol. pp. [xvi], 88, [iv], 213,
234-264, [iv], 84, [iv], 57, [v], 58, [iv], 67, [v], 86,
[iv], 37, [i]. A-3B8. Roman letter, some Italic.
Separate t-p to each part, each within a charming
woodcut border, horses to each side with figures, tack
and other equipment, woodcut head, tail-pieces and
initials, very numerous woodcut illustrations within
text, books 2-8 each have title page with imprint
‘London printed by Edw: Allde for Edward White,
and are to be sold at his shop neere the little north

Markham’s work is very representative of English methods of
working with horses, and is essentially practical and
straightforward, based on his own considerable experience.
“Although written within the same philosophical framework
and retaining much that was specifically Italian in origin,
Markham’s Cavalarice .. already contained strong criticism
of several aspects of the Italian system. The stimulus that
pushed Markham into print was the publication of Edward
Topsell’s English translation of parts of the learned pandect of
classical sources on natural history by Conrad Gesner. ..
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Gesner had translated all he could find in the classical authors
... (though) Gesner merely transcribed the classical material
without reference to the very different form of contemporary
animals. .. It was his reading of Gesner which also induced
Markham to reject much of the classical folklore about sex
determination, which Blundeville had largely accepted, and to
oppose the view that the offspring of aged stallions were
necessarily lame or deformed.” Nicholas Russell. ‘Like
Engend'ring Like: Heredity and Animal Breeding in Early
Modern England’.
Markham (?1568-1637), served in the army, was a prolific
writer on hunting, hawking, husbandry, gardening,
housewifery and the military arts but also produced works of
drama and poetry. This is one of the earliest comprehensive
works in English on horses and horsemanship and long
remained standard and most influential.
STC 17334. ESTC S112112. McKerrow and
Ferguson 242.
L2177

THE BECKFORD-ROSEBERY COPY
52. MARLIANI, Bartolomeo. Urbis Romae
Topographia.
[Rome, Valerio and Luigi Dorico, 1544, September].
£13,500
Folio, pp. 122 [2]. Italic letter, some Greek. Title page
without ornamentation, woodcut initials. 23
woodcuts, several folding, including a double page
map of Rome signed by the calligrapher Giovanni
Battista Palatino, woodcut printer’s device on verso of
final leaf. Bookplate of Archibald Philip, Earl of
Rosebery on inside front cover, with extract from
catalogue of the Hamilton Palace sale pasted to head,
Rosebery’s Beckford sale ms acquisition note on fly.
In superb straight-grained red morocco by Bozerian,
his name at foot of spine, gilt double-fillet border with
leaf and tendril motif, spine gilt in compartments with
black bands and floral tooling, mauve watered silk end
leaves, inner borders gilt, a.e.g. Tiny hole in a5 with
loss to 2 letters, occasional foxing to edge of upper
margin of some pages, the odd mark or spot; a very
good clean and unusually well-margined copy on
thick paper.

written and laid-out, sumptuously illustrated, this edition is
one of the masterpieces of Renaissance classical architecture
and has remained justly sought after throughout four and a
half centuries. The enduring importance of the work is that it
tells us what the city was like before many of its ancient ruins
were altered, incorporated or swept away in the great building
activities of the later 16th and 17th centuries.
Marliano's approach to the archeology of Rome differs
considerably from that of his forerunners, especially
Mazochius, in that he gives far more prominence to
architectural and sculptural detail than to inscriptions which
had almost solely occupied his predecessors. Illustrations
include a map of Rome, depiction of Romulus, Remus and
the Wolf, an illustration of the Laocoon, and pictures of the
Circus Maximus, the Pyramid, the Pantheon, and the
Obelisk. The depiction of the statue of Laocoon is one of the
earliest; Marliani had been present in Rome for the discovery
of the statue in 1520.

The most handsome copy of the FIRST illustrated edition of
this important guide to Rome, dedicated to Francis I. The
text, first published in 1534 by Antonio Blado with a
dedication by Rabelais, was substantially amended and
enriched with woodcut plans, views, and sculptures for the
present edition.

This copy was the property of two eminent book collectors.
William Thomas Beckford (1760 – 1844) extraordinarily
wealthy English novelist, art critic, travel writer and
politician, now chiefly remembered as the author of the Gothic
novel Vathek and builder of the remarkable Fonthill Abbey,
the enormous gothic revival country house, largely destroyed.
Beckford's fame rests as much upon his eccentric extravagances
as a builder and collector as upon his literary efforts. The
opportunity to purchase the complete library of Edward

Bartolomeo Marliani was born towards the end of the 15th
century to a noble Milanese family, and dedicated the whole
of his life to the study of Roman archaeology. The result of
that life’s toil is this; the pre-eminent account of the
antiquities of classical Rome of his day, many of which were
to suffer subsequent alteration or disappearance. Clearly
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Gibbon gave Beckford the basis for his own library, which
was extensive, and dispersed over two years in 1883-4.

to typify the elegance of the French Renaissance. In the
middle of the C16 the use of enamelled onlays was the height
of French bibliophilic fashion, espoused with enthusiasm by
the grandest patrons and practised only by a handful of
‘doreurs sur cire’. “These great artistic creations .... are the
highest achievements in the art of bookbinding in the
Renaissance period.... and some must be counted among the
greatest works of art in the French Renaissance”,
(Goldschmidt I p. 104).

Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th Earl of Rosebery, was Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom from 5 March 1894 to 22
June 1895, succeeding Gladstone. He was a passionate and
discriminating book collector, and amassed a large and
excellent library. In 1927 he presented the newly-formed
National Library of Scotland with many of his more
important books and manuscripts; the library he collected at
Durdans was dispersed with some books going to the National
Library of Scotland and the rest being sold at auction.

Marot is the first distinctively modern French poet and in the
madrigal, rondeau, ballad and above all the epigram, is
distinctive for his grace and wit. In light verse he is second to
none, except perhaps La Fontaine, who acknowledged him as
one of his masters, and his style was imitated by Rousseau.
His verse is still perfectly intelligible and he is probably the
earliest French poet still read with more pleasure than effort.
“The one fact that biographical research has placed beyond
question is Marot’s stature as the foremost French poet of his
time” Robert Griffin. Clément Marot and the Inflections of
Poetic Voice.

BM STC It. p.418; Fowler p.189; Olschki 17512;
Brunet III 1437-8 "Edition ornée de bonne gravures
sur bois..... Elle est rare, assez recherchée, et néanmois
à bas prix". Mortimer, Harvard C16 It. 284 (with 4
reproductions); Censimento 16 CNCE 34273;
Culot, Bozerian roulettes 19, 42, palettes 3, 12,
signatures 1; Adams M-610; Berlin Kat. 1831; Schudt
605.
L2525b

LOVELY RENAISSANCE BINDING
53. MAROT, Clément. Les Oeuvres de Clement
Marot, de Cahors... [with] Les Cinquante Deux Psalmes.
Paris, De l'Imprimerie de Guillaume Thibout, 1558.
£6,750
16mo. ff. 336, 16. [xii], 79 [i] (last blank). sig. a-z8,
A-T8, aa-bb8, A8, B4. A-K8. Psalms with a separate
title page. Italic letter, some Roman. Small floriated
woodcut initials. Light age yellowing, the rare
marginal mark or insignificant stain. A very good copy
in a stunning contemporary French ‘a la cire’ binding,
covers bordered with a double gilt rule filled in black,
large central gilt oval with ornate strapwork design,
surrounded by scrolled floral tools painted in black,
green and yellow, over a gilt pointillé ground, spine
double gilt ruled in long, filled with repeated gilt
scrolled tools, edges with gilt rule, inner dentelles gilt,
all edges richly gilt and gauffered, joints and corners
probably (invisibly) restored, later end-papers.
A rare edition of the works of Clement Marot in a stunning
contemporary ‘A La cire' binding of the highest quality. The
binding is particularly finely and richly worked for such a
small book; it is made up of a large gilt central architectural
motif against a background of a semé of pointillé tools. The
model for this type of ornamentation may well have been the
title-pages with scrolled ornaments which occurred chiefly in
Paris and Lyons printing from about 1540. The flat spine is
finely worked in an unusual fashion using a ground of scrolled
tools. The overall effect is most charming and striking, of very
high quality, and in excellent state of preservation. It is very
similar in style with the same gilt pointillé ground and
coloured floral tools as two binding in the BL database of
bookbindings, BL Shelfmark c18a4 and Shelfmark c18a5.
Originally part of the Italian desire to recapture the decorative
splendour of ancient Rome, such reliures à la cire quickly came

“What would we give for an English Clement Marot! What
would we give for a Renaissance poet of real talent, charm and
power who was as fluent and readable as Marot! Such a poet
would have shared as closely in the intimacies of the religious
life of the English court as Marot did in the life of the courts
of the most Christian King and of his sister, Margaret of
Angouleme, Queen of Navarre. .. Marot is a good poet and
a most influential one; he was renowned for his fine banter.
Some of his most enjoyable poems were marked by a sense of
fun.. Marot can be enjoyable when he is most profound.” M.
A. Screech, ‘Clément Marot: a Renaissance Poet Discovers
the Gospel.’
Brunet III 1457. Graesse IV 441. Not in BM STC Fr.
C16th, or Tchmerzine. USTC 41578 and 79411.
L2398
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54. MASSOLO, Pietro. Sonetti morali.

Tridentine age, which absorbed the contemporary culture into
the Catholic cosmos. The book contains a deep meditation on
mortality and combines the genres of courtly praise,
penitential speech and moral satire, with quotations from
Petrarch, Bembo, Della Casa and many other philosophical
and classical sources. Several sonnets concern the topic of
Virtue which conquers Death and Fate, making men closer
to God, especially the first, which serves as an introduction to
the entire collection. Others describe the Stoic figure of the
Wise Man (Christian hero), free from Fear and Desire, or
deal with spiritual values (knowledge, happiness, poverty and
freedom), as well as with the issue of life after death. Most
interesting are sonnets on the cities of Venice (2), the poet’s
mother land, compared to a pitiful mother, and Rome (92),
decadent Empress of the World. Sonnet 299 is a patriotic
exhortation to Italy, the servant of many peoples, to wake up
from her long sleep and rebel against her enemies.

Bologna, Antonio Manuzio, 1557.
£4,500
FIRST and ONLY ALDINE EDITION. 8vo, ff.
116. Sonnets 305-06 mis-numbered. Roman and
Italic letter, Aldine woodcut device on title page and
last verso, one historiated initial. Title page a little
browned, light age yellowing and some light foxing.
A good copy in elegant early C19 English red
morocco, gilt anchor on cover, bordered with
quadruple gilt rule, gilt title to spine, raised bands in
compartments with gilt floral motifs, marbled
endpapers, a. e. g.; slightly rubbed. Two C19th
bookplates to front pastedown, one with monogram
TP, the other of Bernard Sancholle-Henraux.
Contemporary inscription in Italian to verso of t-p
mentioning the purchase of this book in Foligno in
May 1579; marginalia (maniculae) in a few places and
faded autograph to last recto.

Adams, M 865; BM STC It., 425; Brunet, III, 1521;
Renouard 172:14. Not in Gamba. Not in Fontanini.
L2571

First edition of Pietro Massolo’s collected poems, and one of
the few published by Antonio Manuzio in Bologna between
1556 and 1557 (Ascarelli-Menato, p. 60). Pietro (15201590) was son of Lorenzo Massolo and Elisabetta Querini,
the beautiful noblewoman praised by Bembo and portrayed by
Titian. In 1537, shortly after the marriage, for unknown
reasons Pietro murdered his wife, the young daughter of
Stefano Tiepolo, a senator and procurator of Venice. To
expiate his crime, he found refuge in the Convent of San
Benedetto in Mantua and became a monk with the cloister
name of Lorenzo, in the Congregation of Monte Cassino.
He met the most learned men of his age and composed
numerous poems.

55. MISSAL. The Missal of the Chapel of Saint-Pierre in
Saint-Germain-Laval, near Lyon, Use of diocese of Lyon,
in Latin, illuminated manuscript on vellum.
[France (Lyon)], [1401].
£45,000

The work is dedicated to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese and
consists of 400 sonnets addressed to different historical
personalities. Among them are politicians (the Emperor
Carlo V; Vittoria Colonna, Marchioness of Pescara;
Cosimo de’ Medici, Duke of Florence; Henry, King of
France; Lorenzo Priuli, Governor of Venice; Ferdinand
Hapsburg); religious (Daniele Barbaro, Patriarch of
Aquileia; Giovanni della Casa, Archbishop of Benevento;
Pope Paul III) and scholars (Annibal Caro, Sperone
Speroni, Pontano, Lodovico Dolce, Girolamo Ruscelli,
Lodovico Castelvetro, Gian Giorgio Trissino, Benedetto
Varchi). The volume also includes sonnets devoted to Pietro
Massolo’s parents (322) and to his father-in-law, the
Captain Stefano Tiepolo (302), honoured for his military
successes against the Ottoman Empire. They seem to have
forgiven his crime. The second part (372-400) includes
funeral poems for Pietro Bembo and other friends and
relatives, such as his wife, where the author reveals his
intensive suffering and repentance (P. Molmelli, “Un poeta
uxuricida del secolo XVI”, in “Nuova Antologia”, 151,
7, 1927: 129-141). Pietro Massolo was the first author to
use the term “moral” in a poetical book title. Expanding on
Petrarch’s model and mainly focusing on moral and religious
contents, his work reflected the new trends of the post51
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Folio, 285 by 200 mm., 262 leaves (plus 2 original
endleaves at each end), complete, collation: i10, iixxxii8, xxxiii4, catchwords (many with line drawn
human faces and animals), contemporary foliation and
modern pencil foliation (the latter followed here).
Double column, 28 lines in the angular gothic
bookhand of Geraldus Lombardus (see below),
capitals touched in yellow or red (crucial capitals
following decorated initials enclosing human faces,
and one on fol. 141v topped with a squirrel), red
rubrics, red and dark blue initials with ornate
penwork in red and purple, 3- line initials in gold on
red and burgundy grounds heightened with white
penwork, larger initials in blue or pink heightened
with white penwork, enclosing sprays of coloured
foliage or tessellated shapes, on coloured and
burnished gold grounds, terminating in coloured and
gold foliage bars in margin (that on fol. 195v with a
coloured dragon biting a bezant), initials on fol. 130r
enclosing a coat-of-arms (those of Pierre Vernin:
gueles with three trefoil crosses, on a chef argent
charged with an onde azur) and an agnus dei,
frontispiece with very large initial in same with full
border of simple foliage with a dragon in upper outer
corner, enclosing a coat-of-arms in bas-de-page (as
before), eighteenth- century devotional print of
Crucifixion pasted by modern owner to fol. 129v,
trimming to edges of leaves with losses to edges of
borders of frontispiece, some wear to edges of leaves
with occasional damage to edges of borders, some
small areas of text overwritten later, minor spots and
stains, but overall in good and solid condition,
modern binding of leather over wooden boards
tooled in faux-medieval style.

the region, and created the need for a sophisticated banking
system. Thus, Lyon became not only wealthy, but also the
banking capital of France. The facts that the colophon records
about this particular volume accord well with this: perhaps
only in the hinterland of such a prosperous site as Lyon could
a local lawyer and judge acquire enough wealth to found such
a substantial expression of his devotion as an entire chapel,
apparently also donning it out with the vestments and books
needed for its use as place of worship. Moreover, the name of
the scribe (and perhaps artist) of this volume, Geraldus
Lombardus, points at a northern Italian origin and the source
of this wealth. He was probably a member of one of the
region’s prominent immigrant mercantile families.
The contents comprise: prayers and readings from Church
Fathers; a Calendar; and Masses for the entire year, with
lists of saints crucial for certain Masses and a Litany.
Provenance 1. This manuscript stands among the
tiny handful of surviving books from the Middle Ages
which make explicit almost all parts of their creation
through the addition of lengthy descriptive
colophons. On fol. 262r, an inscription in red ink in
the main hand at the end of the text records that it
follows the Use of Lyon, and was made on the order
of the nobleman Petrus Verninus, a practitioner of
law and serving judge for the comte de Forez, for a
chapel he had founded in honour of St Peter in the
town of Saint-Germain-Laval (of which the tower
still stands), and which was completed by the hand of
Geraldus Lombardus on 16th day of June in the year
1401. A truncated version of the same has been added
in the space left for the incipit at the beginning of the
Missal text proper on fol. 13r, with an overspill of 4
lines onto blank space at the end of the calendar on
the preceding leaf. A later hand has added “1401” at
the head of the Calendar. As noted by Sachet it
follows the Use of Lyon, in which diocese SaintGermain-Laval lay, with numerous local saints such as
St. Aubrin, the patron saint of nearby Montbrison.

Text: This is a large and imposing codex, and a crucially
important record of the liturgy and life of the towns of SaintGermain-Laval and Lyon. While the quality of its
decoration is not that of the very greatest artistic centres such
as Paris or Rouen, it has significant charm, and without
doubt this codex was the focal point of worship for the town of
Saint-Germain-Laval throughout the late Middle Ages. It
will have acted as one of the key symbols of Christianity and
local identity to the worshippers there, and is almost certainly
the sole surviving record of the liturgy of the community.
Sachet had only room to print a brief codicological description
and the contents of its calendar, much remains to be studied
by specialists here.

Notes on fols. 129r and at the front and end of the
volume of devotional tracts and sayings, prayers and
offices in sixteenth- and perhaps seventeenth-century
hands, as well as the pasting in of the devotional
printed image of the eighteenth-century, show its
continual use by the community during those
centuries.
During the Revolution, Lyon and the inhabitants of
its surrounding towns rose up against the National
Convention, and in 1793 the region was invaded by
the French Revolutionary Armies. The city of Lyon
was besieged for two months, during which its
hinterland was ravaged, with religious buildings
destroyed and their contents looted. In Lyon itself
some 2000 inhabitants were executed and most of the
buildings around the Place Bellecour levelled
following their surrender. The present Missal most
probably passed into private ownership at this time.

Saint-Germain-Laval lay in the hinterland of Lyon in the
late Middle Ages, and the latter was of equal importance and
wealth to Paris. The position of Lyon at the hub of several
overland routes leading out of northern Italy into mainland
Europe ensured that the town would become the focal point
for the trade of various luxury goods entering the main
European market, such as silk, and Italian merchants had
regular and permanent trade fairs there throughout the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These trades placed a
substantial amount of moveable wealth into the economy of
52
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2. Ch. De Visser: his perhaps late eighteenth-century
ex libris twice at the head of fol. 262v.

most elaborate essay, the Apologie de Raimonde Sebonde, is
second to no other modern writing in attacking fanaticism and
pleading for toleration ... he finds a place in the present canon,
however, chiefly for his consummate representation of the
enlightened scepticism of the sixteenth century, to which
Bacon, Descartes and Newton were to provide the answers in
the next" Printing and the Mind of Man 95 (1st edn.) There
is hardly any other writer in whom the human comedy is
treated with such completeness as it is in Montaigne. His
humorous and sceptical (if haphazard) analysis of the vanities
of human affairs and pleasures of life, typify the closing years
of the renaissance. He was one of the few great writers not
only to perfect but to invent his chosen literary form; the
method of thinking crystallised in his Essays exercised the
greatest influence on posterity.

3. By 1895 it had passed to the local Lyon historian
and prolific antiquarian author, the Abbé Alphonse
Sachet (1848 -1924), who served as the Licencié èslettres Professeur de Philosophie au Petit-Séminaire
de Saint-Jean and was awarded the Prix Thérouanne
in 1919. The volume was the subject of a short
publication by him for the Lyon historical journal,
Bulletin de la Diana VIII, pp. 3-24 (copy enclosed in
volume), and the scholarly pen notes in the margin of
fols. 3r, 111r and 131r et passim are probably in his
hand.
K35

56. MONTAIGNE, Michel de. The Essayes or
Morall, Politike and Millitarie Discourses. .. done into
English by ... Iohn Florio.

Florio, working in his third language, produced a masterpiece
of translation and his version soon became a classic of English
literature in its own right. Shakespeare read this edition and
used it eg. when writing a passage on the natural
commonwealth in the Tempest and Burton, Milton, Hobbes
and Locke all knew their Montaigne through Florio’s
translation. It remained a great and enduring influence on
English literature and philosophy even down to our own day.

London, Val. Sims for Edward Blount, 1603.
£49,500
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, pp. (xx) 664 (iv). A8
[¶]2 B-Q6, R4, S-2P6, 2Q-2R4, 2S-3I6, 3K4, [3L]2.
[2Q4 is blank]. Books 2 and 3 each has separate dated
title page. First word of title is xylographic.
Preliminaries include quire [¶.]2 following A8. [¶]1
bears a poem to John Florio; [¶]2 bears errors and
omissions; these 2 leaves are frequently lacking.
Roman letter, some Italic and Greek. Dedications on
verso of title within woodcut cartouches, floriated
woodcut initials, grotesque head and tailpieces,
woodcut cartouche at the end of the first book, large
woodcut headpieces with royal arms in dedication of
second book, small typeset slip reading "vyle" pasted
over "towns" on B1r, line 25, Q3,4 and Kk 3,4
misbound (inverted). Later autograph ‘Davenport
Talbot’ on front free endpaper, red morocco
bookplate gilt of C.A. and V. Baldwin on front
pastedown, Robert S. Pirie’ bookplate below. A fine
copy, crisp and clean and unusually complete, in very
handsome mid seventeenth century English tan calf,
covers double blind ruled to a panel design, blind
fleurons to inner and outer corners of central panel,
outer panel lightly speckled, inner panel heavily so,
darkly speckled spine with raised bands, gilt ruled in
compartments, richly gilt with small scrolled tools and
semée of pointillé tools, gilt lettered tan calf title label,
very minor abrasions.

ESTC S111839. STC 18041. Lowndes III 1588.
Pforzheimer I 378. Grolier I 102.
K80

A lovely copy of the first edition of the first English translation
of Montaigne, translated by the remarkable John Florio, and
the most important Elizabethan translation of any
contemporary text. This copy is complete with the rare
commendatory verses by Samuel Daniel - according to
Pforzheimer (cit inf.) the three British Library copies lack
them. "Montaigne devised the essay form in which to express
his personal convictions and private meditations, a form in
which he can hardly be said to have been anticipated. The
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THE LIECHTENSTEIN-BONNA COPY

l’écrivain à sa table, un chien couché à ses pieds,
utilisée dans de nombreux ouvrages.” Brun, p. 256.

57. MORE, Thomas. La Description de L’Isle Utopie.

K40

Paris, Charles L'Angelier, 1550.
£29,500
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo., ff. (viii) 105 (vii).
Roman letter, several woodcut cartouches, white on
black woodcut initials, cartouche and printer’s device
on verso of last, twelve circa half page woodcut in
text. Very light age browning, a good, clean, wellmargined copy in C19 crushed crimson morocco,
inner dentelles gilt, all edges gilt.
First edition of the first French translation of Sir Thomas
More’s “Utopia,” by Jean Le Blond d’Evreux, lawyer, poet,
and champion of the French language. Le Blond’s one great
chance, as he recognized, was to bring himself to the attention
of the elite of the French-speaking world; it did not succeed
and Le Blond is only gradually being rediscovered. His
translation includes also the prefatory address from Budé to
Thomas Lupet.
By far the most important of More's Latin works was the
Utopia, the pre-eminent humanistic dialogue, appealing for
the application of wisdom in the life and government of men
and at the same time a delightful work of entertainment and
irony. The origin of a new word in the English language (and
subsequently in many others), the work was the model or
source for innumerable 'Utopias' or 'distopias', from Bacon's
'New Atlantis' in the C17, to Swift in the C18, to Huxley
and Orwell in the C20. It was More's greatest literary work,
achieving immediate international success, probably the most
significant and enduring by any Englishman of the age.

58. MORE, Thomas. Lucubrationes, ab innumeris
mendis repurgatae.
Basel, Nikolaus Episcopius, 1563.
£7,500

"It was written, like Gulliver's Travels (...) as a tract for the
times to rub in the lesson of Erasmus; it inveighs against the
new statesmanship of an all-powerful autocracy and the new
economics of large enclosures and the destruction of the old
common-field agriculture, just as it pleads for religious
tolerance and universal education. (...) Utopia is not, as often
imagined, More's ideal state; it exemplifies only the virtues of
wisdom, fortitude, temperance and justice. It reflects the moral
poverty of the states which More knew, whose Christian
rulers should possess also the Christian virtues of Faith, Hope
and Charity. (...) [More] is both a saint to the Catholic and
a predecessor of Marx to the Communist. His manifesto is
and will be required reading for both, and for all shades of
opinion between." Printing and the Mind of Man 47, on the
first edition.

FIRST EDITION, thus. 8vo, pp. [32], 530, [46].
Roman and Italic letter, little Greek; printer’s device
on title and nal verso, foliated initials, full-page
woodcut illustration of the isle of Utopia at p. 53;
minor old ink smear at foot of title, a few mainly
marginal stains on first three gatherings, upper margin
of a4 torn touching running title, without loss. A very
good copy in contemporary English calf, blind-tooled
border; a. e. formerly blue; edges worn, joints
cracked, hole to lower compartment of spine; author’s
name inscribed on lower and fore-edge by two early
hands; late seventeenth-century inscription ‘M.
Thruston, Coll. Gon. & Caij’ on stub of front
endpaper, repeated with minor variation at head of
title; contemporary underlining and a very few Latin
marginalia, seventeenth-century annotations on rear
fly, early case mark on front inner cover, purchase
note ‘1766 pr. 2s’ on fly.

BM. STC. Fr. p. 319. Gibson 19. Brunet III, 1894
“Edition rare.” Fairfax Murray 391 “In text are nine
woodcuts apparently executed for this work, besides
the pretty cut of a scribe in different style (...) which
occurs on A2, E1 and D2.”

First edition in the original language of the collected works of
the champion of English Catholicism, following the English
princeps of 1557. Thomas More (1478-1535) was the most
skilled and appreciated scholar of Henry VIII’s reign prior to
the latter’s break with Rome. His refusal to join the king’s
reformation cost him his life. In this edition, one can find

“Suite de cinq vignettes (56 x 78) dont deux répètées
deux fois, d’un bon style, montrant divers
personnages, drapés à l’antique, discourant ou rendant
la justice. Petite vignette, répètée trois fois, de
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last dusty, water stain to upper fore edge of that and
next mostly marginal, the odd little marginal mark;
generally clean and good in fine speckled C18th calf,
spine and borders gilt, armorial bookplate on front
pastedown, in slipcase.

More’s most renowned work, i.e. the visionary depiction of
the perfect government on the island of Utopia, along with the
Progymnasmata and his learned epigrams and letters, one of
which is a defence of Erasmus’s Encomium Moriae. The
book also includes Erasmus’s biography of the author and the
famous epistle lamenting the death of More and Fisher as
‘martyrs of the true faith’ written by the French humanist
Gilbert Cousin (1506–1572).

First edition of the most famous musical treatise in the
English language, the first satisfactory musical treatise
published in England and certainly the most enduring. A new
edition was published in 1771 and the work was still in use
into the C19th. Morley (1557 -1604?) was a pupil of
Byrd, to whom the present work is affectionately dedicated,
and like him became a gentleman of the Chapel Royal, in
1592. In recognition of his services, Morley was granted the
patent, previously held by his master, of printing books of
music and selling ruled paper. In his day Morley was a
celebrated composer in his own right (the present work
contains a number of new songs) especially of madrigals where
he was much admired for his grace and skill, but his fame rests
principally on the present work which was practical, simple
and eminently usable.

The inscriber of this copy appears to be Malachy or Malachi
Thruston (1628/32-1701). Doctor of medicine of Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge, he was elected fellow of the
Royal Society in its sixth year (1665), along with Samuel
Pepys and other prominent personalities. About five years
later, he published with the Society De Respiratione usu
Primario, which was criticised by the anatomist George Ent
(1604-1689). Thruston was the only fellow of Gonville and
Caius who in 1691 did not swear the compulsory oaths to
the new King William of Orange, not for political reasons
but because he was considered ‘a distracted man’ (C. Brooke,
A History of Gonville and Caius College, Woodbridge
1996, p. 151, mentioned with the alternative spelling
Thurston). His head was probably no longer clear and yet he
appeared to be affiliated to Sidney Sussex College in the last
years of his life.

Divided into three parts that treat respectively of ‘teaching to
sing’, descant, and setting and composing, it also includes
whole pieces set out in ‘table format,’ i.e. a sort of version of
a choir book where separate parts are laid out sideways on a
double page so that the singers and players can use the volume
sat around a table. Selling originally at four shillings the work
was immensely popular, so much so that that perfect copies
are now very rare.

Not in Brunet. BM STC Ger., 860; Adams, M 1752;
Graesse, IV, 603; Gibson, 74; Fairfax Murray,
German, 305.
K81

“The ‘Plaine and Easie Introduction’ stands by itself.
Written in dialogue form, it gives a pleasant impression of
Morley’s personality and is of the greatest value for the sidelights which it throws on contemporary musical life, while for
the English student of modal music it is indispensible, being
still the most important English work on the subject” Grove
V p897.

THE CONTEMPORARY THEORY OF
RENAISSANCE MUSIC
59 MORLEY, Thomas. A plaine and easie
introduction to practicall musicke.
London, Peter Short, 1597.
£27,500
FIRST EDITION, folio,
pp. (vi)183(xxxv). Roman
letter, printed side notes.
Title
within
elaborate
woodcut border comprising
representations of great
scholars of antiquity such as
Ptolemy
and
Strabo
together with allegorical
figures of the sciences, a
globe and Father Time at
head,
Mercury
with
caduceus
at
foot
(McKerrow & Ferguson
99); woodcut headpieces
incorporating Royal arms,
large woodcut initials. Very
extensive printed music, in
red and black in places,
some woodcut music and
diagrams. Title and verso of
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STC 18133. Lowndes IV 1615 ‘An ample and
luminous general treatise’. RISM p.598. Gregory &
Bartlett I 118. Hirsch I 416. Steele 161.

In contemporary calf, sewn on four cords, over
wooden boards, blind tooled on the upper cover with
large central medallion between four cornerpieces, all
within a border of fillets and a small repeating motif,
and on the lower cover with nine vertical rows of the
same small motif between bands at the top and
bottom of lozenges with a different small motif,
lacking one clasp, rebacked, spine remounted, edges
blue.

L2157

THE SECRETS OF GLASS
60. NERI, Antonio. L’arte vetraria distinta in libri sette.
Florence, Giunta, 1612.
£3,850

Inscription on f.2: сиꙗ кн҃га данилова мнⷭ҇трѧ, “This
book belongs to the Danilov Monastery”. Inscription
on ff. 3–19: Лѣта ҂зр҃кз авгꙋстъ є і дн҃ь в переславль
в залѣскои вданиловъ мнⷭ҇трь живоначалныѧ трⷪ҇ца
вхрамъ далъ вкладꙋ коньстѧⷩтинъ іваноⷡ сн҃ъ
лихачевъ книги гл҃емыѧ охтаи на осмь гласовъ печаⷮ
московъска, “On 15th August 7127 [1619]
Konstjantin son of Ivan Lichačev gave these books,
the Octoechos, in the eight tones, Moscow printing,
to the Danilov Monastery of the Holy Trinity, to the
church, in Pereslavl’ Zalesskij.”

FIRST EDITION. 4to., pp. (8), 114, (6). Roman
letter, little Italic; printer’s device on title, large
historiated and decorated initials, typographical headand tail-pieces; title backed with contemporary blank,
clean marginal tear to 87, light water stain to gutter of
first gathering, very occasional marginal foxing. A
good, large, uncut copy in early nineteenth-century
marbled paper over boards; spine edges rubbed.
Rare first edition of the earliest treatise on glassmaking,
revealing some of the secret techniques developed by Italian
artisans. The Florentine priest Antonio Lodovico Neri
(1576-1614) was a well-known alchemist and glassmaker,
associated with the Medici court. A follower of Paracelsus, he
seems to have learned how to produce and shape glass directly
in Murano, the island near Venice still famous for its glass
manufacturing. Later, Neri established in Florence his own
laboratory, which he also used for his research on the
philosopher stone and metal transmutation. Partially written
during Neri’s stay in Antwerp, this book deals with
glassmaking fundamentals and especially with colouring of
glass with metallic oxides. It provides a hardly comparable
example of the perfect combination of alchemical knowledge
with first-rank craft-making.

The Octoechos in Church Slavonic contains the variable
portions of the services for each day of the week, according to
the eight tones (ἤχοι): the services for the week beginning on
the Sunday after Easter are conducted in the First Tone, the
next week in the Second, and so on, and the cycle is repeated
for the rest of the year. Since this eight-weekly cycle is
combined with the yearly cycles of fixed and movable feasts,
the material from the Octoechos may be replaced in part or
even completely when a festival or other commemoration falls
upon a particular day.
Like other aspects of Russian life, printing was seriously
disrupted during the Time of Troubles, and for over four years
no books were printed at all. After peace was restored, the first
Romanov tsar, Michail Fedorovič, established the Moscow
Printing House (Pečatnyj dvor), which was to have a virtual
monopoly of printing in Russia until the eighteenth century.
This is the fourth book to be printed there, “by Master
Ianikita son of Fedor Fofanov, of Pskov”. The Octoechos
was issued in two volumes, of which this is the first. The
inscription indicates that both volumes were presented to the
monastery.

Ferguson, II, 135 (‘Hardly any of the older authorities
seem to know this edition’); Gamba, 567; Giunti of
Florence, 338; Wellcome, I, 4526.
L2116

THE LICHACEV – DANILOV COPY
61. OCTOECHOS. tones 1–4.
Moscow, Pečatnyj dvor, 1618.
£9,500

The celebrated Danilov Monastery at Pereslavl’ Zalesskij
was founded in the 13th century by the son of Alexander
Nevsky and has often played a central role in Russian
history. It is the resting place of many celebrated intellectuals
including Gogol and Rubinstein. It is now a spiritual and
administrative centre of the Russian church. The numerous
Lichačev family of minor gentry were prominent in state
service in the seventeenth century. Among their descendants
was the famous collector and scholar Nikolaj Petrovič
Lichačev (1862–1936).

Folio, 476 ff. 23 ll./p., 10 ll. Old Cyrillic type in black,
with red for titles, initials, running titles, rubrics and
marginalia. 14 headpieces from 7 blocks; decorative
initial Б on f. 474. Zernova gives the foliation as 1–
227, 224, 230– 443, 445–477, [478]. In this copy the
foliation on the five leaves following f. 227 has been
corrected by hand, the printed sequence beginning
again on f. 234 (which is actually the 233rd leaf). In
addition, the number of f. 73 has been corrected by
hand (from 75), and there are further corrections on
ff. 245–250 (it is no longer possible to see what was
originally printed). First leaf mounted, some marginal
repairs, not affecting the text. Wax-spotting
throughout, dust and finger soiling, generally good.

Zernova 33. Karataev 244.
L2312
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ANNOTATED THROUGHOUT

worms, ‘Opusculum de vermibus in corpore humano genitis.’
(Venice 1540). He had finished his manuscript on June 30,
1537, and authorities he cited where Hippocrates, Galen,
Paul of Aegina, Aetus of Amida, and Celsus from antiquity,
and Arabic authors Serapion and ibn Sina”. Frank N.
Egerton. ‘Roots of Ecology: Antiquity to Haeckel.’ The final
work is a most interesting practical medical manual on the
treatment of disease, giving ‘tried and tested’ treatments by
various European authors.

62. PETRUS de ABANO [with] BUCCI,
Domenico [with] BRILLI de Lendenaria,
Ippolito [with] PRAXIS medicinae. Libellus sane
aureus, præstantiss. ac præclariss. De venenis; Quaestia IIII
Medicinalia juxta Hippocratis et Galeni mentem examinata;
Opusculum de vermibus in corpore humano genitis;
PRAXIS medicinae quouis illustriori inscribenda titulo…
Venice, 1) apud Ioan. Gryphium, 1550; 2) Ioan.
Gryphius excudebat, 1551; 3) in Officina Erasmiana,
1540; 4) apud Mapheum Pasinium, & Franciscum
Bindonium, 1545.

The choice of works in this sammelband point to a medical
practitioners copy as they are all eminently practical works.
The annotations in this vol are detailed and significant and
are an interesting insight into the use of these books by a
C16th professional reader.

£4,500
Four vols. in one. 8vo. 1) pp. 63, [1]. A-H4 2) ff. 40.
a-k4. 3) ff. [xxiv]. A-F4. 4) ff. [xliv]. A-L4. Italic
letter, some Roman. Griphius’ woodcut printers
device on the title of first two vols, woodcut
historiated initials in both, large woodcut griffin on
verso of last in first vol., extensive contemporary
marginal annotations, notes in the same hand on rear
pastedown, bookplate of Van der Hoeven on front
pastedown, his ownership inscriptions dated 1860
and 1900 on fly, with shelf mark below. Light age
yellowing, the odd marginal mark or stain. Very good
copies, crisp and clean, in contemporary limp vellum,
yapp edges, remains of ties, shelf-mark? ‘Ai’
manuscript on upper cover, a little soiled.

Petrus: Wellcome I, 4945; not in BM STC It. C16th.,
Durling or Adams. Bucius: Durling 769; Wellcome I,
1143; not in BM STC It. C16th., or Adams. Brilli:
BM STC It. C16th. p.126. Durling 708. not in
Wellcome or Adams. Praxis: Durling 3757;
Wellcome 5245; not in BM STC It. C16th or Adams.
L2657

63. PLATO. Opera quae extant omnia.
[Geneva], Henri Estienne, 1578.
£11,500

A most interesting sammelband of practical medical texts, all
extensively annotated in a contemporary hand, most probably
a medical practitioner. The first work, Pietro de Abano’s De
venenis eorumque remediis, expounds on Arabic theories
concerning superstitions, poisons and contagions, is one of the
most prominent medieval toxicological texts, probably based
on Avicenna and Pseudo-Mesue's works. It not only describes
the toxic properties of minerals, plants, and animals, but
discusses their action on the human body in a complex
theoretical system. Composed in the early 14th century, it is
transmitted in numerous manuscripts and was translated into
French twice during the Renaissance, and three times in
Italian, a few decades after its first printing. “Abano founded
the Paduan School of medicine, introducing elements of
Arabic knowledge into Italy, and worked towards the
synthesis of medieval, classical, Arabic, and Jewish
philosophy. Pietro’s second major work is a description of all
important known poisons with descriptions of symptoms and
antidotes or treatments. Reportedly done for a pope – possibly
John XXII – it too is a mixture of astrology and superstition,
but the listing of poisons and symptoms is well done.” F van
Hartesveldt. ‘Pietro d’Abano. Italian Scholar and scientist.’
The second work is Bucci’s practical comparison of the
treatments of Hippocrates and Galen in four specific
questions, each of which is addressed to a doctor. Interestingly
the first question is addressed to Doctor John Scot of Turin.
The third work is the first treatise on parasitic worms, which
was first published at Venice in 1540. “Ippolito Brilli of
Lendinara, Italy published the first pamphlet on parasitic
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FIRST COMPLETE EDITION, folio, 3 vols., pp
(xxxvi) 542 : (viii) 992 : (viii) 416, 139 (i). Greek and
Roman letter, double column, smaller printed side
notes. Printer’s woodcut device within ornate
woodcut border on first title, woodcut ornament on
others, fine large floriated and grotesque woodcut
initials, head and tail pieces, contemporary
annotations and underlining in Greek, Latin and
French throughout, inscription on lower margin of
the title effaced. Light age yellowing, lower blank
corner of QQq torn, light oil? stain on last leaf of vol.
II, marginal ink stain in last leaf of vol. III, minor very
occasional mark or spot, some minor spotting in
places. Generally very good, clean, well margined
copies in handsome near contemporary speckled calf,
covers bordered with a double gilt rules, spine with
six gilt ruled raised bands, double gilt ruled in
compartments with large fleurons to centres, title gilt
lettered direct, head and tail bands restored, upper
joints slightly cracked on vols I and II a.e.r.

Brunet IV 695 'Belle édition, plus recherchée pour
son texte et pour les notes de H. Estienne...les
exemplaires...se rencontrent difficilement bien
conservés.' Dibdin II 'This work has long been
considered as a very valuable acquisition to the
libraries of the learned, and for its magnificence and
variety of critical material must be always held in
estimation.’ Printing and The Mind of Man 27 (1st
edn.). Schreiber 201. Adams P 1468
L2510

ARMS OF THE SECOND BISHOP OF
FRENCH NORTH AMERICA
64. PLINY, Caecilius Secundus. Epist. Lib IX...
Isaaci Casauboni notae.
[Geneva], [Paul Estienne], 1607.
£7,500

The ‘Celebrated and magnificent’ (Dibdin) first complete
edition of the first published and probably foremost work of
philosophy of the ancient world, ‘it has been truly said that
the germs of all ideas can be found in Plato’ P.M.M. cit inf.
It was also by far the best edition until modern times as well
as the first edition of the translation of Jean de Serres and of
many of the glosses and scholia. All subsequent editions in
fact derive from it. By Renaissance standards Plato was a best
seller: his two dominant themes, the quest for the truth and
for human improvement held enormous appeal for the nearly
modern mind. This edition was also responsible, with the
Thesaurus Grecae, for its editor’s Henri Estienne’s
reputation as one of the great literary and scholarly figures of
the C16 - the preparation of the Greek text for which this
edition is above all valued was entirely his work. This copy is
complete with the dedications to Elizabeth I, James VI and
the Canton of Berne - their absence is the works most common
defect.

16mo. pp. 43, [xxi], 413, [iii], 448, [xxxii] [last two ll.
blank]. Roman letter with some Italic. Estienne’s
small woodcut device on title, woodcut initials, head
and tail-pieces. Light age yellowing, title page
trimmed in blank margins, mounted on fly at an early
date, CCc1 with marginal tears, a little frayed, an old
repair not touching text, quires AAa-BBb somewhat
dog-eared, the odd marginal stain. A good copy, in
excellent, if provincial, contemporary brown
morocco, covers bordered with a double gilt rule,
arms of the Bishop of Quebec, Saint-Vallier gilt at
centres within gilt oval, spine double gilt ruled in
compartments with small fleurons gilt at centres, all
edges gilt.

“For two centuries [Estienne’s edition] remained the
indispensable instrument of Platonic studies: to this day its
pagination is universally accepted as the standard system of
reference to the text of Plato... For the translation Estienne
discarded the old standard Latin version by Ficino, and
commissioned an entirely new one by John de Serres... Of all
Henri Estienne’s publications the Plato is perhaps the most
lavishly decorated... it is the only publication in which
Estienne used his entire series of decorative headpieces,
numerous woodcut initials, culs-de-lampe, and a striking
elaborate title-device specially designed for this edition and
making its only appearance here...” Schreiber.

A finely bound copy of this rare edition of the letters of Pliny
edited by Isaac Casaubon with tremendous early North
American provenance; from the library of Jean-Baptiste de La
Croix de Chevrières de Saint-Vallier, with his arms as
Bishop of Quebec and Nouvelle France. He was the second
Bishop of Québec and Nouvelle France, and served from
1685-1727, over forty years, at one of the most critical
periods of the province’s history. The binding is probably

The annotations in the volume are almost certainly those of a
contemporary scholar, and are in Latin Greek and French.
Unfortunately what is probably his manuscript ex-libris on
the title has been effaced.
Renouard 145:1, 'cette édition a toujours été en
grande estime...les beaux exemplaires sont rares.'
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contemporary to the printing so Saint-Vallier’s arms and the
cover gilding were almost certainly added after 1688 when he
was officially consecrated as Bishop, perhaps even during his
time in North America, and most probably well before 1713
when he gave up the Bishop’s Palace and retreated to the
Hopital General to live in a single room with few belongings
- though including a few shelves of books.

Estienne’s brother in law.). Dibdin describes the various
edns., first printed in 1591, as 'elegant and valuable’. This
particular edition seems to be one of the rarest, with worldcat
locating two copies only, one at the BNF and one at Harvard.
It is not mentioned in any of the usual bibliographies.
Not in Renouard. Dibdin II 330 (other editions).
Graesse V 346, (other editions) Not in Brunet or in
BM. STC. Fr. C17th. Arms not in Guigard.

“In 1684 Abbé Saint-Vallier was 31 and already his
appointment to a see in France was generally anticipated. At
that time his spiritual director, the Jesuit Father Le Valois..
spoke to him of the see of Quebec. The incumbent of the see,
Bishop Laval, was thinking of resigning. He proposed to
come to France to ask Louis XIV to choose a successor for
him. Would Abbé Saint-Vallier agree to be this successor?
An ambitious priest would certainly have refused. Created
just ten years before, situated two or three
months’ sailing time from France, burdened
with a harsh climate, the diocese of Quebec in
1684 was perhaps the most wretched and
difficult of all the dioceses in mission lands. It
was immense, taking in the greater part of the
territories that had already been explored in
North America: Newfoundland, Acadia, the
valley of the St Lawrence, the region of the
Great Lakes, and even the whole of the
valley of the Mississippi, which Cavelier de
La Salle had just traversed down to its
mouth. This diocese on a continental scale
was on the other hand scarcely populated.
And what diocesans! Nine out of ten were
Indians, who were almost completely
refractory to Christianity and who were on
the brink of resuming the offensive against the
French. In the midst of these Indians there
was a handful of French settlers, barely more
than 10,000. Abbé Saint-Vallier’s first
sojourn in Canada lasted 18 months. Despite his lack of
training the young priest astonished the clergy by his
endurance and his zeal. First he visited Quebec, next all the
parishes along the St Lawrence, and finally Montreal. Then,
following the inland rivers and lakes, he went with two priests
and a small escort to distant Acadia. He left in the spring of
1686 without even waiting for the break-up of the ice. They
went from river to river, from lake to lake. Sometimes they
had to break the ice to get the canoes through. At one time
they thought they would die of starvation. Then came the
summer, the unbearable mosquito bites, the humid heat.
Everywhere they met Frenchmen or Indians, Abbé SaintVallier preached, catechized, rebuked, praised. He ate little,
scarcely slept, and worked unceasingly. When he returned to
Quebec in the autumn of 1686 he even thought of going
inland as far as the Great Lakes.”. DCB. This small pocket
size volume may well have accompanied the Bishop on his
many travels in Quebec and Nouvelle France.

L2340

65. POLO, Marco. Delle meraviglie del mondo per lui
vedute ... Di nuovo ristampato, & osservato l’ordine suo vero
nel dire.
Venice & Trevigi, Angelo Righettini, 1267 [1627?].
£29,500

8vo, pp. 128, Roman letter, a little Italic. Printer’s
woodcut device on title-page, 1 decorated initial, a
couple of typographical ornaments, full page woodcut
illustration representing Marco Polo wearing Mongol
clothes and apparently doing a deal. Light age
yellowing, diminishing foxing or spotting to first or
last ll. A good, clean copy in c1800 tree calf, spine gilt,
all edges red. Bookplate of Juan Carlo Ahumada
(1890-1976), professor of gynaecology at the
University of Buenos Aires, to front pastedown and
shelf label to front endpaper, number (binding cost?)
inked to rear pastedown.
One of the earliest editions, including a charming illustration
of Marco Polo at the court of the Khan, of the well-known
account of his travel in Asia (and particularly China), which
was considered legendary by his contemporaries. Born in
Venice (1254) from a family of merchants, in 1271, together
with his father Niccolò and the uncle Matteo, he embarked on
an epic journey across Asia, arriving in Peking, where he was
in the service of Kublai Khan, the Mongolian Emperor, for

A very good edition, finely printed by Paul Estienne in this
miniature format, of the Estienne text of the Younger Pliny's
Letters with the notes of Issac Casaubon. (Who was Paul
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several years. Returning to Venice in 1298, Marco was
taken as a prisoner by the Genoese after the battle of Curzola.
It was in prison that he dictated his adventures to Rustichello
da Pisa who first put them into writing in French, probably
using Marco’s diary. After gaining his freedom Polo lived in
Venice for the rest of his life (1324-25).

66. PONTANO, Ludovico. Singularia.
Venice, Johann von Köln und Johann Manthen,
1475.
£11,500

About 150 manuscript editions in different languages spread
within a century, such as the ancient version in Venetian,
only recently discovered (“Il Milione Veneto. Ms. CM 211
della Biblioteca civica di Padova di Marco Polo”, ed. by A.
Barbieri & A. Andreose, 1999). However, the anonymous
shorter Italian version, first printed in 1496 (Venice,
Giovanni Battista Sessa) and reissued many times by
Righettini and others, was the most widely read by the
Mediterranean sailors. Better known as “Il Milione”,
nickname of Polo’s family, this work showed similarities with
the typical merchant’s manuals and used simple and concise
language, including both first and second hand information on
geography, customs and economies of unknown peoples and
territories of Asia. The text opens with a short address to the
reader and a chapter on the city of Trebizond. The first part
is aimed at introducing Marco Polo’s family. There follow
145 chapters describing the Turkish lands, small and great
Armenia, Mosul and Baghdad, the territories of Balkh and
Badakhshan, the fertile Persian Empire and its desert, the
Tatar Empire and the borders of India. The work especially
focuses on the politics, cities and architecture of the Chinese
empire. For instance, many pages are dedicated to the
luxurious residences of the Great Khan and the numerous
diplomatic missions undertaken by Polo on his behalf, such as
the journey to the extensive province of Tibet. Some of the
information in this book was incorporated in important maps
of the later Middle Age, such as the Catalan World Map
(1375). Above all, Marco Polo’s was the most influential
travelogue on the Silk Road ever written in an European
language depicting the enchanted Asia as a rich continent
characterised by incredible resources, creatures and prodigies,
which opened up the way for the arrival of thousands of
Westerners in the centuries to come. It encouraged XV
century traders interested in exotic products, such as silk,
porcelain, jewellery and spices, to visit Asia and start new
business. It also inspired missionary efforts from Europe,
primarily by Franciscan, Dominican, or Jesuit missionaries.
“This influence prevailed until the seventeenth century when
the maps of Martini, the visits of the Jesuits and the work of
de l’Isle and d'Anville superseded his accounts . . . As a story
of adventure, an account of the experiences of one of the
greatest travellers who ever lived, the book has remained
alive” (“Printing & the mind of man”, p. 23).

Folio. ff. [lxvi]. a–b10, c10–1, d8, e10. Quire C ll.
misplaced [c9, c1-4, c8, c5-7] without first and last
blanks. Roman letter, double column. Capital space
on a2 supplied in blue, paragraphs rubricated in red
and blue on first leaf and then in red throughout,
contemporary manuscript annotations (untrimmed).
a2 very slightly dusty at margins, minor, very pale,
water stain to very upper and outer blank margin of
last few leaves, very minor light spotting on last few
leaves. An internally fine copy, very fresh and clean,
with original large margins, (contemporary
annotations un- cropped) in grey-blue card wraps
circa 1800.
Beautifully printed early edition of this tremendously popular
and influential legal Singularia by the celebrated jurist
Lodovico Pontano, the first edition of which was printed at
Venice, by de Spira, 1471. The “Singularia” are a collection
of brief expositions of specific legal issues, immensely useful to
the practitioner; they give opinions on various points of law
which occur in daily practice in the courts, both ecclesiastical
and civil, with the questions or cases, and sometimes the
decisions of the courts on those cases. Pontano was not the first
collector of Singularia, but continued a tradition that was
particularly lively in Perugia, where he taught. Pontano’s

Copies of this edition are recorded only at the
University of Manchester, the Bibliotèque National
de France, the Staatsbibliothek of Berlin and at the
Jenks Library at Gordon College in the US. BL It.,
695; Cordier, Sinica 1972. Adams and BM STC It.
include only previous editions. Not in USTC. Not in
Brunet or Graesse.
K100
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size: (i) fols. 1-99, double column, 24 lines of an
angular late gothic hand using a pen with a fat nib, red
rubrics, small initials in red in low Countries style,
larger initials in liquid gold on pink or blue grounds
heightened with white, some with penwork foliage
extensions into border terminating in leaves and trilobed flowers with blue and gold tips, occasional parts
marked up at head of page in eighteenth-century hand
for when to read, many initials somewhat scuffed and
first leaf discoloured and hard to read, mid-fifteenth
century; (ii) fols. 100-216, double column, 26 lines of
a professional early gothic hand, capitals touched in
red, red rubrics, Biblical passages underlined in red,
initials in blue with red trailing penwork or red with
dark blue penwork, traces of similar eighteenthcentury marking up at head of page, slightly trimmed
at top, last leaf with holes from ink used for initials and
somewhat discoloured, thirteenth century; in late
nineteenth-century black morocco over pasteboards
with a cross in various colours within a double gilt
fillet with red flowerbuds at its corners, gilt floral bars
along inside turnups, marbled endleaves.

Singularia iuris was the most popular of his works. It had
appeared in seventeen editions by 1500 and was included in
fourteen compilations in the 16th century, the last in 1578.
Pontano’s short career led from the universities of Bologna,
Florence, Rome and Siena, the Roman curia and the court of
Alfonso V of Aragón to the Council of Basel where he became
rapidly one of the major conciliarist leaders and died at the age
of only 30 years of the plague.
“Ludovico Pontano ... was born in Spoleto or its vicinity in
1409. He was taken to and brought up in Rome, which later
gave him one of his names, Ludovico Romanus. As for his
education, it is known that he first entered the University of
Perugia and that he studied at the University of Bologna. In
his legal studies at Bologna, Lodovico was very much
influenced by John de Imola (d. 1436) ... By 1433 he was
professor of Law as the University of Siena. It is regrettable
that not much is known about his activities as law professor.
But his output as a legal scholar was very impressive. It
included the often-reissued Deliberations and pleadings
(Consilia.) Notable remarks on Criminal cases (Singularia)
... After serving briefly as advocate in Florence, Lodovico was
then made apostolic protonotary by Pope Eugenius IV. A er
the council of Basel was convened in 1431, King Alfonso V
of Aragon decided to Press his claims to the Council. Two of
the most renowned lawyers of the time, Panormitanus
(Nicholas de Tudeschis) and Ludovico Pontano, were among
his legal delegation to the council. Lodovico seems to have
arrived himself in 1438. Very quickly he became one of the
most important voices at the council”. Morimichi Watanabe.
‘Nicholas of Cusa – A Companion to his Life and his
Times.’

Text: this first part of this charming pocket volume contains
a fifteenth-century manuscript of the Psalms (from 10
onwards), followed by a brief Litany, and to this has been
appended an older, thirteenth-century copy of the monastic
office (ends wanting). It was made on such a tiny scale, most
probably in order to be kept by a member of a monastic
congregation in a pocket or knapsack, and taken out to use in
reciting the hours or in private devotion. An unusual
miniature monastic compendium.

A beautiful copy of a finely printed book, the quality of the
typography, paper and printing of this edition is wonderful; it
is a very well preserved copy with very good large margins,
and interesting contemporary annotation.

Provenance: 1. While the Calendar remnant and
Litany show no clear localisations, the form of the red
initials in the first part are those of the Low Countries
and the small flowers which terminate the tendrils
emerging from the illuminated initials there are close
to those commonly used by Bruges book
illuminators.

BMC V, 231. GW M34988. ISTC ip00928000. Goff
P 928. Hain13270.
L2508

2. Eighteenth-century pen additions of names
“Salomon” and “Ducre” (fols. 85v and 158r), and
“Charles Silliet(?)” (fol. 1r) pointing towards private
ownership by that century.

IN MINIATURE
67. PSALTER-HOURS. Miniature Psalter-Hours, in
Latin, manuscript on vellum.
Most probably Low Countries, 13th, and 15th
centuries.

L2269

£15,000
68 by 47mm., 216 leaves, wanting all bar one leaf
(parts of June and July remaining) from Calendar at
front, leaves from the front of the main text
(removing Psalms 1-9), as well as a few single leaves
throughout and leaves from the end, collation: i1
(Calendar remnant), ii7 (i wanting), iii8, iv6, v-vii8,
viii7 (vi cut to a stub), ix-xiii8, xiv6 (missing leaves
revealed by stubs), xv16, followed by 101
uncollatable leaves (very thin parchment, split at the
ends of each leaf and reinforced by side-stitching), a
composite of two manuscripts of much the same
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earlier reference to the Summa Perfectionis is known. Its
author assumed that all metals are composed of unified sulfur
and mercury corpuscles and gave detailed descriptions of
metallic properties in those terms. The corpus explained the
use of an elixir in transmuting base metals into gold (the
philosopher's stone) and defended alchemy at length against
the charge that transmutation of metals was impossible. The
practical directions for laboratory procedures were so clear that
it is obvious the author was familiar with many chemical
operations. It contains early recipes for producing mineral
acids, much like the earlier Arabic works. It was not equalled
in chemistry until the 16th century writings of chemist
Vannoccio Biringuccio, mineralogist Georgius Agricola and
alchemist Lazarus Ercker.

68. [PSEUDO GEBER]. Geberis ... Summa
perfectionis magisterii in sua natura, ex bibliothecae
Vaticanae exemplari undecumque.
Venice, apud Petrum
Maguntinum, 1542.

Schoeffer

Germanum
£3,750

FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. [viii], 126 [i.e. 127], [i].
Italic letter, chapter heading in Roman. Full page
woodcut of an alembic on the verso of t-p, numerous
woodcut illustration of apparatus for distillation in
text, historiated woodcut incipit initial, woodcut
device with the severed head of John the baptist on
verso of last leaf, occasional early manuscript
underlining and nota bene, ms. shelf-mark ‘Foreo. in
Pluteo Lo Ni, 29’ on blank outer margin of title in
early hand, small illegible C19th (?) stamp on
pastedown. Light age yellowing, t-p a little dusty, the
occasional thumb mark, outer edge of one leaf uneven
- end of ream, tiny ink stain to blank outer edge of last
few quires. A very good copy, crisp and clean, with
good margins on thick paper, in C19 carta rustica.

“This is the first edition to contain the “Testamentum’. It
was unknown to Schmieder, who mistakenly states that the
Testamentum first appeared in the edition in Berne, 1545.
It was published from a manuscript in the library of the
Vatican and first includes Avicenna’s Mineralia, it further
contains his Interpretation Epistolae Alexandri Regis, and
the following tracts: Kali. Liber Trium Verborum. Authoris
Ignoti. Philosophici lapidis secreta. Merlini Allegoria.
Rachaidibi etc. De materia philosophici lapidis.” Duveen.
A very good copy of this important alchemical work.

A beautifully printed and charmingly illustrated edition of
this important alchemical work, the first edition published
from the manuscript in the Vatican library, and the first to
contain the ‘Testamentum’, attributed (falsely) to the Islamic
alchemist Jābir ibn Hayyān, it was in all probability the work
of Paul of Taranto. The ‘Summa perfectionis’, was written
around the end of the 13th century as a defence of the art of
Alchemy; it became ‘the Bible of the medieval alchemists,’
and was still being used as late as the 17th century. “the
appearance of the ‘summa perfectionis' was pivotal in several
respects. As a ‘summa’, a systematic compendium, the work
provided a comprehensive overview of alchemical practices and
theories current in the late middle ages. At the same time, it
related a long series of arguments defending alchemy against
its detractors. More then that, however, the summa,
attempted to rationalise the practice of alchemy, by making its
procedures conform to the processes of nature itself. According
to the summa, the alchemist should copy the generative
methods of the natural world whenever it is possible to do so.
By this means he will be reproduce a genuine natural product
rather than a near superficial imitation.” Newman,
William. ‘The Summa Perfectionis of Pseudo-Geber: A
Critical Edition.’

Duveen p. 238. Ferguson, I 302. Not in BM STC It.
C16th.
L2725

69. PULCI, Luigi. S’ensuit l’histoire de Morgant le
geant.
Paris, Alain Lotrian, [c. 1536].
£22,500

‘Geber’ is the shortened and Latinised form of the name Jābir
ibn Hayyān, a 9th-century Islamic alchemist, and from the
14th century on it was assumed that that the books of ‘Geber’
had been translated from Arabic. Arabic alchemy was held in
high esteem by 13th century European alchemists, and it
seems the author of this work adopted the name of his
illustrious Arabic predecessor to attach more stature to his own
work. The work is, however, clearly influenced by medieval
Arabic writers. The estimated date for the first four books is
1310; they could not date from much before that because no
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translation, which transposes the hendecasyllabic octaves of
the twenty-eight songs into prose and divides the text into
chapters, was a great success in France, with eleven editions
in the sixteenth century and three in the seventeenth century.

FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. [clx]. ā4, a-z4, cum4,
rum4, A-O4. Lettre Bâtarde. Title in red and black
with threequarter page woodcut of a tournament and
large floriated white on black criblé initial, 14
woodcuts in text of various sizes, full-page on verso
of title, woodcut floriated and grotesque white on
black criblé initials in two or four lines, early
shelfmarks on verso of front flyleaf, French
ownership inscription on rear pastedown ‘Ce
presendte libre appartin a moy Jhan Jaques demourant
a annecy 1548. 2 Julliett' small ink stamp 'bibliotheca'
on verso of title. Light age yellowing, pale waterstain
on a few leaves, the rare mark or spot. A very good
copy, crisp and clean in contemporary vellum wallet
binding, recased, tie preserved, inked title to upper
cover in an early hand, some stains to covers, repairs
to head and tail of spine.

“After enjoying considerable renown in the literary circles of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Morgante, almost totally
forgotten in the following century, was harshly criticized by
the men of letters of the eighteenth, who considered it to be an
inferior burlesque poem, and accused its author of an
immoderate lack of respect for religion. Pulci’s masterpiece was
well known outside Italy long before the end of the eighteenth
century. The Florentine poet’s work is credited, in fact, with
having influenced Rabelais and Goethe, as well as several
English writers. In the introduction to his verse translation of
canto I of Morgante ..Lord Byron not only states that
Morgante ‘divides with Orlando Innamorato the honour of
having informed and suggested the style of Ariosto’ but also
recognises Pulci as the ‘founder’ of the new style of Poetry
which was ourishing in England in his time.” Edoardo
Lebano. Introduction ‘Morgante: The Epic Adventures of
Orlando and His Giant Friend Morgante’.

Rare, very charmingly illustrated, early edition of the French
translation of the Morgante, a narrative account of the
adventures of Orlando and the giant Morgante by Luigi Pulci
in the form of a chivalric and ‘carnivalesque’ poem, composed
in its final version of 28 cantos in octava rima, first published
in Italian in 1478 in 23 cantos. Pulci returned to his poem,
and the last five cantos appeared in 1483, including the
narrative of the 'Rotta di Roncisvalle'. The work met with
great success and was translated into French prose in 1517
and published at Paris in 1519. The present edition (dated
to about 1536) contains three added chapters, chapter 1, and
after the end of the narrative, chapters 134 and 135. These
added parts constitute a historical framework, relating to
Charlemagne, added either by the translator or possibly the
printers. The translator is anonymous but indicates the date
of completion of his work at the
end of the story: August 31,
1517. His work was more an
adaptation of the comic
narrative of the adventures of
Morgan, Roland and Renaud
in the time of Charlemagne
than a direct translation (see
Montorsi, 2011), suppressing
for example the episode of
Morgant and Margutte, the
incredulous demi-giant (a
passage judged undoubtedly too
heterodox, whereas in Italy it
was
often
reprinted
separately). The prologue and
the epilogue that he adds to the
Italian narrative is made up of
histories drawn from the
legendary life of Charlemagne
presented in quasi-narrative
form without mentioning the
Italian source. The name of
Pulci does not appear on the
title page either. The

Brunet. 974 ‘Cette edition est imprimée a longues
lignes’ Not in BM STC Fr. C16th, Mortimer or
Fairfax Murray.
L2501

THE SECOND KNOWN COMPLETE COPY
70. REGIOMONTANUS, Johannes. Ephemerides.
Venice, Johann Hamann, 1491.
£17,500
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4to, 222 leaves, a12, (b-q14). Gothic letter, double
column; almost 200 astronomical tables with zodiacal
symbols and illustrations of lunar phases, title-page for
each section, except, correctly, first; small ink splash
on first gathering, tiny, mainly marginal wormholes
over final two; a few leaves slightly aged yellowed. A
very good, well-margined copy in modern 1/4 calf
over paper covered wooden boards; sixteenthcentury title inscribed on fore- and upper-edges; one
scholarly annotation and three emendations in
margins of aiir and (b)ir in Italian contemporary hand.

typographical ornaments. Large folding plate after
prefatory material showing in detail the components
of the architectonic sector; engraving of baluster on
final plate. Richly illustrated with fifty fine
architectural engravings for practical use. Pencil
autograph of Emilio Barcovich from the city of Fiume
(now Rijeka in Croatia) and handwritten record of
provenance (Coll. Ing. Robert Panicali –
Parigi/Suresnes) on front pastedown, maybe by the
noted collector Giancarlo Beltrame. Date of
publication in old hand at foot of t-p; early ms. ‘liber
perrarus’ (very rare book) on verso of rear endpaper.
A very good, clean copy, a little mostly marginal
spotting, title a bit dusty with small hole in blank at
head, occasional ink spot or thumb mark. In
contemporary vellum over boards.

Extremely rare and early edition of the most important
almanac of the Renaissance. Johannes Müller (1436-1476),
known as Regiomontanus from his birthplace, Konigsberg in
Bavaria, was the greatest astronomer and mathematician of
his time. A disciple of Georg von Peuerbach, he had Cardinal
Bessarion, King Matthias Corvinus and Pope Sixtus IV
amongst his patrons, while Gassendi and Copernicus were
enthusiastic followers of his. He was the editor of the first
astronomical printed textbook, Peuerbach’s Theoricae novae
Planetarum (1472). His astronomical and algebraic
investigations marked a watershed in the development of early
modern science.
Regiomontanus’s most influential works were an abridged
Latin version of Ptolemy’s Almagest; two ground-breaking
treatises on trigonometry and arithmetic; a work on the
calendar; and, above all, his almanac, which enjoyed
incredible and long-lasting success. Following a short
introduction and a couple of preliminary zodiacal tables,
Regiomontanus provides readers with charts of the lunar
phases and the movement of the sun and planets throughout
the years 1492-1506. At the beginning of the work, there is
instruction concerning the best days to start endeavours, have
blood let, take medicines, plant vines and sow. As is typical
of popular and a ordable early printed books, a complete copy
of this rare publication is excessively hard to find.
Extremely rare. Only one other perfect copy in
Munich; one defective copy recorded in the US
(Yale).
ISTC, ir00109500; BMC, V, 424 (imperfect);
Copinger, 5075; Go Suppl., R-109a; GW, M37509;
IGI, 5323; Klebs, 839.10; Sander, 6398; IBP 4704.
Not in Hozeau-Lancaster or Cantamessa.

First and only edition of Ottavio Revese Bruto’s (Brendola
1585-1648) architectural textbook, which shows how to
make and use an ‘archisesto’. The ‘archisesto’ is a
proportional compass invented by the author, who based his
invention on Galileo Galilei’s geometrical and military
compass, the sector. The name ‘archisesto’ comes from the
words ‘archi[tettura]’ and ‘sesto’ (compass). This work is a
‘do-it-yourself’ aid for architects; the tool became quite
popular between C17th and C18th, especially in Britain,
where it was known as the architectonic sector. A nobleman
from the area of Vicenza, Revese Bruto was educated at the
prestigious Accademia Olimpica, where he had the
opportunity to study the legacy of some of the greatest Italian

L2039

71. REVESE BRUTO, Ottavio. Archisesto per
formar con facilità li cinque ordini d'architettura.
Vicenza, appresso gli Heredi di Dominico Amadio,
1627.
£10,500
FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. (viii), [2], 100, [2]. A4
A-M4 N2. Italic and Roman letter. Elegant title page
with half-page engraving of an architectonic sector
(archisesto) and pair of compasses headed by the
motto ‘FIRMA EX MOBILIBUS’ in cartouche.
Floriated woodcut initials, head and tail pieces, and
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architects of the Renaissance, such as Andrea Palladio,
Sebastiano Serlio, and Vincenzo Scamozzi. To mention but
one, the triumphal arch of Campo Marzo (destroyed in
1938) was among his most important achievements, and his
1620’s fine engraving of the stage of the Teatro Olimpico
became soon a widespread and well-known illustration of the
most celebrated theatre of Vicenza. His interests spanned from
theatrical art to the technique of perspective. He is given as the
author of treatises on these subjects, even though Archisesto
appears to be his only published work. As the title has it, the
architectonic sector’s aim is to facilitate the mathematics
behind the design of the five orders of architecture: the Tuscan,
Doric, Ionic, Composite, and the Corinthian.

72. RUEL, Jean. Veterinariae medicinae libri II.
Paris, L. Blaublom for S. de Colines, 1530.
£10,500

The book is divided in five sections which focus on these styles,
and it is strongly informed by earlier paramount works on
Classical architecture and proportion (above all, Vignola
1562; Palladio 1570). Revese Bruto illustrates how to
design arches, architraves, columns, pedestals, capitals and
balustrades according to the canons of each one of the five
orders. His addressee is Federico Cornaro, Bishop of Vicenza,
who is praised in verse at the beginning. It is known that
Cornaro commissioned the re-styling of the façade of the
Vicenza bishop’s palace to Revese Bruto in the same period
in which Archisesto was published. The five sections are
preceded by the advice to the reader. Instructions on how to
make an architectonic sector follow, together with the folding
plate that illustrates its components. In the advice, the author
states that the design of ornaments has always been the most
delightful part of his profession. However, he knows the
decoration of buildings is no easy task, since the attainment of
right proportions often requires complex calculations. His
architectonic sector offers a shortcut in this respect, making the
burden of mathematics lighter. Revese Bruto’s only regret, he
confesses, is not to have succeeded in showing how to divide
the lines of the arch.

FIRST EDITION. Folio ff. (xvi) 120. *10, A6, a-p8.
Roman letter, ruled in red throughout. Large and fine
woodcut on title of a horseman probably Francis I, the
dedicatee, against a castle background, probably
Pierrefonds, (reproduced in Mortimer and
Renouard), beautiful floriated white on black criblé
initials in four sizes. Title page a little dusty, very light
age yellowing. A fine, well margined copy, crisp and
clean in a sumptuous C19th ‘fake’ Pope Paul III
(Farnese) binding in the C16th French ‘à la cire' style,
probably by Hague, in dark brown morocco over
bevelled wooden boards, covers richly worked in gilt
to a panel design, outer panel with a dentelle border
in filled with blue yellow and red paint, central panel
with strap-work oval around central arms of six fleurde-lys, on gold ground, with papal crossed keys gilt
above, surrounded with gilt scroll-work with blue
painted leaves, red painted corner pieces (inverted on
lower cover with red central oval and white corner
pieces), elaborate silver metal clasps, catches, and
grotesque lion’s head bosses, spine with raised bands
gilt ruled in compartments, central fleurons gilt, gilt
ruled edges, all edges richly gilt, gauffered, and
painted. Joints and headband rubbed.

In addition to the practitioners of architecture, the author
makes clear that anybody dealing with geometry, arithmetic,
and music, will benefit from the use of this multifunctional
object. Not only will his ‘scherzo matematico’ (mathematical
joke) help one to design archways and divide the lines of the
arcade, but also it will allow the architect to plan ‘temples,
theatres, amphitheatres, circles, towers, pyramids, colossai,
mausoleums, and so on.’ Most interestingly, Revese Bruto
instructs the reader on how to build an architectonic sector. By
cutting the components out of the large folding plate, and
gluing them on either card board or plywood, one can start to
assemble a model of the tool, which however is way longer and
more complicated a process. Revese Bruto explains it in detail,
advising on materials to use, such as German brass foil,
without neglecting the entrepreneurial aspect of his invention.
He leaves the reader suggesting the purchase of a good metal
architectonic sector in Padua’s Piazza della Signoria at the
shop premises of the craftsman Aquilin Serena Giovine.
BM STC IT. C17th., pp. 742-743; Graesse, VI, p. 97;
Riccardi, p. 351. Not in Fowler.
L2657
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ruled to a panel design, large fleurons gilt to outer
corners, fine large olive brach wreath gilt to centres,
spine double gilt ruled in compartments, gilt lettered
red morocco label, remains of ties. a.e.r., covers a little
scratched, upper joint partially cracked, extremities a
little rubbed.

First edition of Jean Ruel's translation from the Greek of this
important compilation of veterinary texts, the first edition in
any language of the oldest known veterinary works. The
success of this volume resulted in the Hippiatrica, as they are
generally known, being published in the original seven years
later. Scholars have generally placed the Hippiatrica in the
tenth century, specifically the reign of the emperor
Constantine VII (913-959). However, some argue for a late
antique date of compilation and a tenth-century revision of the
text. This type of excerpt collection, comparable to the
Geoponica, offered the advantage of ease of use and made a
range of material more accessible: professionals needed easily
usable reference works. The text offers precious information
on a range of veterinary subjects, especially the materia medica
that veterinary writers presumed available to the horse doctor,
among them saffron, myrrh, and cassia. Such exotic
substances were in common use to treat wounds or to fumigate
stalls.

A beautiful, large paper copy of the enlarged second edition of
this important work of poetry by Sandys, that first appeared
in 1636, but without Lawes' music, and several other parts.

Ruel’s (1424-1537) sometime Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris and physician to Francis I, real love was
study and in particular the translation of medical works for
which he acquired a very considerable reputation. Budeus
called him 'the mastermind of translators'. Ruel’s translation
of the present work made available for the first time to the
general reading public a collection of the surviving writings of
all the Greek veterinary authors of antiquity. The text is
preceded by a detailed sixteen page index and a six page
glossary of technical terms and definitions. A beautifully
printed and important book, in a sumptuous and remarkable
binding, redolent of C19th high medievalism.
BM STC Fr. p. 387. Adams V 617. Mortimer,
Harvard C16 Fr. Bks. 470. Brun p. 286. Renouard p.
165 "Ce livre est un des plus beaux de ceux qui ont
été imprimés par Louis Blaublom". Osler 3851.
Durling 2310. Wellcome 5618.
L2375

LARGE PAPER COPY
73. SANDYS, George. A paraphrase upon the divine
poems.

“Sandys turned to versifying the Book of Psalms in the early
1630s probably shortly after the publication of the great 1632
edition of the Ovid. His full psalter was first published in
1636; in 1638 a considerably expanded edition appeared,
adding paraphrases of the Book of Job and the other ‘poetical’
parts of the Bible, as well as musical settings by Henry
Lawes. This edition was a considerable event in the annals of
Caroline poetry, carrying tributes to Sandys from brotherpoets Thomas Carew, Edmund Waller, Henry King, and
Sidney Godolphin, among others, as well as musical settings
of the psalms by Henry Lawes, Gentleman of the Chapel
Royal. It is a complex and fascinating work; in many ways
it is the most important example we have of a ’Laudian’ style
in English religious poetry, but it also includes covert
criticisms of the powerful prelate and the ecclesiastical polices
of the Caroline government. ... When Sandys was preparing
his Psalter, the Church of England was going through a
period of drastic upheaval. Charles I and Laud, working as a
team were engaged in an active program of Church reform ..

London, [Printed by John Legatt, sold] at the Bell in
St. Pauls Church-yard [i.e. the shop of Andrew
Hebb], 1638.
£3,750
FIRST EDITION thus Folio pp. [xxii], 55, [xiii],
171, [i], 15, [iii], 33, [i]. Variant 2 “‘A paraphrase
upon the Lamentations of Ieremiah’ has separate
pagination, and divisional title on 3A1r. Variant 2:
with the latter divisional title cancelled.” ESTC.
Divisional title from another edition mounted in
place of the cancel. Roman letter, some Italic.
Woodcut printers device on first title, woodcut
musical notation in text. Very light age yellowing,
rare marginal spot or mark. A fine, large paper copy,
crisp and clean, in excellent contemporary English
calf over boards, covers double blind and single gilt
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Huntington Library.” Lowndes 2189. Not in Grolier.

The most immediately obvious feature of the Laudian changes
was a new emphasis on visual splendour .. The Laudian
pursuit of ‘the beauty of holiness’ was no shallow
aestheticism, but a vital part of a coherent theological system.
Sandy’s Psalms revel in the freedom which this new religious
style encouraged. The magnificence of Old Testament
worship was used as a justification for this new, and - to the
iconophobic puritan - deeply shocking policy, and the
sensuous appeal of the Old Testament temples is repeatedly
emphasized in Sandys psalms... Sandys’s version contrasts
sharply with the more conventionally Protestant values
enshrined in Sir Philp Sidney’s version ..Nothing like this
had been done to the holy text in Englsih before Sandys: the
Protestant versions of Sir Philip Sidney or George Wither are
spartan by comparison.” James Ellison. ‘George Sandys:
Travel, Colonialism, and Tolerance in the Seventeenth
Century’.

L2238

LORD HATTON’S COPY
74. SERRES, Olivier de. Theatre d'agriculture et
mesnage des champs.
Paris, par Iamet Metayer imprimeur ordinare du roy,
1600.
£19,500
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. [xvi], 1004, [xx]. ă4,
ĕ4, A-6K4, 6L2, 6M4, 6N6.Roman letter side-notes
in Italic. “Title engraved within an archway, with the
figure of Henri IV seated above. The garden scene in
the upper part of the title page illustrates a passage in
Serres’s dedication to the king, leaf a2r.. The
engraving is signed by Karel van Mallery. The text is
divided into eight parts, each with a divisional titlepage comprising a woodcut scene of agricultural
occupations, .. within .. a four-part border, an
explanatory title, and an ornament of a vase of
flowers.. In addition the sixth ‘lieu’ contains sixteen
woodcut designs for gardens .. of which ten are
printed in a group as plates, recto and verso of leaves
Eeee2-Ffff2, and one as a double-page cut on leaves
Gggg2v-Gggg3r. .. Headpiece with Mettayer’s
monogram, the French Royal arms, and figures of the
virtues (not in Renouard), and a figured headpiece of

Sandys was also deeply interested in America. He was one of
the undertakers named in the third charter of the Virginia
company and later treasurer and member of its Council. His
celebrated translation of Ovid was actually completed in
America. A beautiful large paper copy of this important work
of English poetry.
STC 212725. ESTC S116693. Pforzheimer 852.
“The divisional title to the Lamentations of Ieremiah
appears to be cancelled in all other recorded copies
except the large paper presentation copy in the
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the same design as Renouard 586 but without initials.
Type ornament headpieces; grotesque and arabesque
tailpieces. Initials in various styles, including blocks
from several sets with figures. Roman letter, small
italic marginalia.” Mortimer. Lord Hatton’’s
autograph on engraved title, repeated above
headpiece on next leaf. Engraved title, very expertly
inlaid, very fractionally dusty, light age yellowing, the
occasional marginal ink spot or mark. A very good,
clean copy, with good margins in French mottled calf,
circa 1650, spine with raised bands, gilt ruled in
compartments richly gilt with central fleurons and
scrolled and pointillé tools, gilt lettered title, all edges
sprinkled red, Upper joint cracked, head and tail
band, and lower corners worn.

silk manufacture that the king wanted to promote to combat
the import of foreign silks. The Theatre d'Agriculture has also
become a reference book on the history of gardens, in its
descriptions of how to create the newly fashionable flower beds,
inaugurated for the royal gardens. The third section also
contains over a hundred pages of ‘science’ and practice on vine
and wine. The last contains much information on bread, from
the choice of grain, to many recipes for the manufacture and
conservation of various types of bread. “the author has been
called the father of French agriculture, but his work is more
comprehensive, including the preparation and use of food and
drinks, conserving with salt, vinegar, must, sugar, honey
etc.” Bitting.
Christopher Hatton, 1st Baron Hatton (1605 – 1670) was
the nephew of the Elizabethan politician, Sir Christopher
Hatton, and a prominent Royalist during the reign of King
Charles I of England. He was educated at Jesus College,
Cambridge. and trained for the law at Gray's Inn. He was
comptroller of the king's household from 1643 until 1646,
and acted as joint commissioner for Charles at the conference
of Uxbridge 1645. By August 1648 he had retired to
France. He gives a graphic account of his life abroad in his
letters to Sir Edward Nicholas and others. He always found
comfortable quarters, and made himself very happy with his
‘books and fiddles’. He was a noted antiquarian and
compiled, together with William Dugdale and others, the
Book of Seals, a volume of 529 medieval charters. Cf.
DNB.

First edition of the first great French work on agriculture of
the modern era, of tremendous influence and continued
interest; “the masterful summary of agricultural knowledge at
that time”. Bitting. “Olivier de Serres (1569 -1619) was
born to a well-to-do merchant family in the Languedoc,
southern France. .. He was a protestant, studied law,
participated in the civil war ravaging France.. then bought a
mill and grounds at Pradel in 1575. In 1578 he moved to
his estate to dedicate himself to agriculture as a gentlemanfarmer. De Serres had read the Roman agriculturists and used
some of their information but rejected and even ridiculed their
superstitions. He did not mention Crescentio, de Herrera or
any of his French predecessors. Open-minded, he relied
primarily on his own experience, which he laid down in
beautiful French, clear and precise, easy to read. The book
was an immediate success, reprinted 19 times within a span
of 75 years.” Jan C. Zadoks. ‘Crop Protection in Medieval
Agriculture’

A very good copy of this monumental work; a most important
and rare first edition.
Mortimer Fr. II 494. En Français dans le Texte 79.
Simon, Bibliotheca Bacchica, II, 619. Vicaire, pp.
788-89. Brunet V 212. Bitting 430. Not in Oberlé.

The book is divided into eight parts, where all agronomic and
horticultural practices are expounded on, and includes a great
number of innovations such as the methodical use of soil
improvement, deep plowing, triennial rotation, or the
cultivation of newly introduced plants (potato, cotton etc.).
Serres devotes substantial sections to hunting, cookery,
practical medicine, irrigation, forestry, viticulture, vegetable
gardening, medicinal plants, fruit trees, silk cultivation, the
management of servants. The author also discusses the duties
of the mistress of the house and remedies for all manner of
diseases suffered by men and animals. The work, somewhat
forgotten a er the revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685),
when its influence diminished because of its Protestant roots,
is, however, of continued celebrity, due in particular to the
technological advances of the methods presented, which were
only surpassed in the twentieth century. Henri IV also had
taken a strong interest in the economic regeneration of France
and the present work became, in effect, a manifesto for the
King’s new policies. Serres became a royal counselor in 1599
and advised Henri IV on various agricultural and economic
projects. The publication of the treatise fell within the political
framework of a desire to revive agriculture in the first years of
the reign. The work, in examining the issue of the culture of
the mulberry and sericulture, also participated in the policy of

L2308

75. TARANTA, Valesco de. Practica valesci de
Tharanta. que alias Philonium dicitur; vna cum Ioannis de
tornamira introductorio.
Venice, cura sollertissima Petri Liechtensteyn
coloniensis agrippine colonie, duodecima kal. Martij,
1502.
£3,950
Folio. ff. [ii], CCIX, [i]. A-2B8 2C10. [last blank].
Gothic letter, in double column. Large woodcut
incipit initial, two and six line white on black floriated
initials, some capital spaces with guide letters. Light
age yellowing, very minor oil stain to outer blank
fore-edge margin, t-p fractionally dusty. A very
good, clean copy on thick paper, in contemporary calf
over bevelled wooden boards, covers triple blind
ruled to a panel design, outer panel with a fine floral
scroll, middle panel with a diapered pattern of small
square tools, central panel filled with large blind
fleurons, spine with three large blind ruled bands,
brass catches and remains of clasps, all edges yellow,
early restoration to joints, a few tears on lower cover,
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title manuscript to upper edge.

THOMAS WOTTON’S COPY
76. THUCYDIDES. L’histoire de Thucydide
Athenien, de la guerre, qui fut entre les Peloponesiens et
Atheniens, translatée en langue francoyse..

A very good copy of this finely printed Venetian edition of
Velasco of Taranta's major medical work, in a very good
contemporary Venetian binding. Valesco de Taranta was a
Portuguese physician who studied in Lisbon, and later in
Montpellier, where he taught afterwards and was considered
one of the most distinguished professors of his day, being for a
time chancellor. A comprehensive late medieval textbook on
medicine, the Philonium is one of the two extant works
written by Valesco. The book had brought significant fame to
its author, and he was appointed royal physician in the court
of Charles VI of France. Between 1488 and 1500,
Philonium went through eleven editions and became one of
the most widely used medical texts during that time. New
editions were still published until the end of the 17th century.
The work takes the form of a list of diseases, which, for each
of them, he gives their causes, followed by a description the
symptoms, a prognostication and then the cure, to which he
sometimes adds notes for clarification and notes on dietary
requirements to be followed. “In the Philonium .. he presents
a general textbook of medicine intended to cover all of medicine
except surgery. In keeping with traditional arrangement, a
capite ad calcem, he discusses diseases of the head, respiratory
system, intestinal tract, liver, spleen, kidneys and bladder,
sex organs fevers and epidemic diseases.” Hiers of Hippocrates
67 (the edition of 1490). The end of the index in this edition
also contains a separate index of the medicines used.

Paris, par Pierre Gaultier pour Iehan Barbé & Claude
Garamont, 1545.
£45,000

“The Portugese-born physician first appears as an arts
student in Lisbon, from which he journeyed to Paris where he
received his bachelor’s degree. From 1382 to 1387 Velasco
studied medicine in Montpellier, receiving his licence but not
the master’s diploma. He travelled widely in Iberia and
France, eventually joining the household of Gaston Febus,
Count of Foix. He settled at court and served three counts. In
addition to a book on surgery Valesco wrote two books for his
patrons, a regimen for health (lost) and On Epidemic and
Plague in 1401. A doctrinaire student of late medieval
Galenism, Valesco was at first baffled by plague and its
apparent transmission. As others were beginning to do,
however, Valesco transcended Galen by reliance on his own
experience. He claimed 36 years of experience and survival
through ‘seven or eight epidemics.’ He identified plague as a
pestilential fever attributed to miasmatic poisoning of the air
and emphasized cleanliness, personal diet, and hygiene as
prophylactics....His experience was most evident in his
discussion of how the characteristic swellings, or buboes, were
best treated to ensure survival..” Joseph P. Byrne
‘Encyclopedia of the Black Death.’ Valesco’s work is a most
practical resource for physicians, and his personal experience
is very much reflected in the work. A very good copy in a good
contemporary Venetian binding.

16mo. ff. [xvi], 555 [i.e. 547], [xi]. a8, ē8, a-z8, A2Z8, 3A6. Italic letter, chapter headings and side
notes in Roman. Ruled in red throughout. Barbé’s
woodcut printer’s device on title, white on black
criblé initial, armorial bookplate of Boies Penrose II
on pastedown, Robert S Pirie’s on fly with his pencil
note above ‘This book was le to me in his will by John
Fleming 1987’. Very light age yellowing. A fine copy,
in simple but very elegant contemporary French calf
bound for the library of Thomas Wotton, covers
bordered with a single gilt rule, ‘Thomae Wottoni et
Micorum’ gilt lettered on upper cover, ‘Thomae
Wottoni et Amicorum’ on lower, both within gilt line
border using double capital ‘V’s to create the ‘W’ of
Wotton, 1550 gilt below, double gilt ruled central
lozenge, with four repeated gilt hatched fleurons at
centre, spine with blind ruled raised bands, small
fleurons gilt at centres, shelf mark ‘J8’ in white paint
in top compartment, all edges gilt, small crack to
upper joint and headband, corners slightly worn,
raised bands with small holes to lower side. Preserved
in a black morocco folding box gilt.

BM STC It. C16th. p. 657. Durling 4473. Osler 7501
(1490 edn only) Not in Garrison and Morton,
Wellcome.

Beautifully printed edition of Claude de Seyssel’s translation
into French of Thucydides’ famous History, beautifully
preserved in a simple but very elegant binding made for the
library of the most celebrated English collector of the C16th,
the ‘English Grolier’, Thomas Wotton of Boughton
Malherbe, Kent. “Thomas Wotton, the ‘English Grolier’
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BM STC Fr. C16th p. 421. USTC 39033. (one copy
in US libraries, Michigan University Library). Brunet
V 848. Nixon, Twelves Books in Fine Bindings from
the Library of J.W. Hely-Hutchinson, 1953, pp. 3248; Needham, Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings,
no. 53.

was the first Englishman to collect a planned library of goldtooled bookbindings. About 140 volumes have survived from
his library. A large group of these bears the Grolier-like tooled
inscription Thomae Wottoni et Amicorum’, some have
stamped armorials, some ..have the simple tooled date 1552,
and some have no special signs of ownership on their covers
but can be traced back to him by provenance. Wotton belonged
to a prosperous Kentish family... is not known to have
attended either of the English universities, but his library
suggests an educated man with good knowledge of Latin the
language of scholarship; he did not own any Greek texts.”
Needham. According to Nixon, this binding is part of “group
IV. Simple bindings before 1553, type D”.. “Binding
[with] ownership inscription in the form THOMAE
WOTTONI ET AMICORUM and the date 1550. In
place of the medallions, this has a lozenge containing four
impressions of a tool”.

K91

77. TOPSELL, Edward (trans.); GESNER,
Conrad. The Historie of Fovre-Footed Beastes [with] The
Historie of Serpents.
London, William Iaggard, 1607; 1608.
£29,500
FIRST EDITIONS. Folio. 2 books in 1. [xlii] 758
[xii]; [x] 316 [viii]. A6 [¶]6 2[¶]8 *2 B-2V6 3A-3X6
3Y8 [ rst blank, F4+1]. A-V6 2A-2H6. [ first blank].
Roman and Italic letter, first word of titles
xylographic, floriated woodcut initials and grotesque
head and tail-pieces, typographical and metalcut
ornaments, first t.p. with cut of hyena (used for sea
wolf on p. 749), pencil note in Pirie’s hand on fly;
“This copy and the one in the BM are the only one
known with the sea-wolf title-page, most have the
Gorgon. A copy with a sea-wolf on the title was lot
481 in the Foyle sale”, second t.p. with the Boa, there
is an extra leaf after F4 with heading: “The Picture of
the vulger Bugill Folio 57.” in total 155 distinct
woodcut illustrations of animals, 15 full-page,
eighteenth century engraved bookplate on
pastedown, another modern with monogram DP
above, Robert S Pirie’s below. Light age yellowing,
very minor marginal light waterstain to outer margins
in places. Fine copies, crisp and clean with woodcuts
in very good impressions, in handsome contemporary
polished calf, covers double blind, and single gilt ruled
to a panel design, large fleuron with acorn to outer
corners, fine strap-work arabesque gilt at centres,
spine with raised bands, rebacked, some repair to
corners.

Thucydides has been described as the father of ‘scientific
history’ because of his strict standards of evidence gathering
and analysis of events in terms of cause and effect. He has also
been called the father of the school of political realism viewing
relations between states as based more on might than right.
His text is still studied in military colleges throughout the
world. Thucydides also makes the interesting, if somewhat
cynical, analysis of human nature in explaining human
behaviour in the context of wars, plagues and all sorts of
disasters. Viewed in the highest regard by subsequent Greek
historians, then ignored throughout the Middle Ages,
Thucydides had some influence on Machiavelli, but much
more on Hobbes who translated him, and was idolised by
Schiller, Schlegel, Nietzsche, Macauley and von Ranke.
Woodrow Wilson read him on the way to the Versailles
conference, and Thucydides’ influence was increasingly felt in
international relations during the period of the cold war. The
Peleponnesian War of which Thucydides wrote was an epic
27 year struggle for supremacy between Athens and Sparta
and their respective allies. It probably continued a er
Thucycides’ death. Thucydides is the political historian par
excellence, a meticulous recorder of public events, in which he
had fought and from which he was never far removed. He
assiduously researched written documents and personally
interviewed eye-witnesses whose testimonies he wrote up into
somewhat stylistic speeches.

First editions in English of Gesner's work on quadrupeds,
illustrating both real and legendary beasts, with an additional
work on snakes, including chapters on bees, wasps and flies.
Animals are categorized alphabetically, resulting in a few
interesting sequences: the Gorgon is beside the Hare, and the
Manticore with face of a man, hundreds of sharp teeth, and
the body of a lion, is next to a typical Ibex, or Mountain
Goat. Although it depicts several mythical beasts in striking
(if fantastic) woodcut detail, they are given little space text
wise, and the majority of the book depicts European and
exotic mammals, and domesticated animals. The largest
section describes twenty breeds of dog, as well as an extensive
treatment of horses, with an attention to veterinary care and
showmanship. Of Cats, Gesner is wary: “this is a dangerous
beast...so with a wary and discreet eye we must avoid their
harms”. And of the Rhinoceros, ornamented by an imitation
of Dürer, he is simply in awe, asking the reader to consider
that such a large work on many everyday creatures must also

Seyssel, (c.1450-1520) was a Savoyard scholar, diplomat,
and churchman, successively Bishop of Marseille and
archbishop of Turin. He served under Louis XII and was sent
on diplomatic missions in Flanders, Switzerland, England
and Italy. He collaborated with the Byzantine refugee Janus
Lascaris on translations of ancient Greek historians, Lascaris
translating from Greek to Latin and Seyssel from Latin to
French; between them they produced the first French
translations of Herodotus, Thucydides, Diodorus, Appian,
and Xenophon.
A lovely copy of this work from perhaps the most famous
collection of bindings owned by an Englishman. Books from
Wotton’s library are exceptionally rare and have been always
been highly sought a er by book collectors.
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contain “the storie of this Rhinoceros, as the outward shape
and picture of him appeareth rare and admirable to his eies,
differing in every part from all other beasts, from the top of his
nose to the tip of his taile...” The work concludes with useful
indices of Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, German and
Greek names for each of the beasts featured.

Conrad Gesner (1516 - 1565), is known as the Pliny of
Germany, whose prolific writings are considered the
foundations of modern zoology.
ESTC 24123, 24124. Sabin 27228. Wellcome I 6323.
Alden 607/93 “On p. 660 is a description of
Patagonian giants who clothes themselves with skins
of the ‘Su’ with illus. derived from Thevet’s
Singularitez de la France antartique, chapt. lvi.” and
608/166 “On p. 141, with illus. is a description of a
Brazilian alligator.” Lowndes VII 2698, later ed. On
horses, Mennessier de la Lance I p.547 describes in
depth the Latin original.

The second part is the first English translation of the last of
Gesner’s works on animals, on Snakes and Insects. Unlike
his history of Quadrupeds, it begins with an essay on the
“Divine, Morall and Naturall” elements of serpents acknowledging the problematic place of snakes in the history
of creation, and moving onto a technical discussion of their
anatomy. The work is also distinct from its predecessor in its
more consistent (and useful) inclusion of medical authorities
and recipes for antidotes. The classification system however is
less precise, as if this later work of Gesner’s was more of a
catch-all for nature’s miscellany. After Asps, there is
discussion of Bees, Flies, Caterpillars, and reptiles such as
crocodiles, toads, lizards, turtles, and even dragons and sea
serpents. Perhaps more than the streamlined History of
Foure-Footed Beastes, the untidiness and slight confusion of
this work shows Gesner’s innovations for what they were:
straddling the divide between the received knowledge of
natural history and the push for newer forms of classification
through observation that would define zoology. An unusually
good, clean copy of a much read work, more often found
defective or incomplete.

K82

COLBERT'S COPY
78. VERGILIUS MARO, Publius. Buc. Geor.
Aeneis P. Virgilii Maronis Mantuani doctiss. virorum
notationibus illustrata opera et industria Io. A. Meyen
Bergizomii Belgae.
Venice, apud Aldum, 1580.
£6,750
8vo. pp. [xlviii], 947 [i.e. 927], [i]. Italic letter, some
Roman. Title within architectural woodcut border,
medallion portrait of Aldus the elder below, floriated
woodcut initials in several sizes, “Bibliotheca
Colbertina” in slightly later hand on upper blank
margin of t-p., C20th engraved bookplate on
pastedown. Light age yellowing, t-p fractionally
dusty, rare marginal mark or spot. A fine copy in mid
C17th red morocco, covers triple ruled to a panel
design ‘a la Duseuil’, fine corner pieces to outer panel
with scrolled and pointillé tools, spine with gilt ruled

Edward Topsell (d. 1638?), matriculated from Christ's
College, Cambridge in 1587 and was appointed in 1604 as
curate of St. Botolph, Aldersgate. Author of the popular
Reward of Religion, lectures on the book of Ruth which
reached three editions in his lifetime, his claim to posterity is
nevertheless his translation of Gesner's zoological works.
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raised bands, double gilt ruled in compartments richly
gilt with fine scrolled tools to corners, with small and
pointillé tools, title lettered in gilt, edges and inner
dentelles gilt, combed marble end-papers, a.e.g.

as financial intendant for Cardinal Mazarin, and from 1661
to 1683 he was first minister for Louis XIV, one of the most
influential men in C17 France. Colbert appointed the
mathematician and scholar Pierre Carcavi to oversee his
library, and in 1667 when Carcavi became a keeper for the
Royal Library, Etienne Baluze succeeded him. Under
Baluze the library grew enormously. When Colbert died in
1683 his library contained 23,000 books and 5,212
manuscripts. It passed to his son, the marquis de Seignelay,
and Baluze continued to be its librarian until 1700. It was
sold in 1728, most of his manuscripts were purchased by the
king, while his printed editions were sold at auction all over
Europe.
BM STC It. C16th p. 731. Renouard 227:4. Adams
V510.
L2399

FROM THE VANISHED LIBRARY OF
THOMAS FULLER
79. VICCARS, John. Decapla in psalmos: sive
commentarius ex decem linguis Mss. et impressis: Heb.
Arab. Syr. Chald. Rabbin. Græc. Rom. Ital. Hispan.
Gallic. Cum specimine linguæ Cophticæ, Pers. & Ang.
London, apud Robertum Young, 1639.

An excellent edition of the three major works of Virgil, the
Eclogues, the Georgics, and the Aeneid, with the extensive
notes and prefatory material by Paulus Manutius, of great
influence in the dissemination of the works of Virgil
throughout renaissance Europe. The work is prefaced with a
letter from J. Meyen to Vincenzo Gonzaga, dated
Dec.1576, a preface by Paulus Manutius to Torquato
Bembo, 1558, a letter from Aldus the Elder to Pietro Bembo,
and a letter from Aldus the younger to the reader. Paulo
Manutius’s edition of Virgil with his notes was a bestseller in
Europe, and was often reprinted by other publishers; three
editions appeared in England. “The Metamorphoses showed
Marlowe how nature had framed the cosmos in four elements.
Virgil’s pastorals introduced him to Silenus, the bard who
‘sang how, through the great void, were brought together the
seeds of earth, and air, and sea, and streaming fire withal;
how from these elements came all beginnings’. (6.31-6).
When Marlowe encountered this seminal passage in Paulus
Manutius’s standard edition of Virgil, the headnote told him
that Silenus’s song contained Epicurus’s opinion about the
nature of things and showed the way from the lesser genre of
pastoral to the greater space of poetic fables” J.R. Mulryne.
‘Shakespeare, Marlowe, Jonson: New Directions in
Biography.’

£5,750
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. [xii], 406, [x]. Text in
double column. Roman, Italic Greek Syriac,
Hebrew, Coptic and Arabic letter. Additional full
page engraved title by Wenceslaus Hollar, “Round
the title in centre stand ten figures representing the
different races of mankind in ten separate
compartments from top le clockwise, beginning Syrus
and ending Chalderus.” (Pennington 2690), woodcut
ornament with King David on printed title, t-p
within box rule, woodcut headpiece and initials,
typographical ornaments, Alberry Merter of Arundel
ms in early hand on front pastedown, Rev. Thomas
Fuller and William Howell of Cranford’s inscribed
ex-dono, on fly “Liber Guil. Howell Cranfordensis
ex dono ela. viri Thomae Fuller T.B. of ibid. Pastoris
reverendi”; (Fuller was rector of St. Dunstan's in
Cranford, 1658), bookplate of Robert Pirie on
pastedown. Light age yellowing, rare marginal spot or
mark. A fine copy, crisp and clean, in excellent
contemporary dark-blue morocco, covers bordered
wth triple gilt rule and dentelle border, small fleurons
to outer corners, spine double gilt ruled with dentelle
roll in long, spine sunned, very minor wear to corners,
all edges gilt.

From the library of Colbert in very fine red morocco, with his
second librarian’s, Etienne Baluzes’ note ‘Bibliotheca
Colbertina’ at the head of the title-page. The binding is of an
apparently simple mid seventeenth century design but this
belies the fineness of the tools used and the extraordinary
quality of the workmanship. The work and scrolled tools,
with use of ne pointillé tools, is reminiscent of Le Gascon.
The library of Colbert grew with the man himself. Born in
1619, from 1645 to 1651 he was assistant to Michel Le
Tellier, secretary for the army, from 1651 to 1661 he served

A beautiful copy of this important and very early English
work on the Psalms by John Viccars, dedicated to Archbishop
Laud, with extraordinary provenance; the only known work
from the library of Thomas Fuller. The biblical scholar John
Viccars (1604–1660) was educated at Christ's College,
Cambridge, and “in 1640 he was presented to the rectory of
South Fambridge in Essex, and on 5 May 1646 was
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inscription as a physician with the same name. Thomas
Fuller (1608 - 1661) the English churchman and historian,
is now especially remembered for his writings, particularly his
Worthies of England, published in 1662 after his death. He
was a prolific author, and one of the first English writers able
to live by his pen.
TC 24696. ESTC S101773. Lowndes 2769. “A
curious and learned work, containing some of the first
specimens of Syriac and Arabic typography executed
in England.” Not in Pforzheimer.
L2241

80. VITRUVIUS Pollio. [MARTIN, J. Trans.].
Architecture ou art de bien bastir.
Paris, Hiersome de Marnef & G. Cavellat, 1572.
£3,950
Folio. pp. (viii) 351 (iii). Roman letter. “De Marnet’s
pelican device (Renouard 37) on the title-page.
Architectural title-border with scrollwork, grotesque
heads, and animal heads ... two full-page cuts of
buildings which were not in the 1547 edition. The
façade bearing the crowned initials of François I,
Henri II and Catherine de Médicis appears earlier in
the Amadis de Gaul ... two headpieces with satyrs and
de Marnef arms ... grotesque initials in three sizes. A
most elaborate de Marnef pelican device (Renouard
729) on the verso of leaf HH4” Mortimer, FR. 551.
Some 150 architectural woodcuts (from one-third to
double page) illustrating text. Slightly later autograph
‘Biaggio’ on pastedown. Light age yellowing, minor
foxing, title restored at gutter. A very good copy, crisp
and clean, in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges,
vellum with minor restoration to fore-edge of upper
cover.

instituted to that of Battlesden in Bedfordshire, both of which
he held until 1646, when he was sequestered by the
Westminster assembly of divines. On his suspension he went
abroad, and during the puritan ascendency travelled from place
to place, ‘visiting divers academies and recesses of learning,
and gaining from them and their respective libraries great
experience and knowledge.’ Viccars was a man of unusual
learning and an admirable linguist. In 1639 he published
‘Decapla in Psalmos: sive Commentarius ex decem Linguis,’
London, fol., a work of immense learning, drawn from
Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Rabbinical, Chaldæan, Greek,
Latin, Italian, Spanish, and French sources.” DNB This
work is “". an erudite and voluminous commentary on all
150 psalms using ancient, medieval, and modern versions in
ten different languages, including Hebrew, Syriac, and
Arabic. Much of the commentary is extracted from rabbinical
authors, but under the heading ‘alius auctor’ (‘another
author’) Viccars provides his own remarks, which include,
besides extensive classical quotations, sidelights on his travels
with descriptions of monuments and eyewitness accounts of
Vesuvius, the Alps, and other natural marvels. The book cost
John and his younger brother Samuel much money for Syriac
and Arabic types specially cast (the latter only the second
Arabic font produced in England) and a fine engraving by
Wenceslas Hollar for the title-page" ONDB. This work was
one of the earliest english work to critically examine the
original Hebrew Psalms.

Second edition of the French translation of the De
Architectura, by Jean Martin; it had first appeared in a now
very rare edition of 1547. The illustrations are largely
common to both editions, though this second does contain both
different and additional cuts. Most of the illustrations are the
work of Jean Goujon and were new to the 1547 edition; the
rest are largely copies of Giovanni Giocondo’s cuts for a 1511
Latin edition (Tacuino, Venice) whilst a few are based on the
remarkable Como Vitruvius of 1521. Martin’s translation
was not superseded until the publication of Claude Perrault’s
more than a hundred years later. “This handbook on classical
architecture is the only Roman work inspired by Greek
architecture that has come down to us. It is therefore important
as our prime source of many lost Greek writings on the subject
and as a guide to archaeological research in Italy and Greece.
By exemplifying the principles of classical architecture it
became the fundamental architectural text book for
centuries ... Alberti, Brumante, Ghiberti, Michelangelo,
Vignola, Palladio and many others were directly inspired by
Vitruvius” (Printing and the Mind of Man 26, on the first
Latin edition).

According to Pforzheimer (621) the copy of Thomas Lodge's
Scillaes Metamorphosis (1589) belonging to Folger was
Fuller's copy, but the Folger Library catalogue quotes the

Jean Martin, translator and editor of this volume, sought to
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produce a book of use to practitioners as well as of interest to
his fellow humanists. As such the work is beautifully and
profusely illustrated. Besides schematic architectural
illustrations, the woodcuts include complex Renaissance
ornaments, graceful scenes and theatrical stage settings in
Italian perspective, most of them the work of Jean Goujon
(died ca 1567), while the larger initials are attributable to
Jean Cousin (ca 1490-ca 1560), two artists who together
decorated the Château d'Anet. Vitruvius' treatise is followed
by Goujon's discourse on his own illustrations. A beautifully
illustrated and most influential work.

Fanshawe's household, his daughter-in-law records, there
were 'many gentlemen that were perfectly well qualified both
in that and the Italian tongue.' Ward served Sir Henry both
as an Attorney in the Exchequer and as a musician, but
beyond the fact that he married and had three children we
know nothing of his life.The only works of Ward's to be
printed in his lifetime were his First Set of English
Madrigals...With a Mourning Song in memory of Prince
Henry of 1613, and his contributions to Sir William
Leighton 's musical anthology The Teares or Lamentations
of a Sorrowful Soule (1614) and to Ravenscroft's Psalmes
(1621), though other compositions, including many fancies
and In Nomines for viols, some verse anthems and services,
and a few more madrigals circulated in manuscript. Ward
dedicated his 1613 publication to 'the Honorable Gentleman,
and my very good Maister, Sir Henry Fanshawe.' frankly
admitting that they were controversial, that 'the excellent
varietie of these Compositions, hath fed time with fulnesse,
and bred many Censors, more curious than (perhaps)
Iudiciall.' Yet Ward also presented what he termed 'the
primitiae of my Muse' in the confidence that these would
'pleasingly rellish, and (with your equal selfe) mainteine me
against the corrupted number of Time-sicke humorists.’
What is entirely exceptional about Ward is his concern for his
texts and their setting. In general, whatever their other and
manifold virtues, the English madrigalists displayed a cavalier
and essentially frivolous attitude to the content of the poems
that they set. Ward's collection, in contrast, commences with
one of Sir Philip Sidney's most famous sonnets, and includes
three more settings of lines by Sidney, three (possibly four) of
lines by Michael Drayton, four of lines by Frances Davison,
as well as of a poem by Davison's brother and a song
translated by Bartholemew Yong from Montemayor's
romance, the Diana. The texts frequently differ from the
published versions, and show evidence of careful adaptation by
Ward, always to the point. Ward's music in these madrigals
is stringent, intellectual, even terse. To a remarkable extent
he eschews chromaticism, the fashionable device for the
creation of violent emotional effect. The dissonances and

Brunet V 1329 “on... recherche toujours l’édition ...
à cause des gravures sur bois ... exécutées par notre
célèbre Jean Goujon et parce qu’ill s’y trouve ... une
Dissertation sur l’architecture, par le même artiste”.
Brun. p.313. Fowler 411 “The larger woodcut
initials, and the smaller ones, were used by the
printing firm of Estienne in Paris”. Berlin cat. 1808.
Cicognara 719. Mortimer 551.
L1931

81. WARD, John. The first set of English madrigals to
3. 4. 5. and 6. parts apt both for viols and voyces. With a
mourning song in memory of Prince Henry.
[London], Printed by Thomas Snodham, 1613.
£7,750
FIRST EDITION. 4to. Without part 1 Cantus. Part
2 Altus: pp. (iv) XXIIII, XXIIII-XXVIII, [A]2 B-D4
E4(-E4); part 3 Tenor: pp. [iv], VII-XXIIII, XXIIIIXXVIII, [i]. [A]2 B-D4. part 4 Bassus pp. [iv],
XXIIII, XXIIII-XXVIII, [i]: [A]2 B-D4 E4(-E4);
part 5 Quintus; pp. [iv] XIII-XXIIII, XXIIIIXXVIII, [i]; [A]2 B-C4 ’E3’ [lacking E3, supplied in
mss facsimile]: part 6 Sextus: [iv], XIX-XXIIII,
XXIIII-XXVIII, [i]: [A]2 B4, C2. The quintus and
tenor title page are undated. Roman letter with some
Italic. Titles within fine woodcut borders with figures
of Fortitude, Justice, Mercy and Prudence at sides,
scene of a priest preaching below, woodcut
initials, typographical ornaments, type set
music. Light age yellowing, Quintus part a
little soiled and water-stained with a hole in
lower margin of t-p, restored, final leaf lacking
(supplied in C19 manuscript facsimile), paper
a little soft, t-p to Tenor and Bassus parts a
little dusty, some minor mostly marginal
spotting, the odd marginal mark or spot. Good
copies. A mixed set, disbound, each part in a
brown cloth wrapper and box case.
Very rare first edition of the only publication of John
Ward’s madrigals in his lifetime.
“John Ward was born at Canterbury in 1571 and
died at Ilford Magna in Essex in 1638. His life was
spent in the employ of Sir Henry Fanshawe, who as
Remembrancer of the Exchequer was an important
official, and was also a 'great lover of music.' In
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suspensions that so distinguish his style are organic, emerging
logically from his decisive and unusually broad melodic lines.
Ward was thought of by his contemporaries as a ‘gentleman’
rather than a professional musician. ...Arguably, in his
assimilation of states of feeling born of melancholy, to music
of striking design and originality, he challenges comparison
with his great contemporaries, John Danyel and John
Dowland.” Chris Whent.

was appointed organist of Winchester College in 1598.
There he composed some of his finest madrigals, which
appeared in two volumes published in 1598 and 1600. In
July 1602 he graduated BMus from New College, Oxford;
and some time between October 1601 and October 1602 he
was appointed organist and master of the choristers at
Chichester Cathedral, where he ended his days, dismissed
from his post on grounds of his being a habitual common
drunkard and a notorious swearer and blasphemer, a tragic
end for the successful young madrigal composer of the 1590s,
who had evidently aspired to higher things: several of his
anthems and services were written not with Chichester in
mind but for the more sumptuous services and ceremonies of
the Chapel Royal, with which he evidently had some
informal contact. He never, however, consolidated the London
connection to the extent that he could leave provicial
Chichester. We can only speculate whether the debuached
habits were the cause of the stagnation in his career or the effect
of it.” Chris Whent.

Complete sets of these madrigals are very rare, RISM records
eight only, single part recorded at auction. STC S111603.
STC 25023. Lowndes 2837.
L2242

82. WEELKES, Thomas. Madrigals of 5. and 6. parts,
apt for the viols and voices. Made & newly published by
Thomas Weelkes of the Coledge at Winchester, organist.
London, Printed by Thomas Este, the assigne of
Thomas Morley, 1600.
£6,750
FIRST EDITIONS. 4to. Four vols, two parts in each
vol. Part 1 Canto) [A]2 B-D4. Part 2 Alto) [A]2 BD4; Part 3 Quinto. [A]2 B-D4. Part 5 Tenore [A]2
B-D4. Without part 4, Basso, part 6, Sesto and t-p of
first part. Roman letter some Italic. Type set music,
titles to each part, within fine typographical borders,
small woodcut of two mermaids holding the royal
arms on titles, fine suite of historiated, grotesque and
floriated woodcut initials, (including one of the
Saints). Very light age yellowing, rare very minor
marginal mark. Fine copies, crisp and clean, in
eighteenth- century card wrappers inscribed titles on
upper cover, in modern cloth box.
Extremely rare first editions of Thomas Weekles Madrigals,
four part-books (of six), comprising Canto, Alto, Quinto &
Tenore. Thomas Weelkes (1576-1623) was the most
brilliant and technically accomplished of the school of English
madrigalists. This collection is the splendid fulfilment of his
early promise.
“Thomas Weelkes, whose professional career spanned one of
the most fertile periods in England's musical history, is
without doubt one of her finest composers. Like Purcell, he
had a vivid imagination and love of experiment, and died
prematurely at the peak of his creative powers, but not before
he had composed a very large amount of music. Nowhere are
Weelkes' outstanding musical abilities more evident than in
his four sets of madrigals, which appeared between 1597 and
1608, and his splendidly sonorous full anthems. The English
madrigal school reached its peak with Weelkes, the most
original madrigalist, and John Wilbye, the most polished;
both were deeply indebted to Thomas Morley, both surpassed
him... Weelkes' masterpiece came in two volumes he
published in 1600, the first with a dedication to Lord
Windsor. Once more there is the defensive note: the
impoverished musician could hardly expect a lord to ‘descend
to the notice of a quality lying single in so low a personage as
myself.’ ...Probably the son of a Sussex clergyman, Weelkes

These first editions of these important madrigals are
particularly rare. RISM records only five copies as being
complete, and there have been no other copies recorded at
auction on ABPC. Very good copies of these rare works.
ESTC S111680. STC. 25206. Lowndes 2867.
L2243

83. WIRSUNG, Christoph. A generall practise of
physicke: Wherein are conteined all inward and outward
parts of the body.
London, Impensis Georg. Bishop, 1598.
£7,500
FIRST EDITION. Folio pp. [xx], 790, [cxxii]. A10,
A-3D8, 3E-3S4. Black letter with some Roman and
Italic. Woodcut printer’s device on title, woodcut
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floriated, historiated and white on black initials in
various sizes, grotesque woodcut tail-pieces,
typographical headpiece, “Edwardi Pytts. xs 1600” at
head of title page, index notes in an early hand on rear
fly, medical recipe in a contemporary hand on rear
pastedown. Title page fractionally dusty, very light
minor water-stain stain to first index, and on last two
leaves. A fine copy, crisp and very clean in
contemporary English calf, covers bordered with a
double-blind rule, spine with blind ruled raised
bands, remains of green silk ties, lower joint cracked,
a little rubbed and scratched.

There are two issues of this work, one by Bishop and one by
Bollifant. Estc gives no precedence but states that the Bishop
edition was registered with the Stationer’s Register in 1597.
A handsome and fresh copy of this most interesting work with
interesting provenance.

A beautiful copy of the first edition of the English translation
by Jacob Mosan of this monumental medical treatise, from the
German text, ‘Ein new Artzney Buch’, by Christoph
Wirsung, first published in Heidelberg in 1568. Wirsung
divided his work in the classic order of "a capite ad calcem”,
from head to foot, in four parts, in which the head, chest,
stomach, organs, limbs and their diseases are treated. This is
followed by four further parts, where skin diseases and fevers
are described, followed by chapters on the plague and
poisoning. The eighth part is very much a cookery book and
describes the uses of wines, beers, oils, food, gold waters,
spicebreads, marzipans and spices with detailed instructions
on their preparation. This work gives numerous botanical
remedies in the form of pills, powders, and syrups. Ailments
are divided up in chapters, like "Of the fainting of the hart in
generall" "When any are infected with the Plague," with more
specific and related symptoms following. The treatments
recommended are exhaustive and are mostly botanical,
although non botanical remedies such as enemas, baths,
bloodletting, and plasters are included as are dietary and
lifestyle advice. His treatment for infertility was interesting.
“Wirsung is inclined to a mode of thought which separated
barrenness differently with regard to the sexes. To augment
seed (not explicitly male), among the usual plant remedies he
recommends the stones of ‘Buls, Cocks, Bucks, Rams, Bores,
and all their pissels’; for women, since the causes are more
complex and largely humoural, the remedies vary greatly,
though still relying on vegetative matter. In a short chapter at
the end, spices and vegetables are supplemented by the ‘stone
of a bore hog being two years old, and the pissel of a stag
shaven smal halfe an ounce, fower paire of Foxe stones, and
ie or threescore Sparrowes braines’ added to many other
ingredients to make a confection for both sexes” Alasdair A.
MacDonald. ‘Scholarly Environments’.

Paris, ex Typographia Ioannis
Collegium Remense, 1648.

ESTC S111714. STC 25863. Wellcome 6758.
L2524

BOUND BY LE GASCON?
84. WISHART, George. I.G. de rebus auspiciis
serenissimi, & potentissimi Caroli gratia magnæ Britanniæ,
&c. sub imperio illustrissimi Iacobi Montisrosarum…
Bessin,

propè
£4,250

8vo. pp. (xxiv), 563 (i). Large paper, Roman letter,
some Italic. Woodcut and typographical headpieces,
small woodcut initials, printed label, ‘6506’ from the
sale of Bolongaro-Crevenna at head of front
pastedown, bookplate of Robert Maxtone Graham
below. Light age yellowing, the very rare marginal
spot. A fine, large paper copy in exceptional
contemporary French red morocco in the style of Le
Gascon, covers double gilt ruled to a panel design,
outer panel filled with a fine scrolled roll, middle
panel with two fine dentelle scrolls elaborate fleurons
to corners, central panel bordered with a small
pointillé roll, elaborate corner pieces with scrolled and
pointillé tools around a central oval worked to a
lozenge form with fine scrolled tools, spine richly gilt
with gilt ruled raised bands, double gilt ruled with
further pontillé rules to compartments, richly gilt
with scrolled tools and semé of small tools, edges with
gilt dentelle roll, combed marble endpapers.
A fine, large paper copy of this most interesting contemporary
biography of the feats of the great Scottish General, James
Montrose, in a stunning contemporary morocco binding
attributable or very close to the great French binder Le
Gascon, from the exceptional library of Bolongaro-Crevenna.
“Dr. George Wishart was born in 1599... In 1626 he
moved to St. Andrews as second charge, and it has been
conjectured that is was there that he first met the Earl of
Montrose, who matriculated at the University of St. Andrews
in 1627... When the Presbyterians obtained the ascendancy,
Dr. Wishart fled to England with Archbishop Spottiswood.
On 19th October 1639, he was appointed to a lectureship of
All Saints Church, Newcastle, and in 1640 he was
presented at St. Nicholas Church, Newcastle. When Leslie
and the Scots army took Newcastle on 19th October 1644,
Wishart was taken prisoner, and, on the charge of
corresponding with royalists, was imprisoned in the Thieves’
Hole, Edinburgh. After 7 months in prison, Wishart was
liberated when the Marquis of Montrose arrived in Edinburgh
after his victory at Kilsyth on 15th August 1645. Wishart
joined the royal army at Bothwell, and was appointed private
chaplain to the Marquis of Montrose. In this capacity, he

Sir Edward Pytt (1546-1618) had a lucrative office in the
Court of Common Pleas. He bought Kyre Park in 1575
and started building "I bought John Bentley freemason from
Oxford (where he wrought the newe addition to Sir Thomas
Bodleigh his famous library)...". The Folger Shakespeare
library have a finely bound copy of one volume of Foxe's Book
of Martyrs that Edward Pytt bought in 1573, for 21
shillings, and which he gave to his son, James Pytt, possibly
as a christening present. This work at ten shillings was
considerably less expensive 27 years later, though it does not
have such a sumptuous binding.
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spine with raised bands gilt ruled in compartments,
fleurons gilt to centers, edges gilt ruled, inner
dentelles gilt all edges gilt, small tear to upper joint.

accompanied the Marquis in his campaign both at home and
abroad, and his narrative of Montrose’s campaign is that of
an eye-witness and biographer. It was first published in
Amsterdam ... 1647. When the Scottish Parliament tried
Montrose in abstentia in 1649, Wishart’s book was brought
as evidence against him. A bounty was pledged by Parliament
and the Church of Scotland for his capture, and he was
sentenced in abstentia to be hanged with Wishart’s book
around his neck. The sentence was carried out in the following
year after Montrose was captured and brought to Edinburgh.”
The Wishart Society.

Rare first edition of the first English hymn book. Composed
by the poet George Wither with the music of Orlando
Gibbons it is the first hymn book for Church of England
congregations and was dedicated to James I. Wither's
hymnbook is the first book of congregational song that focuses
exclusively on hymnody rather than psalmody. George
Wither was an English poet, pamphleteer, and satirist. His
‘Hymnes and Songs of the Church’ (1622–1623) were
aimed to counter exclusive psalmody, represented by the
Sternhold and Hopkins Psalter. Orlando Gibbons provided
the music for seventeen of them which represents almost the
entire body of his sacred music published in his lifetime. They
were issued under a patent of King James I ordaining that
they should be bound up with every copy of the authorized
metrical psalms offered for sale. This patent was opposed, as
inconsistent with their privilege to print the singing-psalms,
by the Stationers Company, to Wither's great mortification
and loss, and a second similar patent was finally disallowed
by the House of Lords. Wither defended himself in ‘The
Schollers Purgatory’ (1624). In this document, a 140-page
diatribe against the Stationers Company for their refusal to
print his work, Wither blames them for his financial ruin and
hardship.

“Les reliures de Le Gascon sont de veritables objets d’art.”
Edouard Rouveyre. ‘Connaissances nécessaires à un
bibliophile.’ This binding is very similar in style and the tools
are nearly identical to a binding attributed to Le Gascon in a
Sotheby’s sale at Paris, 2011, sale PF1113, lot 51, the
1595 edition of the works of Montaigne. It shares the same
oval centre surrounded by near identical scrolled tools and
pointillé work. “The style of Le Gascon, so-called, was in
vogue between the years 1640, and 1665” Herbert P. Horne
‘An Essay in the History of Gold-Tooled Bindings’.
The binding is also very similar in design and tools to another
binding attributed to Le Gascon in the Tenschert Catalogue
‘Biblia Sacra’ 2004, no. 59, a Greek New Testament.
Many of the best binders of the period imitated the work of Le
Gascon, who was then at the height of fashion, and if this
binding is not by Le Gascon or his atelier, it is by someone
who was imitating him as closely as possible. The gilding and
use of pointillé tools is particularly fine, the morocco is of the
highest quality. As this is a large paper copy in a very rich
binding, it was almost certainly made for presentation, though
there is no indication of to whom.

“Before the restoration, non-scriptural hymns were regarded
by most with suspicion as being ‘relics of Popery’. However,
the origins of English hymnology are to be found in the early
seventeenth century. It was during this period that the first
hymn book appeared for Church of England congregations.
George Wither’s ‘The hymnes and songs of the Church’ was
quite an ambitious endeavour. The hymns and songs were
composed by Wither while Orlando Gibbons provided the
tunes, but the project was doomed from the start. Wither had
fallen foul of the Stationers’ Company, who sought to
maintain their monopoly on the printed word and, despite
repeated attempts to break out of their imposed strait-jacket,
Wither was unable to popularize his work. .. Wither also
provided hymns for seasons and feasts including a translation
of the Veni Creator which invokes and addresses the holy
spirit. ‘Song 59’ was intended for Trinity Sunday and the
hymn stressed the limitations of reason in the face of
Mystery. .. Whatever the merits of Wither’s writings as
poetry, as hymns they are quite valiant attempts to render the
complexities of the doctrine of the Trinity into popular genre.
His verse never achieves the depth of feeling or flourishes of
rhetoric that we will find in Donne, but it does reveal a faith
that was thoroughly trinitarian in flavour. Whither was
obviously ‘at home’ with the doctrine of the Trinity as much
as Donne was, and in a way in which the majority of later
divines were not.” Philip Dixon.’ Nice and Hot Disputes’

A wonderful copy from the extraordinary library of
Bolongaro-Crevenna, the francophile Italian merchant from
Amsterdam, whose magnificent collection was sold in Paris
between 1775 and 1793. This work was in his sale of
History books in 1789 lot 6506; see ‘Catalogue des livres de
la bibliothèque de M. Pierre Antoine Bologaro-Crevenna ...
Volume 4” Amsterdam, chez Changuion 1789.
L2211

85. WITHER George. The hymnes and songs of the
Church. Diuided into two parts.
London, Printed [by John Bill] for G[eorge] W[ither],
1623.
£6,500
FIRST EDITION. 16mo. pp. [ii], 46, 45-218, [ii].
A-O8. Roman letter, some Italic. Title within
woodcut type border, woodcut musical notation,
small floriated initials, woodcut and typographical
ornaments, ‘M.C.’ in slightly later hand on verso of
last. Light age yellowing, minor marks and spots in
places, small closed tears to 3 leaves, H1, K8 and M6,
slight adhesion damage to N1-2. A very good copy in
nineteenth century black morocco gilt, covers double
gilt ruled to a panel design, fleurons to inner corners,

The work appeared in four forms in 1623; 16mo, 8vo,
quarto and folio; this 16mo. edition is the first.
STC 25908. ESTC S102343
L2188
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86. WITHER, George. A collection of emblemes,
ancient and moderne: quickened vvith metricall illustrations,
both morall and divine: and disposed into lotteries.

couplet as the inscriptio and extensive poems, as well as a
curious game of roulette at the end.
“Emblem books were popular in Europe throughout the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They contained
emblematic woodcuts or engravings with accompanying
didactic text. Taken together, their purpose was to pithily
communicate a message that usually concerned political,
religious, or moral teaching.... The
images in this volume are the work of
Dutch engraver Crispin van de
Passe, and originally appeared in
Holland two decades before the
publication of Wither’s text. Wither,
an English poet and author, believed
the engravings to be excellent but their
accompanying text “meane.” He
added his own moral and religious
verses to van de Passe’s engravings
and the Collection of Emblemes was
published in London in 1635.
Wither’s verses were composed for the
middle-class reader and consistently
promote the Puritan virtues of
diligence and thrift, qualities that are
to be recognized and imitated. .. This
volume is of particular interest because
it contains a pair of volvelles in its
final pages. .. paper wheels fastened
to the pages of a book, allowing them
to turn in relation to one another.
These simple moving parts could
thereby be used as rudimentary
calculators and memory aids...
Wither included his volvelles for a quite different purpose.
Blindly turning these two dials allowed a reader to select an
emblem upon which to concentrate his or her attention. He
intended for this “Lottery,” to be an entertainment,
something he referred to as a “Moral Pastime.” As Rosemary
Freeman observes in her English Emblem Books, “it
obviously had the same appeal as a Fortune-teller at a
party.”” Andrew Belongea, ‘Wither's Volvelles’ The
Newberry library.

London, by A[ugustine]. M[athewes]. for Robert
Milbourne, 1635.
£12,500
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp.
[xx], 62, [vi], 63-124, [vi], 135196, [vi], 209-270, [x]. Text
within box rule. Roman letter,
some Italic. Wonderful engraved
title-page by William Marshall
(Johnson no. 29), letterpress titlepage with woodcut printer's
device (McKerrow 304) within
double-ruled border, the second
(I4r), third (S4r), and fourth
(2D4r) books each have separate
title pages dated 1634 with the
same woodcut device, fine
engraved roundel portrait of
Wither. 200 engraved emblems
by Crispijn van de Passe the elder,
floriated
woodcut
initials,
typographical head-pieces, two
woodcut volvelles on recto of
final leaf (pointers in excellent
facsimile). Light age yellowing,
small marginal tear on lower
margin of D3 not affecting text,
marginal repair to X1, very rare
marginal spot. A fine, fresh copy,
crisp and clean with superb impressions of the
engravings, in very good contemporary (probably
Oxford) polished black calf over thick boards, covers
bordered with a triple blind rule, blind ruled raised
bands compartments hatched at head and tail, surface
crackling, edges with gilt rule, all edges blue.
A lovely copy of the first edition of this beautifully illustrated
and important emblem book, by the English poet and author
George Wither. Wither was employed by the London
publisher Henry Taunton to write English verses to illustrate
the beautiful allegorical plates made by Gabriel Rollenhagen
and Crispin van Passe more than 20 years earlier. Its
publication coincided with another famous English book of
emblems by Francis Quarles. Wither used the plates of the
two hundred engravings of Gabriel Rollenhagen, gathered
from his two works, Nucleus emblematum selectissimorum
(Arnheim, 1611) and Emblematum centuria secunda
(Arnheim, 1613). They are circular picturae that present a
symbol or group of symbols in the foreground, while other
details and scenes in miniature, emerge from the background.
Surrounding the engravings is an inscriptio normally in
Latin, but sometimes in Greek, French or Italian, and the
emblem completed with very brief texts. In reusing these
plates, Wither enriched them literarily by adding an English

A lovely copy of this finely illustrated work.
STC 25900b. ESTC S118586. Praz. p. 124.Not in
Pforzheimer or Grolier.
K85

87. XENOPHON. Cyrupædia: The institution and life
of Cyrus.
London, by I[ohn]. L[egat]. for Robert Allot [and
Henry Holland], 1632.
£4,750
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, [xviii], 131, 130-213,
[vii], 14. [Without engraved t-p]. ““Naumachia .. by
Abraham Holland ...”, a reprint of STC 13580 with
different preliminaries, has separate dated title page
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(2E2r) with imprint “London, printed for Henry
Holland, 1632”; register is continuous. Variant:
lacking "Naumachia" (2E4 2F6) and the additional
dedication preceding “Cyrupaedia” (a2) from Henry
Holland to Henry Rich, Earl of Holland.” ESTC.
This copy, curiously, with the Naumachia but not
dedication (a2). Roman letter, some Italic. Woodcut
printers device on first title, another on the
Naumachia, floriated woodcut initials and tailpieces,
grotesque woodcut headpieces, typographical
ornaments. Light age yellowing, worm trail in lower
blank margin of quires H-L, fol. (¶)3 back to front, tp fractionally dusty, the rare mark or spot. A good
copy in excellent contemporary English sheep over
boards, covers quadruple blind, and single gilt ruled
to a panel design, large fleurons gilt to outer corners,
fine large laurel branch wreath gilt to centres around
gilt monogram incorporating the letters HAMSTL,
stubbs from a sheet of contemporary English printing
(a work by Edward Reynolds), all edges sprinkled red,
head and tail of spine and corners with loss, upper
joint a bit cracked worn, covers a little scratched and
stained.

competent library for historians”. Holland's translation style
was free and colloquial, sometimes employing relatively
obscure dialect and archaic vocabulary, and often expanding
on his source text in the interests of clarity. He justified this
approach in prefaces to his translations of Livy and Pliny,
saying that he had opted for "a meane and popular stile", and
for "that Dialect or Idiome which [is] familiar to the basest
clowne", while elaborating on the original in order to avoid
being "obscure and darke”. Appended to this work is a long
poem describing the 1571 Battle of Lepanto in 1622 entitled
Naumachia, first printed in 1622, by Abraham Holland,
one of Philemon’s sons, with a dedication by his brother
Henry, the editor of the work.
ESTC S118709. STC 26068. Lowndes VII 3012.
Not in Grolier or Pforzheimer.
L2226

88. ZEROLA, Tommaso [with] VISCONTI,
Zaccaria. Sancti Iubilaei ac indulgentiarum ... Tractatus
[with] Complementum artis exorcisticae.
Venice [with] Venice, Giorgio Varisco [with]
Francesco Bariletti, 1600 [with] 1600.
£3,950

A very charmingly bound copy of this rare work, in the
English translation by Philemon Holland, edited by his son
Henry. The Cyropaedia is a partly fictional biography of
Cyrus the Great, written around 370 BC by the Athenian
gentleman-soldier, and student of Socrates, Xenophon of
Athens. The Latinized title Cyropaedia derives from Greek
Kúrou paideía (Κύρου παιδεία), meaning "The Education
of Cyrus". Aspects of it would become a model for medieval
writers of the genre known as mirrors for princes. In turn it
was a strong influence upon the most well-known of these,
Machiavelli's The Prince, which was an important influence
in the rejection of medieval political thinking, and the
development of modern politics. This was the last translation
made by Philemon Holland. “He turned to the Cyropaedia
last of all. He worked long and carefully, comparing his
version with ones already published in Latin and French. He
was eighty years old at the time of publication. His son Henry
assumed control and turned the Holland version of the
Cyropaedia into a tribute to his father, and dedicated it to
Charles I. ..There were great hopes for the translation ..
History swiftly imposed an ironic reading on the whole
enterprise. Philemon Holland was looking backward to the
past rather than forward to pressing necessities. So was
Charles. Although new versions of the Cyropaedia continued
to appear, they became little more than exercises in a genre
that had outlived its usefulness. The Cyropaedia has little to
say to those bent on revolution. It represents as well as any
single book could the kind of political order a popular
revolution would seek to overthrow.” James Tatum.
Xenophon’s Imperial Fiction: On The Education of Cyrus

Two works in one volume. 8vo: 1): FIRST
EDITION: pp. [48], 336, [8]; 2): FIRST EDITION:
pp. [6], 716, [36]. Roman letter, little Italic; printer’s
devices on titles and end of 1), initials floriated or
historiated and decorative tail-pieces; minor
wormtrails on blanks of first gathering, a few leaves
aged browned, occasional light foxing to margins. A
good copy in fine contemporary German alum-taw
pigskin, blind-tooled with external floral roll and
central panel with fleur-de-lys at corners and
monogram of Christ on front, of Mary on rear;
contemporary titles inked on labels at spine, remains
of ties, edges diagonally sprinkled in red and blue;
faint armorial library stamp on verso of front
pastedown, contemporary shelf marks and inscription
‘Pro conventu Suazensi Fr[atr]um Min[orum]’ on
first title.
Elegantly bound volume comprising two uncommon first
edition treatises connected with the Catholic Jubilee of 1600.
Little is known about their authors. Tommaso Zerola
(1548-1603) was an acclaimed canon lawyer of Benevento
and later bishop of Minori, while Zaccaria Visconti,
professional exorcist of the Barnabite Congregation of St
Ambrose in Milan and teacher of this art, flourished between
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The first
work, dedicated to the pope’s nephew Cardinal Cinzio
Aldobrandini, deals extensively with the practice of
indulgence or remission of sins – a highly relevant topic for
pilgrims going to Rome on the occasion of the Holy Year. The
second and more curious treatise addresses exorcism, providing
the theological and theoretic framework as well as a manual of
instruction on techniques, prayers, formulae, rituals and all
sorts of remedies to expel the Evil within. As pointed out in

Thomas Fuller, writing in the mid-17th century, included
Holland among his Worthies of England, terming him "the
translator general in his age, so that those books alone of his
turning into English will make a country gentleman a
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the initial dedication, Visconti hoped that his books would
help reduce the number of cases of demonic possession recently
recorded in the Milanese area.

with all its parts, and a press for printing engravings, such as
in this work. He also describes various ' lotoio' or silk weaving
machines that were very much ahead of their time. It was not
for another hundred years that such machines made their way
to England through the auspices of the eighteenth-century
industrial spy John Lombe. There are also two interesting
machines used for cooking or roasting meat that harness the
power of the upward draft of air in the chimney to power a
spit. One that stands out is a water pump in which Zonca
shows a huge pipe for raising water working as a siphon that
would effectively create a machine working in perpetual
motion driving a mill-wheel for grinding grain. The idea of a
continuous power supply for operating machines was clearly a
significant part of Zonca's research. Some of the engravings,
monogramed FV, are by Francis Valesio, others
monogramed, Ben W sc, are by Benjamin Wright, some still
unidentified have the monogram AH or AHI or AI. The
work enjoyed great success, even being translated into Chinese
in 1627 by Johannes Schreck to show o the wonderful
machines of the west. A very good copy of a beautifully
illustrated work, with an intriguing early British provenance.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to identify the Buchan
of the title but the work was undoubtedly bound in Britain,
perhaps Scotland, at an early date. This copy has a slightly
different collation to others in that it has an extra two leaves
in quire L, though it has the same number of plates.

This copy belonged to the Franciscan convent of Schwaz, in
Tyrol, once a prominent silver-mining centre of the Augsburg
Empire.
1): Not in Brunet or Graesse. BM STC It., Suppl., 83;
Adams, Z 140. 2): Not in Brunet or BM STC It.
Adams, V 629.
L2205

89. ZONCA, Vittorio. Nouo teatro di machine et
edificii per uarie et sicure operationi con le loro figure tagliate
in rame e la dichiaratione e dimostratione di ciascuna Opera
necessaria ad architetti...
Padua, appresso Pietro Bertelli, 1607.
£11,500
FIRST EDITION. Folio. pp. [viii], 88 [iv] 89-115,
[i]. *2, a2, A-K4. L6, M-O4, P2. Roman letter. Fine
engraved architectural title with putti, arms of the
dedicatee above, angelic figure in oval below and
fortytwo full-page engraved plates of machines,
woodcut initials, typographical headpieces and
ornaments, “Buchan” in a contemporary hand on
title. Occasional light marginal spotting, the odd
marginal thumb mark. A very good, clean copy, with
good dark impressions of the plates in contemporary
English vellum over thin boards, green silk ties, a little
dust soiled, upper edge of lower cover with small tear.

BM STC C17th. It. p. 979. Riccardi, I 667.
Cicognara, 970. Brunet V 1539. Dibner 173. Singer.
History of Technology. Vol. III. Kress Lib. S. 366.
L2276

Rare first edition of Vittorio Zonca's wonderful, inventive
and most influential work, one of the classic books on
machinery of the late Italian Renaissance, beautifully
illustrated with fortytwo engraved plates depicting machines
for use in paper making, printing, our mills, silk spinning,
and a speculative machine using 'perpetual motion', amongst
many others. The dedication is by the printer Bertelli to
Rainuccio Gambara. Little is known about Zonca (15681602) beyond this his major publication which describes him
as 'Architect of the Commune of Padua'; it is evident from
this work that he was practically involved with a wide range
of disciplines, from hydraulics, to textiles, to printing. Zonca
clearly takes his place along with Ramelli, Vrani, and Branca
as one of the pre-eminent engineers of late C16 Italy, all of
whom share a debt to Leonardo. The work is simply conceived
with a detailed plate of each machine, a table of its parts, and
a lengthy practical description detailing its function. Nearly
all the machines from the “Novo Teatro” focus on water
power, though some use humans or animals. Of particular
interest are those relating to the manufacture of silk and other
fabrics, to the printing press and the manufacture of paper and
the operation of canals. He describes the application of the
rolling mill to precious and other metals and Zonca appears to
be the first engineer to remark that when running against steel
any sort of metal other than brass is consumed. He depicts for
the first time a set of water driven stampers used in the
fabrication of paper pulp, a full description of a printing press
80
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